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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

VOLUME 32— NUMBER 6

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7,
Explorer Scouts Plan

Old Photographs

Winter Sports Events

Msgr.Westdorp

EIGHT fAGE$ — PRICE TEN CENTS
Entry Blanks Received

Kuiper

Mrs. J.D. French

trict will participate Saturday af-

Dies in Hospital
winter sports carnival

Dies at Hospital

Grand Rapids

On Her Birthday

ternoon in a
P. T. Cheff and Ray Kuiper of
at Camp Holman, near Port ShelHolland have been awarded state
don. Activities will Include ice
championships by the Michigan
In
skating,snow shoeing, tobogganing In
Horseman’sAssociation,it was anand sledding.
nounced Wednesday.
One of the features of Founders Nick Vukin, who is coordinating Msgr. John M. Westdorp, who Cheff was named reserve chamDay Saturday,which marks the arrangements for the affair,has came to Holland almost 20 years pion in the working hunter diviset 1:30 p.m. as time of arrival,
HOth anniversary of the founding although some groups are planning ago as pastor of the St. Francis sion with his horse Rocco while
Kuiper received the reserve chamof Holland, will-be a display of old to come early and cook their noon de Sales parish. diM at 11 a.m.
pionship in the amateur five-gaitmeal
out-of-doors.
A
snack
will
be
photographsat Netherlands
Wednesday in St. Mary’s Hospital ed saddle horse division.
served during the afternoon at the
Museum.
Cheff was also elected to the
in Grand Rapids where he had
Troop 6 Cabin, and some of the
board of directors of the associaMuseum Director Willard C. Explorerswill stay at camp for been taken two days ago.
The monsignor, who would tion for the 1956-57 horse show seaWichers, a member of the Foun- supper.
have
been 62 years old Feb. 9, son. The group held its meeting
ders Day committee, is asking Miner Meindertsma,director of had been in failinghealth since, last weekend in Lansing.
Exploreractivities, has issued an
local persons who are willing to
Holland was represented at the
invitation to all Explorers to join he suffered a heart attack in 1952
lcn£ old photographs to bring them In the special Explorer event dur- and had been seriouslyill the last meeting by several horsemen Including a group from the Castle
to the museum at 12th and Cen- ing the 1B57 Scout Week celebra- three months.
Park
Junior Horse Show. The
Msgr.
Westdorp
who
has
spent
tion.
tral for display purposes.
more than 35 years in the priest- Castle Junior Show joined the
The exhibit will open Saturday
hood was honored by the Holy state association at the meeting.
and all persons are invitedto view
Father, Pope Pius XII, last June Charlotte and Gail Butler, Mary Historical
the special display. There 'is no
when he was made a member of Bosch and Jane Hansen representadmissioncharge at the museum
ed the Junior Show which will be
during the winter months.
held July 27 this year.
The Old Photograph display is
Other dates approved by the as- Will
only one feature of Founders Day
sociation included May 25 for the
ceremoniesin Holland this weekHolland Tulip Time Show, Aug. 24
end. Events will get under way
for the Holland Charity Horse
Friday with appropriate programs
Show and Aug. 28 for the Castlt
in local schools and at Hope ColPark Horse Show.

Local

Museum

Red Cross Office

Dunbar

Marker

Be Unveiled

ToMoveto.OId

lege.
I

Dutch Defender

For

Council Gettiig

Community Awards

Two entry blanks for nomination
for the Lane Bryant Awards, one
of which will go to an individual
and the other to a group, have been
received at the Holland Chamber of

Commerce office.

Ready
Paving

for

1957

Program

Each of the $1,000 awards will go
Mrs. J. D. French, of 1113 South to a person or group "whose outCity Council Wednesday night
standingnon-renumerative
efforts
Shore Dr., died Friday night in
approved resolutionsfor the prohave made Uieir community a betHolland Hospital after an extend- ter place in which to live.”
posed 1957 paving program involed illness. Death, which was due Accordingto information receiv- ving more than four miles of
to cancer, occurred on her 59th ed With the blanks,the awards may
paving at an estimated cost of
birthday anniversary.
be given for work in health, educaMrs. French came to Holland In tion, social welfare, government 118,337.49. The resolution called
1928, the year her father-in-law, and other fields. All kinds of per- for a public hearing Feb. 20 at
C. A. French, purchased The Hoi- sons and organizations have won
7:30 p.m. and bids will be awardlaand Evening Sentinel.Her hus- the awards in the past.
band, John Donald, served as Any suggestions about possible ed at the April 3 meeting.
Projects listed in the 1957 pavbusiness manager of The Sentinel nominees from Holland or Holland
until his death in 1934. Shortly area may be made by calling at ing program follow:
thereafter, Mrs. French went to the Chamber office.
28th St., Washington to Harriwork In The Sentinel news room
March 10 is the deadline for sub- son. $23,817.05.
and served as Sentinel society mitting nominations to Lane Brya Alley between 16th and 17th St.
editor for 15 years. The Frenches Awards, New York City.
running from Central to River
came to Holland from Monroe
Ave., $2,881.73.
HarrisonAve., 28th St. to Wldwood Dr., $5,442.73.
College Ave., 28th St. to 32nd
2

Crashes Occur

St.. $16,230.95.

On Founders Day

ResthavenHome

Red Cross headquarters,for
Saturday’s ceremonieswill open
at 11 a.m. with a public unveiling many years located at 6 East
of a new- historical marker in Cen- Eighth St. in Holland, will move
tennial Park near the 11th St. en- Feb. 12 to the old Resthaven
trance off River Ave. This will be Home at the corner of 10th St.
the first marker to be placed in and Central Ave., according to an
Michiganin connection with a $25,- announcement made at a meeting
000 legislative appropriation for of the board of directors of the
Ottawa County Red Cross Thurssuch markers.

A

Holland Since IB72

1957

Receive Honors

Explorers of the Chippewa Dis-

To Be Exhibited

Cheff,

The Newt Has Been

ConstructiveBooster tor

bide 10 Minutes

Cleveland Ave., Wildwood Dr.
to Fairhill Dr., $6,848.73.
Fairhlll Dr., Cleveland east to

end. $8,027.51. • *
31st St.. Van Raalte to Ottawa
State police were called to two Ave.. 123,882,20. •
30th St, Columbia Ave to State
accidents, within 10 mindtes Wed
SL. $1,656.38.
nesday afternoon.
Pine Ave.. Seventh St. to River
At 4:45 p.m., cars driven by Ave., $13,406.35.

GRAND HAVEN

Plans are nearing completion
for the observance of Founders
Day on Saturday,Feh. 9, tnarking the 110th anniversaryof the
founding of Holland.

the observance will

(Special)

-

2,
Councilman Laveme Rudolph
Spring Lake, and Mrs. Marjorie asked whether the paving of
alleys is being encouragedin
Tlckner, also of route 2, Spring
Willard C. Wicbhers of the day with programs commemoraHolland, but City Manager Herb
ting
the
anniversary
in
local
Lake,
collided
at
the
De
Witt
interNetherlands InformationService
The new marker pays tribute to day night.
Holt said that the trend is to
announced today that Mrs. Mieke schools. Saturday's activitieswill
Thu new headquarters will house
sectionon M-104 and Mrs. Tlckner close alleys here, but when alleys
the pioneering spirit of the Dutch
Bouman, who played a vital role
in Holland. Zeeland,Graafschap, the blood collection center, generinvolve unveiling an historical
was treated in Municipal Hospital such as the one in question canin the defense of the JungschlaeOveriseland Vriesland. Speaker al offices, supply rooms and even
for cuts and bruises. Gardner, who not be closed because of garages
marker
in
Centennial
Park,
the
ger and Schmidt cases in Indoneat the brief outdoor ceremonies shortwave equipment for use in
attempted to pass three cars, and the like, it Is only reasonable
first
such
marker
placed
in
a
will be Dr. Willis F. Dunbar of disasters. Some redecorating will Rt. Rev. Msgr. John M. Westdorp sia, will include Holland in her itbefore hitting the Tickner car to improve them. Moreover, this
series of markers provided by
Kalamazoo, president of the Michi- be done, plus some minor installa- the papal householdbecoming a inerary of American cities.
broadside, was charged with reck- alley abuts commercial property.
legislative
appropriation.
SaturMrs.
Bouman
and
her
husband
tion, but little in the way of reMrs. J.
French
gan HistoricalCommission.
less driving.
In other action on alleys, Coundomestic
prelate
with
the
title of
are scheduled to arrive in Holland day’s events also list a program
Another public meeting is sche- modeling.
Ten minutes later, a car driven cil referred back to the city manathis afternoon and will spend part in the new mu$ic building on where they had operated the Mon
The large residence has be e n right reverendmonsignor.
duled at 2:30 p.m. Saturday in the
by Carlton Carton, 31, West Olive, ger the request to close the alley
new music building on Hope utilizedas a rest home for sev- He was born in Grand Rapids of Friday here also. She will make Hope campus in the afternoon.On roe Evening News.
and a panel truck driven by Peter between 19th and 20th Sts. runMrs. French was born in Jackcampus with Dr. Dunbar and Dr. eral years. At one time it was a Feb. 9, 1896. He w'as graduated no public appearancehere al- Sunday local ministers have been
Braspenninx, 29, route 1, Casnovia, ning from Pine to Maple Aves.
son
Feb.
1,
1898.
Her
father,
the
requested
to
make
appropriate
Wynand Wichers of Kalamazoo, fraternityhouse for Hope College. from St. Joseph’s Seminary in though she appeared before the
collided as Carton was turning into with the suggestion that one end
late
James
B.
Foote,
was
a
coA report on Red Cross activities Grand Rapids and took his major Grand Rapids Bar Association in recognition at regular services.
former president of Hope College,
a private driveway at the crest of the alley could be closed. It
Dr. Willis F. Dunbar of Kalama- founder of Consumers Power Co.
speaking. In case of overflow in the Hungarian relief program studies at St. Gregory's Seminary Grand Rapids at noon today.
of a hill on 96th Ave. in Allendale was agreed that closing the enShe
attended
Albion
College
and
Although not a lawyer, Mrs. zoo, president of the Michigan
crowds, the program will be .put wa.i given by Ruth Miller, new and Mt. St. Mary of the West in
township. State police qharged tire alley would work hardship on
field represntative for southwest Cincinnati. He was ordained by Bouman took over the defense of Historical Commision. will be was graduated from the Univer- Braspenninxwith violationof the
on in Hope Memorial Chapel.
three properties.
sity
of
Michigan
in
1921.
She
was
Boy Scouts, who are observing Michigan. She said the $5,000,000 the late Bishop Kelly in St. An- the two Dutchmen accused' by the present at the unveiling of the
basic speed law. Susan McMullln,
Council levoted some 45 minutes
employed
by
Consumers
Power
Boy Scout Week also are participat- relief program is supervisedby drew's Cathedral in Grand Rapids Indonesian governmentof sub- historical marker which com81, Allendale, a passengerIn the to the discussion of pennhH for
for a time before her marriage in
memorates
the
contribution
of
the
versive activitiesin the former
ing in the city’s 110th anniversary an International Red Cross com- July 10, 1921.
Carton car, was treatedfor lacera the Sun Oil Co. for installing
1924.
by placing a wreath on the grave rnittee of Swiss citizens which After ordination he served as Dutch East Indies atfer her law- Dutch pioneers in Holland,Zeetlons on the forehead. Both car larger tanks at stationsat 677
Always
active
in
local
music
of Holland's founder, Dr. A.C. Van handles all relief supplies from assistant at St. Patrick’s Church yer husb^id, Herman, was forced land and other localities in westMichigan Ave. and 44 RWer Ave.,
and
social circles. Mrs. French and truck were damaged.
Raalte, in Pilgrim Home Cemetery. western coountries.
in Grand Haven and St. Jean's in to flee the country from mobs ern Michigan.
and finally voted to issue the perwas
a past president of the WomMiss Miller explainedshe sup- Muskegon until 1923 when he was threatening his life.
Dr. Dunbar also will speak at
Headstonesof Dr. Van Raalte and
mits without restriction as to
an’s Literary Club. Holland Cenhis wife have been restored and a plies first are forwarded to Vien- appointedchaplain of St. Mary’s Jungschlagerdied the day be- the formal-type program at 2:30
cuib cuts.
tury Club and the Holland branch
historical marker has been placed na^and then sent to Budapest in Hospitalin Grand Rapids and fore the verdict was given and p.m. Saturday in the new music
of the American Association of Delegate
The city manager, to whom the
on the site bearing a condensed escorted convoys to be stored in made diocesansuperintendent of Schmidt’s verdict of life inprison- building. Also appearing on the
UniversityWomen. She was a
petitions had been referred tftree
version of the closing lines of Dr. a central warehouse on the out- hospitals.
ment came nearly three years and program will be Dr. Wynand former member of the Elizabeth
weeks ago, had recommended that
Van Raalte’s 45-minute address de- skirts of Budapest. These supplies In 1929 he was appointed pastor 61 court sessions after his arrest. Wichers of Kalamazoo, former
Schuyler Hamilton chapter of the For
permits be granted subject to
livered on the 25th anniversary of are distributed to Hungarian Red of St. Paul's Church in Onaway The Jungschlager case involved president of Hope College, who
Daughters of the American Revoimprovement 6f a ourt> out on
Cross workers with strict im- and its missions and in 1934 took 65 court sessions in 27 months.
the colony’sfounding.
will speak on the background of
lution, and of the BW chapter of
Marcia Westcnbroek, who was Michigan Ave. City Atty. James
Local ministers have been re- partialityand without discrimina- over St. Mary’s Church in Hem- Mrs. Bouman’s appearance here the original settlementsand its PEG. She was a member of Hope
named Wednesday an alternate E. Townsend, who ruled that alquested to commemoratethe anni- tion. Inside Austria, the Red Cross lock together with the mission in Is not sponsored by the Dutch historical significance.
Church and its Women's Missionterationsof this kind would reh's been caring for 35,000 refu- Fremont township. Saginaw coun- government but the NIS is assisversary at services Sunday.
Dr. J. R. Mulder will give the ary Society and Women’s Aid So- delegate to WolverineGirls State
quire a building permit outlined
gees in 10 camps.
has been made a delegate accord
ty. He came to Holland in August, ting in overseeing part of her invocationand Dr. Jacob T. Hoogciety. She was affiliated with the
proceduresto Council in which
Miss Miller also explained Pres- 1937.
travels.She was invited here by stra the benediction.The informal Alpha Chi Omoga sorority in edu- ing to announcementtoday by Mrs
Council could require conformity
John
Kobes.
chairman
of
the
seident Eisenhower’s Safe Haven
During his nearly 20 years in the federal bar associationof coffee hour will be in charge of cationalcircles, and for three
of curb cuts in connectionwith
Local
‘Fair
project and told how transporta- the Holland parish, he saw his New York.
Mrs. J. J. Riemersma and Miss years edited the State News Bul- lection committee.
tion is provided and what the re- church grow from an estimated
Junior Chamber of Commerce building permits. Proper curb
Ruth Keppel.
letin of the AAUW.
fugees may expect at Camp Kil- 100 families to 600 families, and
The unveiling of the historical Surviving are a son, John Don- Auxiliary,who are sponsoring cuts are associated with public
mer.
marker in Centennial Park w-ill be ald, Jr., of Birmingham; a daugh- Marcia were notified late Wednes- safety.
he supervised improvementsto
Already Ottawa county has sent keep* abreast of the growth. A new
marked by brief ceremonies.In ter, Mrs. Robert Hawes of Benton day of their acceptance by the The lengthy discussion involved
more than $3,000 to national head- convent for 12 sisters has just
case of inclement weather, ar- Harbor; four grandchildren. Ted- State. This entitles the JOC Aux representativesof the Sun Oil Co.
Joseph Lipchik, 46, 57 South 160th quarters for Hungarian relief. The
rangements have been made to dy and Patty French of Birming- iliary to a delegate and an alter- plus vews expressed by several
been completedand a new school
Ave., Holland is reported in ‘'fair" quota was $2,800.
have the snow oieared and a lent ham and Judy and Becky Hawes nate. Georgia Bouma, who makes Councilmen whether the question
addition is under constructionwith
condition today • in St. Mary's The Junior Red Cross delegates, plans for occupancy next fall.
Four Hope College students will erected. The location selected is of Benton Harbor; a brother, her home with her grandparents, of curb cuts were a legitimate
Hospital in Grand Rapids follow- Barbara Kamphuis and Ann
compete
Saturday in the annual near the 11th St. entrance off Riv- James H. Foote of Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. George Steffens, consideration of an issue which
When he came in 1937 the chapel
ing a train-car accidentat 6:42 Herfst, reported on activities last
involved no remodeling or outseated 260 persons. Capacity to- State Peace aril Extemporaneous er Ave.
president of CommonwealthAsso- will act as alternate.
p.m. Wednesday night on M-21, summer.
Speaking contest at the Detroit Willard C. Wichers will intro- ciates; a sister. Mrs. Carl
Betty Marcus, daughter of Mr. ward changes of any kind. Counday is 500.
three miles east of Grandville.
duce Dr. Dunbar, and the actual Soderbeck of Jackson;two sisters- and Mrs. John Marcus, 83 West cilman Robert J. Kouw moyed
In June, 1954, the Rev. Fr. Ed- Instituteof Technology.
According to Wyoming Park
Mary Ann Klaaren will give unveiling will be done by Munici- in-law,Mrs. W. A. Butler of Hol- 22nd St., will be the new alternate that the motion be amended to
win
A.
Thome
came
to
Holland
township police, who are still in- Rep. Ford to Preside
"Branches Heavenward" in the pal Judge Cornelius vander Meu- land and Mrs. L. H. Miller of for delegate Thelma Slenk, for the delete the curt) cut requirement
as Msgr. Westdorp's assistant.
vestigatingthe crash. Lipchik colAt Lincoln Day Banquet
Msgr. Westdorp was of Dutch women’s oratory; George Worden, len, Founders Day chairman and Venice, Fla., and two brothers-in- Junior Welfare League. The Miss- and there was a 5t4 vote to inlided with a New York Central
descent, his parents and several "Person to Person" in men’s ora- direct descendant of one of the law, Randall French of Holland es Westenbroek, Bouma, Slenk and clude the amendment. There was
switch engine.
U.S. Rep. Gerald R. Ford, Jr., of his brothers migrating to Grand tion; Mel Van Hattem, "Middle founders of Zeeland. The marker and Wallace French of New York Marcus are ChristianHigh stu- only token opposition to the final
Lipchik received a fractured hip will serve as master of ceremonies
dents.
vote which included the amendRapids area from the Netherlands. East" men’s extemporaneous will be accepted by Mayor Rob- City.
and multiple cuts and bruises, for fhe Ottawa County Lincoln Day
menL
Surviving are three brothers, Al- speaker; Reiko Kim, women’s ex- ert Visscher of Holland and Mayhospital authoritiessaid.
or Robert De Bruyn of Zeeland.
Banquet Tuesday in Zeeland,ac- bert, Peter and Lawrence, all of temporaneous speaker, also
Councilman Roudolph questionGeorge Morrison, 89,
He was pinned in the vehicle for cording to word received by Don
Dr. D. Ivan Dykstra will give the Benjamin Harrison Soule
ed whether the State Highway DeGrand Rapids; two sisters in re- the "Middle East.”
some time after the accident and Voss, chairman of the Ottawa ligion, Sister Mary Germain, R. Prizes of $25, $15. and $10 for closing prayer. Boy Scouts will
partmenthad any control of curb
Dies in Grand Haven
was removed by the Wyoming County Young Republican Club S. M., a nurse at a hospital in the first three prizes are supplied provide a color guard for the cere- Dies at Spring Lake Home
cuts for establishmentson state
Park township fire department which sponsors the annual event. Manistee, and Sister Mary Huber- by the Grand Lodge of the Knights monies.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)’ - highways, and City Manager Holt
GRAND
ILYVEN
(Special)
-rescue squad. The car had to be
George Morrison. 89, route 1, died was instructed to study this posThe speaker this year will be ta, R. S. M., who is teaching at of Pythias. A representative will Boy Scouts also will place a
Benjamin Harrison Soule, 68. Coun- at noon Wednesday, following a sibility.
pulled from the tracks before Lip- U.S. Rep. Pat Hillingsof the 25th
Mt. Mercy Academy in Grand be on hand to present the prizes memorial wreath on the grave of
chik could be removed.
Holland's founder, Dr. A. C. Van try Club Rd. route 2, Spring Lake, lingeringillness. Since the death of
district of California, who appeared Rapids, and another sister,Mrs. at the banquet Saturday night.
Council appointed Elmer J.
Lipchik, traveling alone, was here at a Fourth of July celebraRaalte, in Pilgrim Home Cemedied at his home Wednesday eve- his wife May 21. 1930, he had made Rowder of 374 Faiihill Dr. as
Nell Moss who is a nurse at St.
Dr. William Schrier is in charge
going west and believed on his to tion in 1951. Music will be providtery. One of the Scouts participathis home with Mr. and Mrs. citizen member of the Board of
Mary’s Hospital in Grand Rapids. of events and Prof. Paul A. Ried
ning after a year's illness. He was
ing is a direct descendantof Dr.
Holland.J. C. Darby of Grand ed by a brass quartet of Holland.
Harry Limbach. on Mercury Dr. Review for a three-year term.
will act as an extra judge if
Van Raalte. The headstone has born in Spring Lake Township, He was bom in Lower. Scotland, CouncilmanRudolph turned over
Rapids was train engineer.
Tickets are still available for the
needed. The group plans to leave
Mrs. Milleman Dies
been restored by the Van Raalte Dec. 12. 1888, the son of Mr. and April 19. 1867, and came to the
Police officers reported the en- event.
to Council plans for a band shell
Friday for Detroit.
family.
gine shoved the vehicle from the
James W. Bussard of Grand At Convalescent Home
Mrs. Fred Soule. His parents’ United States at the age of 17 and for Kollen Park which calls for a
Judge
vander
Meulen,
Founders
tracks and it was wedged between Haven is serving as program chairlanded iri Canada. At the age of 21 stage larger than the one in
Day chairman, is a grandson of property was that now owned by he moved to Detroit where he opthe locomotiveand the crossing man, Yyonne De Jonge of Zeeland
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Father of Local
Civic Center. The modem design
the Rev. Cornelius vander Meulen. the Country Club and the house erated a restaurant for about three
signal light.
as ticket chairman,Henry Geerl- Mrs. Bertha Milleman, 81, of 1333
calls for brick and steel deck conDies at Pine Rest
who was a co-founder with Jannes in which the deceased was Iwrn years. He came to Grand Haven 37
ings of Zeeland as general ban- Columbus St., died at Hillcrest
struction.Council will study the
Vande
Luyster
of
Zeeland
in
Auyears
ago
from
Chicago.
He
marquet chairman, and Mrs. N.J. Dan- Convalescent Home Wednesday
was the first club house. He was a
RAPIDS
Eilt gust, 1847.
plans before any design is adoptWalter Dill of Hamilton
ried his wife, Etty, March 9, 1897,
hof of Zeeland as head of the de- noon.
Bekkering, 76, of 700 Lynch St.,
charter member of the Grand
ed. Proposed dimensions are 100
and they lived on South Sheldon
She has been in ill health for SW, died Wednesday at Pine Rest
Succumbs in Arizona
corations committee.The banquet
Haven Church of the Nazarene. He Road. For 28 years he was em- by 25 feet.
is being held this year at Van the past year and suffered a stroke Sanatarium.
Joseph J. Miller, 70,
married Ruth Linn of Spring Lake ployed at Lake Forest Cemetery, Announcement was read of
Walter Dill of route 1, Hamilton, Raalte’s in Zeeland.
Wednesday morning. She was born Surviving are the wife, Elizabeth;
Student Government week sponin Chicago, July 7, 1917.
and retiredin 1948.
died unexpectedly Tuesday evening
Succumbs
Unexpectedly
Bertha Knoblick in Germany, Aug. a son, Peter, both of Grand RaBesides the wife, he is survived
in Phoenix, Ariz., where he with
Funeral services will be held sored by the Junior Chamber of
13, 1875 and came to this country pids; a daughter, Mrs. Joseph
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - by a daughter, Mrs. Andrew (Vir- from the Kamraeraad Funeral Commerce, calling attentionto
his wife were vacationing for the Community Ambassador
in 1893 and settled in Grand Haven
Leys of Holland; five grandStudent Government Day Monday.
winter. Death followed a heart
Township.She had lived in Grand children and two great grand- Joseph J. Miller, 70, 315 Orchard ginia) Nichols of Buffalo. N. Y.; Chapel on Saturdayat 2 p.m. with Feb. 18, when school officials will
Blanks Available
St.,
diety
unexpectedly
Wednesday
attack. He was abut 70 years old.
two sons. Capt. Robert Frederick the Rev. Carl B. Strange of the
Haven for the past 40 years. She children.
noon of a heart attack received Soule with Air Force in England Methodist Church officiating. Bur- meet with city officers.Student
Surviving are the wife, Lydia;
Aspirants for Holland's Commun- was married Sept. 2, 1897 to EdServices will be held Saturday at while cleaning his car at the home
four brothers and two sisters.
and B. Linn Soule of Anchorage, ial will be in Lake Forest Ceme- officers and councilmen will atity Ambassador are urged to apply ward Milleman who died in 1944.
tend council meeting Feb. 20.
The body is expected to arrive in now to the committee, according to She was a member of St. Patrick’s 1:30 p.m. at the Zaagman Mem- of his son-in-lawand daughter. Mr. Alaska; two sisters, Mrs. Eva Van tery.
orial Chapel. Grand Rapids. The and Mrs. Carl H. Enroth, 187 Grand
Oaths of office were filed for
Hamilton late Fridajl evening. Dr. Donald Brown of Hope College, Catholic Church.
It has been requested that in lieu
Der Meiden of Holland and Miss
Rev. Y. P. DeJonge will officiate. Ave.
Friends may call Saturday evening chairman.
Rhoda M. Soule of Grand Rapids; of flowers contributionsbe made to Sttuart E. Boyd and Ward HanSurviving are a daughter, Mrs. Burial will be in Wopdlawn Cemesen for the Planning Commission
Mr. and Mrs. Miller were taking a brother,Carle Soule of Wathena, the Methodist Church.
and Sunday afternoon and evening
Persons applying should be citi Roy Leedy of Grand Haven; three tery.
and James E. Townsend and
at the Ten Brink Funeral Home In
care
of
the
two
Enroth
children Kans., and eight grandchildren.
There
are no survivors.
fens of Holland or the Holland sons, Theodore and Edward of
Friends may meet the family at while their parents were in Quincy,
Lavern Seme for toe board of reHamilton.
The
body
is
at
Barbier
Funeral
area, under 30 years of age. At Grand Haven and Alfred of Spring
view.
Funeral services are pending ar- the annual meeting of the repre- Lake; 10 grandchildren and three the Zaagman Chapel today from HI., where Mr. Enroth has been Home in Spring Lake where servBarber Gets Another
7 to 9 p.m. and Friday from 3 to 5 transferred from the Keller Tool
Council granted a request from
rival of Mrs. Dill from Phoenix.
ices will be held Saturday at 2
sentatives of the clubs sponsoring great grandchildren.
Clarence J. Redder for substituBurial will be in Pilgrim Home the ambassador, the stipulation The rosary will be recited at the and 7 to 9 p.m.
Co.
p.m. with the Rev. Willis Weaver Crack at Morse Five
ting the name of John De Wild
Cemetery.
Mr. Miller was bom April 6, of Buchanan, former pastor, and
was made that only local persons Van ZantwickFuneral Chapel FriMr. Dill was formerly employed would be considered.
1886 in Chicago where he married the Rev. John Smith of the Grand
Secondplace
R.
E.
Barber,
a as partner on the 3956 SDD license
Hope
JV’s
Score
Win
day at 8 p.m. Funeral services will
by the Bush and Lane Piano Co.
Emma F. Haag, Dec. 23, 1905. He Haven Church of the Nazarene of- team which rang up the season’s for the establishment at 217 East
Applicationblanks maybe ob- be held Saturdayat 9 a.m. at St.
where he was head piano tuner. tained at the Chamber of Com Patrick’s Church with Rev. Brani- Over Jack and EarFi
was formerly employed as a ficiating. Burial will be in Spring highest point total with 98 a week Eighth St. instead of the Harry
switch
assembler by the Illinois Lake Cemetery. *
ago, will get another crack at H. J. Piaggemars estate.
Hope
College’s
JV
basketball
merce or from Dr. Brown at the gan officiating. Burial will be in
Council tabled a request from
E. Morse, City League leaders tocollege.
Grand Haven Township Cemetery. team won handily over Jack and Bell Telephone Co., where he
Ticketed for Failure
the Michigan BeH Telephone Co.
Earl’s
Texaco
59-44
in the prelim- began working in 1908 and retired
night
at
Holland
Armory
at
8:15.
In addition to Europe, ambassainary game Wednesday night at in 1950. Mr. and Mrs. Miller moved Absentee Ballots Ready
The Barber five has lost two for permission to tap ahd make
To Yield Right of
dors this year may select South
Holt
Rites
Friday
Civic Center. The winners led 34- to Grand Haven in 1951 and mov- Friday for City Primary
games, both to Morse this season. use of water facilities at Lincoln
American countries.
Marvin Stewart, 28, of 88 East
ed into their newly built home two
Morse’s lone loss was an upset to and Mth SL in Holland township
Funeral servicesfor Seth F. 24 at halftime.
Applications must be in by Feb.
Eighth St., was ticketed for fail- 16. •
to serve the company’s garage
Jim Kaat, former Zeeland star, months ago.
Absentee ballots for the non-par- Hollander Beverage.
Holt, 71, of 138 Fairbanks Ave.,
ure to yield the right of way and
Besides the wife he is survived tisan city primary election Feb. 18
The Beverage will meet Zeeland and store room now under conretired railroad worker who died led the winners with 17 points and
for no operator’s license following
Tuesday afternoon, will be held A1 Kober followed with 15 and by the orife daughter, (Mildred) and are being printed this afternoon Lumber and Supply in the open- struction. Attention was called to
an accident at 9 p.m. Wednesday Bach Into Car
action taken by Council Dec. 26
Friday at 1:30 p.m. at Dykstra Dave White 13. Other scorers two grandchildren.
and will be available at the city er at 7 p.m.
night on South Shore Dr., between A car driven by Henry Ponstein, Funeral Chapel. Burial will be in were: Jan Robbert, 8; Rqland Van
in connection with the annextaion
Funeral serviceswill be held clerk’s office startingFriday.
Ifth and 17th St.
78, of 19 East Main Ave., Hudson- Pilgrim Home Cemetery. Survivors Ess, 2; Lloyd Tinholt, 2 and John from the Kinkema Funeral Home
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed Mrs. Don Brandt, wife of the proposal.
Stewart, going east on South ville, backed out of a driveway on include the wife and three sons, Tysee, 2.- '
Friday at 2 p.m. with Dr. Wal- said the ballots will be available pastor of Ebenezer Reformed City Attorney Townsend was apShore Dr., struck" a car driven by East Seventh SL, Wednesday after- Gaylord Holt of Boston, Mass.,
Jim Vande Poel and Gord Hulst lace Robertsonof the First Pres- to anyone who is ill or not in the Church, will speak at the Ladies pointed legislativecontract
Lawrence F. Picotte, 45, of 468 noon at 1:57 p.m. and struck a car Loring Holt of Spring Lake and each had 11 for the Texaco five. byterian Church officiating. This city on election day. Applications Breakfast at Youth for Christ for Holland at the request of
Plasrrran who was going west.
driven by Robert Taft, 38, of 37 Julius Holt of Louisville; two Norm Japinga followed with nine will be followed by cremationon can be picked up through noon. Sat- ClubhouseSaturday at 6:30 a.m. Michigan Municipal Le
Ottawa County sheriff’s deputies East Eighth SL Damage to the daughters, Mrs. Mildred Ring of and Ken Van Wieren picked up Saturday at the White Chapel Mem- urday. Feb. 16. The clerk’s office is This is an interdenominational such^a contact man to
estimated damage to each car at Ponstein car was $70 and to the Sparta and Mrs. Edward Gamby seven. Maurice Witteveen added orial Cmctcry in Birmingham, open from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily meeting and all women .are in%
Taft vehicle, $90.
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and closed
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ROGER D. VANDER

MEULEN,

sv

AIRMAN ROGER

Mr. and
Mrs. Rhine Vander Meulen,
completed his eight weeks of
advanced infantry training
last week at the Army Armor
Training Center. Fort Knox,
Ky. He entered the Army last'
September.
19. son of

Rev. John Dotting

New

Faith Church

u , —
«

—

Installs

LAMAR,

first phase of militarytraining

Pastor

’-•'-I

On Jan. 27, the Rev.

John

qualified for specializedteennical training and will be assigned to 3383rd < Processing
Squadron, Kessler A.F.B.
Miss.

Dutch Bothered

Dotting was installedas pastor of

By Zone Defense

Faith Christian Reformed Church
of Holland. Taking part in the
service were Dr. J. T. Hoogstra,
Dr. William Hendriksenand Rev.
H. Vander Ark participatedin the

Thieves Overlook

service.

Church CoDection

DIMES FOR POLIO
Mrs. Duone Keith Gebben
(Photo by Centrol Studio, Kolomozoo)

E.

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Lamar, route 1, 104th St.,
Zeeland, has completed the
21, son of

at Lackland Air F'orce Base,
San Antonio, Tex. He has
*

m

Wm

In Losing,

52-44

—

Mrs. Irvin DeWeerd,
Ottawa County Polio
more than 80 cards that

collected this year which is $27 more than last

The cards

virtually covered one entire

(left) choirman of the

year.

Chapter, looks over
were completelyfilled with dimes by patrons
of Holland area licencees. Beenie Visscher
(right), chairman of the group said $1,200 was

wall and dozens more had to be stacked on the

Dr. Hoogstra, who served as
floor. Totals in the overall drive are still being
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Muskegon High's basketball
counselor, had charge of devotions City police Monday were investitabulatedand final results will not be known
team threw a chain around the
and formal installation of the new gating two break-ins in Grand
for at least a
(Sentinel, photo)
pastor. Dr. Hendrikson preached Haven.
basket in the form 'of a zone and
One occurred at First Presbythe sermon which was based- on
Holland couldn't find the weak
I Corinthians 3, verses 12 through terian Church near the court house
link as the Big Reds trimmed the
15, under the title “Building Prop- in which a $1,200 check made out
Dutch. 5244 in the season's home
erly.” Rev. Vander Ark read the to the building fund was taken
finale for Holland at the Civic
Miss Eleanor Page Clark and bell of Kalamazoo, and Miss Ar- Center Friday night before 1.300
charge to the pastor and to the from the top drawer of a fourDuane Keith Gebben exchanged dith Gebben. sister of the groom, fans.
congregation, adding his remarks drawer safe file. The thievesoverwedding vows at St. Luke's Epis- were bridesmaids. They wore pink
to
based on John 3, verses 29 through looked collectionmoney estimated
It was a frigid game all the
copal Church in Kalamazoo Satur- peaude-soie princess style dresses
at $1,000 to $1,200 in another
30.
way between two evenly-matchday at 2 p.m. The Rev. Charles with bows in the back. Their head- ed. but not too classy clubs. HolRev.
Rotting was in charge of drawer in the file. Some 45 cents
GRAND
RAPIDS
(Special)
A basket with 30 second' to go
ClarenceWeener & wf. to John
Bennison performed the double pieces and shoes matched the land's total equaled its lowest
the evening service and chose as in change in the top drawer was
by Bob Clapper gave the Muske-j Franzburg.Lot 19 Blk. 1 Prospect Holland Christian'sLittle Maroons his theme "Ambassadors f o r not taken but about 25 cents in
ring ceremony before an altar de- gowns. They also carried pink and
output of the season in taking it
posted their 10th win of the sea- Christ” using as his text II Corin- nickels was taken from another
gon reserves a 4845 win over the Park Add., City of Holland.
corated with white gladioli.
white carnations.
on the chin for the ninth time in
: The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Buryi Breed of Paw Paw was 10 games. The Dutch also made Holland seconds Friday night in Aartje DeWitt to Howard D. son here Friday night as they thians 5:20. He effectively present- room. The file had been pried open
and Mrs. Ralph S. Clark. 1412 best man. Ushers were Robert 44 in losing the opener to Grand Civic Center in a contest that was Smith & \Vf. Lots 11. 12 DeWitt whipped the Creston reserves, 52- ed the work of the ministryun- with a three-footcrow bar which
Sub. City of Grand Haven.
der two divisions: 1. The Am- was found on the scene.
Long Rd., Kalamazoo. Parents of Agnew of Kalamazoo,Tom Maentz
Rapids Ottawa Hills by four a nip-and-tuckall the way.
34. Christianturned the second
the groom are Mr. and Mrs. Albert and Jerome Victor of Holland.
Also entered was the Ace ManuFor Holland it was the third loss! Glen Bouwens et al to John S. half into a rout as all 11 players bassador’s Commission,2. The Ampoints.
Bouwens. Pt. SW>4 24-5-15 Twp.
bassador’s Message.
Gebben of 260 West 15th St., Hol- George Tucker was organist.
facturing Co., at 410 North Griffin
In 'settingup the zone. Muske- in 10 starts anti the first loss of
Rev. Bolting has become the St., where $69.03 was taken in
Holland.
on the traveling squad saw consiland.
Pink and white crysanthemums gon forced Holland to shoot from the season at home.
Matthew
Snoek & wf. to Glen derable action.
first minister of Faith Church, cash from the front office.The
Given in marriage by her father, decoratedthe table at the recepThe Dutch, behind 36-35 at the
outcourt. Valuable time was often
Harkins & wf. Lot 59 Ardmore
the bride wore a floor-length gown tion held in the Civic Auditorium
After a close first quarter which which was organized on Feb. 29, factory was entered through a
lost as the Dutch attempted to end of the third quarter, caught
Park Sub. No. 1. Twp. Georgetown. saw the Hollanders on top, 12-11, 1956. The Church now has 95 fam window in the rear sometime beof imported Italian taffeta featur- for 125 guests. The 'Misses Mary
Muskegon
with
4:20
to
go
in
the
pick a hole in the zone and HolAdm. Est. Jessie K. Northouse, the locals started to pull away. Hies with a membershipof 378. tween 4 p.m. Saturday at 7;45
ing a fitted bodice with bouffant Joy Sawyer, Jan Vermeulen and
fourth period on Dave Wehrmeyland got off only 49 shots.
Dec. to Adolph A. Reinecke & wf. Creston switched to a zone de- Rev. Bolting comes to Faith a. pi. today.
skirt. Venetian lace on the Sabrina Mary Bachman poured.
er’s
one-hand
shot.
That
basket
Muskegon, the smallest team to
Pt. NVa frl. 2-7-16 Twp. Grand fense which the locals broke with Church from the New Era Christneckline,was repeated in a flounce
For a wedding trip to Chicago,
face the Dutch, may not know how tied the score at 40-all.
around the skirt Her long sleeves the bride changed to a red knit
case to take a 26-16 halftime lead. ian Reformed Church, New Era,
In the next two minutes.Hol- Haven.
to do much well but what they
John Franzburg to Robert NelThe Dutch continued to shatter Mich.
taptt-ed to points at the wrists and dress with matching jacket and
land
made
what
it
hoped
would
do. they do correctly.When Holher seed pearl crown held a finger- navy accessories.
son Gosselar & wf. Pt. NE14 SE14 the Creston zone in the third quarland did break through the zone, be enough to win, taking the lead
By Peter Boggs
tip veil. The bride carried a white
31-5-15City of Holland.
ter and built up a 41-20 margin
The bride is enrolled in a twothe under-the-basket clamping twice on baskets by Ron Dorgelo Ruth Fitch Brooks fto Hope with three minutes left in the perNo Two Dogs Are Alike
Bible with a white orchid.
year secretarialcourse at Western
and Jim Overbeek.But each time
tied up the shooter.
I have hammered away, repeatMiss SalKe Reeves of Kalamazoo, Michigan College and will graduChurch; Pt. Lot 10 Blk. 47 City of od. Reserves began to filter in at
The
Big
Reds' offense was noth- the Little Reds countered.
edly, on the need of using commaid of honor, wore an aqua peau- ate in June. Mr. Gebben. a graduHolland.
this
point,
with
the
Dutch
still
Overbeek sent Holland ahead
ing to brag about as they hit only
mon sense in training dogs. Node-soie princess style dress, ac- ate of Western Michigan College, is
John Sikkenga to Adrian Klop holding a 46-25 quarter lead. Play
4644 with 2:20 remainingbut Muswhere else can it be better shown
cented with a large bow in the now employed at Kalamazoo 18 out of 77 shots for a shameful kegon came back and tied it up & wf. Pt. Gov. Lot 2 Sec. 6-8-16 in the final quarter was on the
than in studying a pup’s nature.
back. Her headpiece was a band Vegetable Parchment as a staff 23 percent. Holland wasn't much before Clapper'swinning basket. Twp. Spring Lake.
slow side with Creston outscoring THE HUNGRY LEOPARlJ
Lawrence
DeWitt
&
wf.
to Al- the locals 9-6. An all ninth grade Mary Borden. The hungry leopard To use harshnesson very sensithe same color and she carried assistant.The couple will be at better but because of the fewer
Muskegon, playing a zone depink and white carnations. Miss home at 625 Village St., Kalamazoo shots they had a higher percen- fense throughout, led at halftime vin J. Cook Lumber Co. Lot 157 team played most of the finale. which crouches beneath the polite tive puppies is to ruin them. Dogs
tage
—
29
percent
on
14
field
Sandra Allers and Miss Gail Hub- after Feb. 5.
Dickema Homestead Add. City of
High man for the Dutch was exteriorof all of us is the theme of resemble children in that no two
23-20 after taking a 9-3 first period
goals.
Jim
Hulst with 19, followedby this quite absorbingstory. The of them are exactly alike In temHolland.
The game was close for two lead. Holland, especially cold in Isaac t. Quigley to Donald R. Vern Wedeven with 14, Jack Bou- action circles around a packet of perament. I remember how the
questions,which must be in writ- and a half quarters. After knot- the first quarter, ended with 18
Turner & wf. Pt. NE!i 36-7-13 man with nine, Arlyn Lanting with old letters which many people want worst punishmentmy mother could
ing and deposited in the question ting the score at 33-33 with 4:54 to baskets out of 61 shots for 28 perTwp. Tallmadge.
six, Bob Kapenga and Paul Ril- for just human reasons. It is one inflict on my young sister was to
1st Field Trial
cent.
box. For the entertainment fea- go in the third period, the Dutch
lema with two apiece. Nameth led of these “must-just-read-one-more- deprive her of a good-night kiss.
Tallmadge.
let Muskegon take the offensive Ted Walters returned to top 'the
chapter” books.
At the same age the withholding
Adm.
Est. Gertrude Fisher, Dec. Creston with eight.
ture, Robert Brower, director of
honors until it was too late. The point parade with 12 for Holland to Harry Lieffcrs Jr. & wf. Lot 2
HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH of a kiss was no deprivationat. all
music in the local schools, will Big Reds tallied 15 points while while Dorgelo and Overbeek had
SPEAKING PEOPLES— VQL. II- to me. Nothing but a good whip& pt. 3 Sheldon Homes Add. City
eight each.
present some of his pupils in spe- Holland made two.
THE NEW WORLD. Sir Winston ping would serve thp purpose. It
of
Grand
Haven.
Wehrmeyerand Jim Van Putten
Churchill.This volume starts with is the same with young dogs. You
A total of 34 dogs competed in cial numbers. After the meeting The biggest margin of the game had six each and Jack Hulst,
Robert E. TorkeLson et al to 5
the Renaissanceand the Reforma- can get less results out of whipwas
50-36
with
3:09
to
go
and
Musthe Class B sanctioned field trial refreshments will be served.
Consumers
Power
Company
Pt.
tion and ends with the flight of ping one dog cruelly than by a
kegon Coach Lloyd Hartman chose Chuck Riters and Hub Harrington SW14 15-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon.
Saturdayat the newly - fenced in
At the Tuesday noon luncheon
each had two points. Clapper had
James
II from England. Events of stern rebuke to another.
to
insert
his
subs.
This
allowed
8(V-acTe tract of ground near Port
John G. Koster & wf. to Paul
meeting of the Zeeland Rotary the Dutch to creep within a res- 16 for Muskegon.
great significancepack this period
And if you lick the wrong kind
Sheldan on the corner of 152nd
K. Van Oordt & wf. Lot 3 Ranch
covering the always fascinating of pup. you are liable to make
Club guest speaker was David pectable distance, thanks to Terry
Ave. and Van Buren St.
House Acres Rcsub. Twp. Spring
A total of five applications for Tudor and Stuart dynasties. The him cringing and worthless. Even
Barkel's Lad, owned by Jim Van Eenenaam of Muskegon, a Otting, who scored the last six
Lake.
period covered is almost too big if he recovers, the memory of it
Barkel of Holland, won the 13-inch pre-medical student at Hope Col- points oh the game on two long
Herman Berens & wf. to Justin buildingpermits was received
for the length of the book, but
last
week
by
Building
Inspector
one-handers
and
a
pair
of
free
will stay with him. I once bought
lege.
He
gave
an
account
of
his
combined class whie Berghorst
Berens & wf. Pt#W'i NW*i SW*4
William Layman. Those applying describjng the mighty events
a two-year-old pointer. I never
Rocky, owned by Harold Berg- visit to Germany last summer on throws.
18-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
the Reformation,the execution of punished him in any manner. One
Holland scored the first six
horst of Zeeland, took first place a scholarship sponsored by the
Herman Berens & wf. to Harley were:
Fred Meyer, 608 Lawndale Ct., Charles I, and the Restoration
day, after I had owned him about
Seven new directors have been Bernes & wf. Pt. WVa NW>4 SW'i
Instituteof International Educa- points of the game and Muskegon
in the 15-inch combined class.
remodel kitchen and basement, the monarchy and founding the five years, I picked up a stick in
Other 13-inch class winners in- tion and Hope College and he was scored the next 10. The teams named to the board of directors 18-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Harold Langejans, contractor; new colonies Sir Win^on rises
the woods, to throw it out of the
cluded Van’s Dicky, owned by employed in the chemicallabora- jockeyed the remainderof the of the Holland Civic Music AssoLafayette T. Waterman & wf. to
great heights of style; Perhaps a path. The pointer was with me and
cost, S1.300.
Mick Vander Velde of Muskegon; tory of a tire plant. He lived with first period which ended in a ciation in an election-by-mailthe Herman Berens & wf. W!4 NW*4
A. J. Hardick, 178 East 16th St., true historian would shake hit the minute I had the stick in my
past week.
SW'i 18-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Shorty, owned by Henry Borr of a middle class German family and dead heat of 12-12.
remodel
kitchen, Harold Lange- head at this skimming of the hand he dropped to the ground
Holland and Whitfield Gladfly he told about the living and work- Alternating flurries featured New directors,all of whom will
Bert Baker et al to Douglas
cream, but it is fine reading for trembling in terror. No, I had nevjans, contractor; cost, 5500.
ing
conditions
in
West
Germany.
the
second
quarter
with
Muskeserve
three-year
terms,
are
Roger
owned by Orville Me Williams of
Jenison et al Pt. NE14 NEVi 26West
Michigan
Die
Casting
Co., the busy and non-academicreader. er taken a stick to him, but unIonia. Worthy Boy, also owned by He told about his travels in Eu- gon having a run of nine points Rietberg, Mrs. William G. Winter, 6-13 & pt. E'a SE',4 23-6-13 Twp.
THE CENTER RING - Robert doubtedly some 'one had — and
406 West 16th St., construct addiMe Williams,was the reserve rope and also about the visit he followed by Holland's seven in a Jr., Miss Margaret Van Vyven, Georgetown.
tion 42 feet by 50 feet to present Lewis Taylor. Taylor brings to this used it most unmercifully — bemade
into
the
Russian
zone
of
Mrs.
John
O.
Hagans,
W.
A.
row. Clayton Rice's one-hander
winner.
George Wolfert et al to Marga- plant, John Hamstra, contractor; story of the Ringllng North circus
fore I had owned him. For five
with fc«r seconds left brought Butler. Mrs. Harvey Koop of , rjte Veenstra. Ix>t 2 Cottonwood
Other 15-inch class winners Germany
the vivid and highly colored writcost.
'
long years this dog had rememwere Bosch's Tommy Tucker, The regular meeting of the Zee- Holland within a point. 16-25 at in- Hamilton and Miss Crystal Van ; Heights Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
ing
which
made
his
biography
Dutch Novelty Shop. 85 River
William J. Scott & wf. to Cath- Ave., remodel a part of factory Sir Winston Churchill so entertain- bered.
owned by Charley Bosch of Mon- land Lions Club was held on Mon- termission.
A Use for Old Shoes
Members whose terms did not erine Harabuixlaet al pt. SW14
tague; Stanwoor Joe, owned by day evening with DistrictGovern- It looked as though Holland was
for store facilities,self, contractor; ing. One has the impression that a
You don’t spank or punish a huTom Schroederof Grand Haven; or Dr. George Nelson speaking on going to be shut out from the floor expire are Mrs. Marion de Voider, SE‘4 16-6-14 Twp. Blendon.
camera
with
a
telescopic
lens
has
cost 51,000.
Henry C. Muyskens & wf. to John Sloothaak. 272 West 29th been brought to bear on the scene man baby when he chews on his
South Shore Rivets,owned by Ted the subject, “Why Be a Lion?" in the second quarter.After hitting Mrs. Edward De Pree of Zeeland.
He
spoke
of
the
many
advantages
a field goal at 1:21 of the first Mrs. Stuart B Padnos. Clarence Gordon DeJonge. Lot 50 Legion St., build garage 14 by 22 feet, and that the characters are more teething ring. Yet if a pup chews
Steketee of Holland and Fairlane
a rug or the corner of a chair or
Hotshot owned by Leo Tuttle of of Lionism and emphasized the period, the Dutch couldn’t connect j.Ialving, Mrs. William Venhuizen. Park Sub. Twp. Holland.
like the Greek and Roman gods disself, contractor; cost, 5770.
nips at your ankles, you punish
opportunities
of
exchange
of
ideas
again
until
3:05
mark
of
the
second
Mrs.
John
E.
Muller,
Mrs.
John
John E. Fisher & wf. to MarGrand Haven.
porting themselves in Olympus
him. Actually you shouldn’t for
Holland Beagle Gub officials, at the meetings and also the train- canto. During that 7:16 famine, Kent of Douglas. Peter N. Prins. vin D. Borgman & wf Lot 2
than ordinary persons. In fact the
the pup is in precisely the same
A. Frank Schwarz. Gawrence A. Becker's Add. City of Holland. Cart Boss Celebrates
meet sprosors.were pleased with ing for community leadership.Ac- Holland missed 10
book is painted rather than written.
conditionas a human teething
Muskegon had two short ralliesWade, Mrs. Fred W. Stanton,
OverLsel Feed & Lumber Co. to
the show and termed it "a real cording to Dr. Nelson there are
However
if only half of what he
Birthday With Hayride
child. Only he. the pup, is having
says is true, circus people must be
success.'.’ Twenty-two dogs took 12,600 clubs in existence,many in in the third quarter, one of five Frank I). Kleinheksel. Miss Al- Herman Van Kampen & wf. Pt.
foreign
lands.
These
clubs
comand another of eight points. The bertha Bratt. Mrs. Henry O. Rott- IjoIs 173.174 Howard B. Dunton's A birthday party for Curt Boss, the most fascinatingpeople in the more trouble — he Is cutting 42
part in thme 13-inchclass and 12
baby teeth while the human baby
pleted 166,000 projects last year. game's high point man. Don Stew- schaefer. Mrs. Arthur C. Yost. Sub. Twp. Holland.
in the 15-inch class.
nine, was held Saturday after- world. Imagine a man who dines
The
emphasis
is
the
furnishing
of
art.
paced
both
drives
with
six
Morrette Rider and Arthur C.
Olm C. Tomlinson & wf. to Mau- noon at Lakewood Stables and at 8:30 a.m. on a large glass of is cutting only 26. It is the aching
The next event will be Feb. 23
rice E. Boon & wf. Pt Lot 8 Blk featured a hayride.Games and whisky and huge beefsteaks, fol- and itching gums incessantlyteasat the dub grounds and will be a glasses to needy people and the of his 16 points.Muskegon scored Hills.,
ing the pup that cause him fo
lowed by a gallop for half an hour
derby for dogs bom atfer Jan. 1 preservationof sight, including the final seven points of the period Plans are being completed, for 15 Akeley's Add. Grand Haven. lunch followed.
chew things — and quite often it
Leader Dogs for those who can close.
the annual membership campaign
Bert Baker et al to James Hen1956.
on
a
$5,000
stallion,
and
sitting
up
Attending were Mike Doan,
is your bobbing ankle that attracts
obtain them.
to
lead
41-33
at
the
quarter's
ry
Morren.
LiOt
36
Baker-Huizen
next
week
o;>ening
with
a
kickoff
all
night
drinking
and
conducting
Judges for the 13-inch class
Jack Teusink, Danny Boss, Steve
Rog Plagenhoef's 10 points was dinner for all workers Monday Sub. No. 1. Twp. Georgetown. Jordan. Wayne Zych, Ricky, Tab- business with acumen. That is Jon his attention.
were Roy Crowley and Willard At the regular meeting of the
All young pups should be supLadies
Aid
of
First
Reformed
high for Holland,the least total Feb. 11. at 6:30 p.m. in the Warm
Willard Weenum & wf. to Alvin
Vander Velde, both of Muskegon
ler, Dale Short, Rosalie De Graff, Ringling-North,at 50 years of age. plied with their own canine teethChurch,
the
Rev.
J.
den
Ouden
needed
to
lead
the
Dutch
this
Joe
Haveman
&
wf.
Pt.
NW14
Friend
Tavern.
Co-chairmen
for
and John Robinson of Spring Lake
Esther Teusirtk, Pam Tabler, The story of his financial deals ing ring. The best are made from
and Bob Lamberts of Holland in spoke on Sincere faithful service, year. Les Overway followed with the 1957 campaign will be Mrs. NWVi 36-6-14 Twp. Blendon.
Stephanie De Graaf, Susan Etter- would make a banker’s head swim. any old shoe you may have
“Freely Ye Have Receivd, Fre- eight. Dave Hilbink, the team's Frank Fleischer and Peter Prins.
the 15-inch class.
beek, Mike Tabler, Jan Hart- Good reading, excitinginformative around, from which all metal has
l.v Give." He challenged us to real leading scorer, failed to hit a
Division chairman are Mrs. Prias,
gerink, Danny Van Oss, Jack — and chastening.
been .removed. 'Once you have givChristian service, as we have re- field goal and was limited to two Miss Bernice Bishop, Muss Al- 12 Persons Fined
GOOD BEHAVIOR
Harold
Brink. Greg Hartsock, Johnny De
en
him one,, and he finds he can
ceived as much from our God- charity tosses. Bob Randall follow- bertha Bratt. A. Frank Schwarz For Traffic Violations
Nicholson. Such a circumspect title
Graaf. Tommy Zych, David Dick
given heritage,and now, what are ed Stewart with 15 for Muskegon. and Frank Fleischer of Holland.
may frighten off the seeker after chew on it without punishment, he
will stop chewing up your rugs
we leaving behind? We can do Holland's free throw shooting Robert Gooding of Ganges for the IzEELAND Special)
Twelve and Scot Boss.
Assisting the hostess, Curt's light entertainment but don’t let it. and furniture and will leave your
Mrs. Leon Faber, Mrs. Edward much with words, deeds and kind- wasn’t responsible for the defeat.
persons
recently
appeared
in
JusThis is for the most part delightful
Saugatuck - Douglas area, and
mother, were Mrs. Roam Jordan,
Schuitema, Mrs. Richard Lamer ness.
They converted 16 of 22, with Gene Mrs. David B. Plasman for the tice Egbert J. Boes court and paid
reading, philandering,roaming ankles alone as you sit reading.
Mrs.
Kenneth
Doan,
Mrs.
John
De
and Mrs. Joyn Beyer attended the
Yes, all young dogs should have
The program was in charge of Boerman getting five out of six Zeeland area.
lines for traffic violations.
over space and time and meditatGraaf and Curt’s grandmother, ing over the manners and customs an old shoe belonging to his or
Fifth District meeting of the Mrs. Clara Madderom. Mrs Hen- and Plagenhoef, four for five. The
There
will bo an opportunity ^Appearing were Yulite Posma, Mrs. faul Diepenhorst.
Legion Auxiliaryheld in Grand ry Borr read scripture and Miss Big Reds 16 out of 25.
her master. Has your puppy one?
of the present century, the Greeks,
for members to renew their mem- 5r. route 3, Zeeland, speeding,
Rapids last Thursday.
When Your Dog Becomes III
Katie Staal offered prayer. Mrs.
Holland travels to Benton Har- berships at Tuesday's concert 510.30; Garlof Holwerda,31, route
the Chinese and Europe, with no
Mrs. T. E. Kraai is attending C. Madderom read an article, bor next Friday night for the first
I ilncerelyhope your dog doesn't
attempt to moralize. Great bedside
which
will feature the Tucson Ari- 3, Zeeland, failure to yield right Two Cars Damaged
meetings this week on the advis- “Today." The hymns that were of five straight road contests.The
become ill but If you should notice
of way, 520.30; Daniel E. Boone,
Cars driven by Harry Cram, reading, and with much wit schol- that he doesn’t seem to befellng
ory board of Home Extension de- sung were, “Onward Christian Tigers were walloped Friday night zona Boys Chorus, the fifth con- [46, 337 North Colonial St, Zeeland,
arship and profound thinking hidcert of the current season.- Tables
53, Hopkins, and Robert Aldrink,
partment at Michigan State Uni- Soldiers” and “What a Charge to by Muskegon Heights, 7344.
den in the easy tolerantstyle. All just right, here are a few hints
will be placed in the lobby for speeding$10.30; Norman Sneller, 21, Zeeland, Saturday received
versity. She was recently elected Keep I Have.” Mrs. C. Plasman.
worth remembering:
Holland Ctar. (59)
|28,
route
3,
Holland,
stop
sign,
damage estimated at $350 when the above books are to be obtained First, keep him warm and feed
convenience of concert goers. The
districtchairman of the Grand president,announced that the Aid
FG FT PF TP board of directors has arranged $7.30; GertrudeGeerling, 34, route they collided on Douglas Ave., just from Holland City Library.
Rapids district
him only small amounts of raw
was to sponsor a soup supper Klaasen,f .........
8
[1, Zeeland, stop sign. $7.30; Nor- west of River Ave. Ottawa County
for a symphony orchestra to be a
Superintendent and Mrs Oliver Thursday,Jan. 31 from 5 to 7:30 Waver, f ..........
meat and milk. Second, pet him
6 top attractionof next season's man Gene Barkel, 26, 44 South deputies said neither driver was HoHand Township Lists
De Jonge of Ludingtonwere re- in the Fellowship Hall. Hostesses Otte. c ..............
and show him a great deal of
3 22 concert course.
Lindy, Zeeland,stop sign, 57.30.
injured.
cent visitors with their mother, fo.* the afternoon were Mrs. Jen- Mulder, g .........
kindness. A dog conscious of symIrvin Lee Boece, 21, 199 Gordon
3 Zoning Applications
Mrs. Nellie De Jonge, East Gen- nie Barkel and Mrs C. Madderom. Tula, g ............
pathy, will respond to treatment
3 10
St., Holland, stop sign, 57.30; Evert
tral Ave.
Three applicationsfor zoning and accept food far more readily
The Zeeland Home Extension Muerer, f .........
3
Seekel, g ..........7 ll
Danhof, 18, route 3, Zeeland, fail- Damage to Car Minor
The February meeting of the group met this week at the home Weener. g ..........
6 Allchin, f .........
A 1953 model car driven by permits were filed in Holland than a dog who feels neglected.
0
ure to yield right of way, $15.30;
Lincoln School PTA Will be held at of Mrs. D. Vereeke on Cherry St. Kool, c ...........
0 Adamson, g .......
1
Laverne Cook. 40, 41 West Madison Harold Dams, 36, of 337 East Township during the last half of Third, and most Important,call
the school and Monday evening, Mrs. John C. Bouwens was co- Joldenma,f ......
a veterinarian.If you are sick you
0 Page, f
..........1 0
St., Zeeland, failure to have assur- Washington Ave., Zeeland, today January,as follows:
Feb. 4 at 8 p.m. The theme of the hostess and about 60 members
ed clear distance, $7.30; John received mino(\ damage when- it New house with garage and want the services of a doctor, and
School Board.*’ The board of edu- were present. Mrs. T. E. Kraai
Totals 21 17 17 59
Totals 20 23 19 63 Smidderks, 70, route 2, Zeeland, skidded off M-21 near Burton St., breezeway. William E. Boeve, N. so does your dog.
cation will be present to be intro- reviewed the lesson, “Planning the
GR Creston (63)
improper left turn, $7.30; Glenn west of Zeeland, and struck sever- 136th Ave., $7,000.
1 to the people attending the Use of the Family Dollar.” The
FG FT PF TP
The site on which St. Peter's Johansen, 22, route 1, Rodney, al mail boxes. Ottawa County de- New House, A. Marlink, lot 15 The Romans some two thousand
after which they will at next meeting will be held on Feb. Van Blooys, f .....
year* ago discovered radiant heat5 church is built in Rome was once Mich., failure to have car under puties said Dams told them he Marlin Acres, $10,000.
answer any questions put 22 in the Dugout at the City Hall Wollney, f ........
2 15 the site of a church erected by control, $15.30; Adrian C. Donze, glanced away from the road a Addition to present building, ing. They circulatedheated air
them. There will be a “question and thj» lesson will be on the topic, Paasche. c ....... /.
8 the Roman Emperor Constantine Jr., 17. 631 East Eighth St., Hol- few seconds and went off ohto the Jacob Essenburg, Co., Inc., 141 beneath floor* to give a warm *ur•nd anyone may submit “Pfowmi Planning ”
face.
Jefferson St, $14,000.
shouldpr.
Anns, g ........ i.
7 in 324 A.D.
land, $20.30.

Eleanor Clark Becomes

Bride of Duane Gebben

week.
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Business Staff

Named

for 'Arsenic

HOLUND

CITY NEWS, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

7, 1957

and Old Lace'

OPENS SCOUT WEEK

—

Retired heavyweight

He

voiced a message to local scoots in an

boxing champion Rocky Marciano was called on

interview with Star Scout David Stryker, of

to

troop 10.

officiallyopen observance of

Boy Scout
he was in Holland last weekend.

Week when

(Ptnna-Sas photo)

Committees Prepore for Annual Senior High Production

Nine Holland High School man of musical arrangements;Smith, Amaryllis Getman, Joyce
aeniors are handling the business Carol Klaasen, newspaper publi- Knoll. Sandy Schaap, Keith White,
end of the annual senior play, city; Carol Dulyea, chairman of Marilyn Boeve, Grace Veen, Mil"Arsenic and Old Lace” by Joseph speakers; Lou Poll, program com- ton TerVree and Audrey Me
Kesselring, which will be staged position and Dale Jones, photo- Neely.
Ushering on Tuesday and ThursFebruary 11, 12, 13 and 14 in the graphy.
high school auditorium at 8 p.m. tio.» and Dale Jones, photography. day nights will be Marcia DykBusinessstaff members picturUshers for the four night pro- huis, Betty Donze, Pat Brown,
ed above are, seated (left to duction have been announced.
Marian Siegers, Bill Winter, Judie
right) Sylvia Wildschut, assistant
Ushering on Monday and Wednes-

Maatman, Carla Kruithof,Nan
business manager; Louise Marsilje, publicity chairman and day will be Virginia Yates, Shir- Plewes, Sylvia Slagh, Barb HilleMary Ellen Steketee, business ley Hudyma, John Steehblik,Mary brands, Linda Hof, Wanda Knoll,
manager. Standing (left to right) Dixon, Phyllis Borgman, Gary Bill Harms, Jim Johnson, Norma
are George Steggerda, radio and Kempkers,Sandy Zuber, Karen Hop, Eleanor Van Doomik, Helen
TV publicity;Barb Becker, chair-Naber, Carol Stryker, Eleanor Dykens and Ron Lemmen.

*

Old 'Hit Tunes9 Captivate
•

Century Club Audience
’

the years.
Opening with the first "hit tune ’
of this country, she sang only two
stanzas of the 199 stanza version of

"Yankee Doodle” so popular in
Only mentioningthe Mother
Goose songs, the famous "Home
Sweet Home” of John Howard
1770.

Payne, and the many, many
hymns of Lowell Mason, she then
sang the song that made the ter-

m

Represent Hope

Boy Scout

Week

Robert A. Winter of Grand
Annual celebrationof Boy Scout
Rapids and Nathan Vander Werf
Week begins today and continue*
of Muskegon, both Hope College
-through Tuesday, Feb. 12, accordseniors will represent Hope Coling to Gene VandeVusse, local
lege in the 60th annual Men's Contest to be held

March

1 at

Wayne

Scout

Week

in

Area

Local Musicians

.

chairman. This year’*

Chicago

Kalamazoo

Century

Club members and
guests were captivated by the music and charm of Mrs. Herman J.
Hoek when she presented a musical monologue entitled "I Hear
America Singing" on Monday evening in the Hope College Music
Auditorium.Mrs. Hoek, accompanied by Mrs. Benjamin Van
Oss. told the story of "the people's choice” of music throughout

One of the largest crowds
ever to attend a Kiddie Carnival sponsored by the Junior Welfare
League of Holland, wq$ entertained at the Holland Armory Saturday. It was estimated that from 1,600 to 1,800 children with their
parents gathered throughout the day. Highlight of the event was
the crowning of the king and queen of hearts. Shown wearing
robes and crowns and carrying scepters are Zelma Matchinaky,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Matchinsky, 176 West 13th St., and
Eric Van Eck, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Van Eck, 638 West
30th St. They were chosen in the afternoon.Selected as king and
queen of hearts during the morning program were Kenneth Dirkse,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dirkse, 176 Glendale, and Judy
Paauwe, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Paauwe, 302 West 20th
St. The ’’queens” received dolls and the ’’kings”remote control

Marciano Helps Launch

Scout Week will mark the 47th
University.
To Play in
Anniversary of Scouting in thl*
Both young men have representcountry and the 50th anniveraary
A concert will be presentedIn
ed Hope in other speech contests
and each has won state contests. pf World Scouting. Theme for the Chicago at the Congre** Hotel
Winter won first prize in the Scouts will be ’’Onward for God on Saturday by the Michigan String
cars.
Raven Oratorical contest Jan. 31 and My Country”.
Teacher* String Oreheitra with
with his oration "The Shadow and
Scout week will be launched several local musician* participatIn
the Substance. ’ Vander Werf took
Committee Makes Plans
second place with "Light for the locally with an official proclama- ing, Dr. and Mr*. Moretta Rider,
Farmers will be told the full
Eyes."
tion by Mayor Vtsscher and by Carleton Keich and Miss Jean
For
Sweetheart
Dance
story on the marketing problems
Judges for the Raven contest Zeeland’s Mayor Robert DeBruyn. Kromann.
confronting experts at the second
were Profs. H. Ten Hoor Edward As a special feature this year, the
The orchestra was formed a year
The inter - Fraternal Auxiliary
annual Farm Forum of the KalaBrand, James Prias and Garrett local Scouts will hear a personal ago by Dr. Rider of Hope College
mazoo City Farmers’ Club Feb. 20. committee met Monday night at Cited for
Vander Borgh, the Rev. Christian message from Rocky Marciano, and Elizabeth Green of the UniThe program — which includes the home of Mrs. Jeanette RaffeWalvoord and the Rev. John O. retired heavyweight champion of versity of Michigan as a profesnaud
to work on decorationsto
a talk by the man who directs the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Hagans. Dr. William Schrier was the world. Marciano was inter- sional organization composed enbe used at the Sweetheartdance
nation’sresearch for breign agriin the Tulip Room of the Warm Two young brothers were present- chairman and in charge of oratory. viewed by Star Scout David tirely of teachers of stringed In*
cultural markets and a parade of
ed with Americanism - Heroism
struments in the state. Rehearsals
Friend
Tavern on Feb. 15.
Stryker of Troop 10, and hi* mesmore than 100 new agricultural
are being held in East Lansing and
Harvey
Wygman's
orchestra and awards for life saving at an Otsage will be broadcast over WHTC
products developed recently floor show from Grand Rapids will tawa county districtBoy Scout
at Ann Arbor.
at 5:30 this evening.
through research— will be held
Court of Honor Monday night in Several
Guest conductor for the Feb. 10
On Thursday local Scoutmas- concert
at the County Center Building. furnish the music. The dance will Junior High School.
is Wayne Dunlap, conducbe
formal
or
informal
and
will
ters, Cubmastersand Explorer
Recreation Park in Kalamazoo beClint Gilbert. 14-year-old Star
tor of the West Shore and Plymouth
be held from 9 p.m. to 1. Proadvisors
will be guests of the Holginning at 10:15 a.m.
Symphony Orchestras. Lyman Rodceeds will be used for Prestatie Scout, and his 12-year-oldbrother, In Local
land Rotary Club for a special proThe biggest problem facing the
Tom. a second class Scout, were
Huis.
man of Michigan State University
gram
on
Scouting.
On
Friday
eveAmerican farmer, finding greater
cited for a heroic deed while skatwill be viola soloist.
Besides
Mrs.
Raffenaud
and
markets to absorb the nation’sexSeveral persons appearedIn Mu- ning at 7:15 all Scouts will rtMembers of the orchestra inMrs. Ruth Driy of the Eagles, oth- ing on Spring Lake Jan. 28 when a
panding agriculturalproduction,
cipal Court the last several day* didcate themselves to the Cub and
clude concert masters of nearly aH
ers present were Mrs. Florence girl, Mae Smith, had fallen through
will be covered from all angles.
Scout
Promise.
Friday,
Feb.
8,
is
in various counts.
the community orchestras and
Hall of the Emblem Club: Mrs. the ice. The two Scouts crawled
Two marketing specialistswill Dorothy
They frere Vernon Dale Bruurs- the Anniversary Day, and all faculty members of many Michigan
Dengler, VFW and Mrs. out to within about three feet of
tell producers what they can do
Scouts
will
wear
uniforms
ma,
17,
of
591
Lake
St.
Nlegal
Colleges,
Gladys Gordon, Women of the the open water on the thin ice and
themselves to help solve the probleft turn. $7; David De Neff, 17. throughout the day.
The concert marks the opening
Moose.
Mrs.
Winnie
Sas
assisted while Tom held onto Clint’s skates.
lem.
of 247 West 14th 3t.', speeding 40
Saturday's activities will include
of th^ five-day national convention
with the work. Lunch was served Clint passed one of the sleeves of
Ralph Eastwood of the National
his jacket to the victim. The two in 25 and stop street. $22; Wil- participationin the Founders Day of the Music Teachers National Asby the hostess.
Dairy Council will describe what
liam Floyd Ketchum, of 98 West program at Centennial Park. Exsociation and American String
This committee will meet again ScouLs then pulled the girl to safeone farmers’ organization is doing
18th St., speeding 44 in 35 and plorers will enjoy a winter sports
TeachersAssociation.Dr. Rider is
Feb.
11
at
the
home
of
Mrs. ty. The estimated time required to
through research and promotion
stop sign. $11; Gordon Monteith carnival at Camp Holman, near
Gordon, 359 River Ave., to com- effect the entire rescue was about
president of the Michigan Unit of
to boost domestic consumptionof
one minute, accordingto an eye Brewer, of 465 Rifle Range Rd.. Port Sheldon, Saturdayafternoon. the latter organization.
plete plans for the dance.
interfering with through traffic Scout Week window displays will
witness.

Farm Forum Set

i

VALENTINE KIDDIE CARNIVAL —

Speech Students

Grand Haven Boys

Zeeland
The Women’s Missionary

So-

ciety of Second Reformed Church
will hold it meeting in Thursday

afternoonat 2:30 in Fellowship
February is Foreign Mission's Month and the work in the
Philippines will be studied. Mrs.
John Beyer is in charge of the
program and Mrs. C. Kuyers will
lead devotions. At the Midweek
Service on Thursday eevning at
7:30, the Rev. Jack Van Heest of
the HomeacresReformed Church
of Grand Rapids will be ‘ guest
Hall.

speaker.

Heroisin

-

Appear
Court

The Reformers Class of Second
impact on the people of 1852, Reformed Church have invitedthe
—Stephen Foster's "Old Folks At Teens - For - Christ to be their
Home." Mrs. Hoek said that with- guests tonightto see the two colorout benefit of juke boxes and/ tele- ed sound films, "A World Is
vision, "pianos and guitars Born,” and "God of Creation.”
groaned with this song both day There will be no meeting of the
and night” state' the historians. Mubesheraat Society on Tuesday
Her next selectionwas "Beautiful evening aS they have been invited
Dreamer” which Stephen Foster to meet with the women of First
also be judged that day.
The award was made by the $12.
composed only a few days before and Faith churches to hear Dr. ' Gwynn Garnett, administrator of
Roger Wierda, of 399 West 22nd
Tena Holkeboer on February 19 the Department of Agriculture's
On Sunday morning Scouts will
Charles A. Conklin post No. 28,
his death.
Foreign Agricultural Service, will
accident, $12; attend church with their parents,
American Legion, Gerrit Swifney, St., stop sign
She then took the audience into at the First Reformed Church.
Officer
Willia R. Cain, of 460 Washing- and in the evening they will partiThe services at Second Reform- outline what his agency is doing
commander.
the Civil War period when more
to sell more American farm proton Ave., right of way, $12; Oscar cipate in special Scout services in
than 500 songs were written about ed Church, were in charge of two
Vanden Dooren, of 476 Howard many of the local churches.
Abraham Lincoln, and she sang students of Western Theological ducts overseas, what the stumbTwo Drivers Injured
ling blocks are to exports, and
Ave.. speeding, $15; Dwayne Dale
Highlight event for Monday will
The mid-winter Pops Concert by
Mr. Lincoln'sfavorite, "The Battle Seminary in Holland. ’Rev. Harold
the outlook for future development
Teusink. Virginia Park, speeding, be an Eagle Court of Honor at the Seventh grade band and Junior
England,
pastor,
has
been
in
Hymn of the Republic.”In the
In Crash on River Ave.
of foreign markets.
$12; Sidney J. Helder, Grand Rap- Harrington School, where seven High Instrumental ensembles will
S. Jerome Roach, supervisor of
1870’s when all the world wanted to Pella, Iowa this week leading the
Highlight of the Forum is the probation for the State Department
Two persons received minor in- ids, driving on sidewalk, $10; Rog- Eagle awards will be presented, be presented Thursday evening In
forget the war and croquet be- Religion - in - Life week at Cencame the most popular of games, tral College. At the morning ser- presentation of "Research on Pa- of Corrections in the Grand Rapids juries Monday night when their er Potter, of 648 East 11th St. along with two Bronze palms and Jefferson School auditoriumat 8
the Fiske Jubilee Singers came vice Edwin Martin preached the rade" in the afternoon by Frank office and also acting chief Pro- cars collided at Seventh St. and speeding 40 in 25. $15 suspended one Gold palm. On Tuesday Scout p.m.
Teuton of the AgriculturalRe- bation Officer in Superior Court, River Ave.
after trafficschool.
Coffee and cake will be served
leaders will have a special’’birthnorth on a money-making tour and sermon. "The Thom and Grace,”
searchService of the Department addressed members of the ExLee Peck. 18. East Saugatuck,
Albert Junior Buursma. 19, of day” celebration at the monthly as the young musiciansentertain
taught the North how Negro spir- and the choir sang the anthems,
change Club at their weekly lunch- and Philip Yskes, 29, Byron Cen- Marigold Lodge, speeding 40 in 25, roundtablemeeting at Jefferson under the direction of Alex Merwin
ituals should be sung. From this "Holy, Holy. Holy, Lord God Al- of Agriculture.
Teuton will display over 100 new eon meeting Monday at the Warm ter. were both taken to Holland $' suspendedafter traffic school;, School. Window display awards and Raymond Roth. A brief meetmighty”
—
Mendelssohn
and
"To
group Mrs. Hoek chose "Swing
Hospital by ambulance where they Victo- Henegar,LaFollette,Tenn., will be presented at this time.
ing of the Band and Orchestra
God On High Be Thanks and products that research has devel- Friend Tavern.
Low, Sweet Chariot.’
oped from agriculturalcrops.
speeding 50 in 25, $20; Roger TuThe
speaker
said
that the old were treated and discharged.
Parents Association is scheduled
Praise”
—
Decius.
From the period of the- Gay
before the concert.
program of apprehending,inter- Police said the two vehicles col- bergen, of 261 West 15th St . speed90’s, Mrs. Hoek selected "In the * At the evening service Wayne
rogating and punishing had given lided in the intersectionand the ing 45 in 30. $15; Donald Tien, of
The program includes"Pride and
Olson
preached
on
the
topic,
"The
Good Old Summer Time” and
’
way to a program of interviewing inpact sent Yskes’ car across the 310 West 16th St., parking wrong
Progress.” march, Olivadoti;"Our
asked the audience to join her. Greatest Blessing” and the choir
and then treatment. The criminal street into the Warm Friend gas side of street. $3; Robert I>?e GoFamily Band.” Yoder; "The HuntBriefly the story of Victor Herbert sang "Great Is Thy Love” Bohm.
o
one who seems to have criminal stationwhere it hit a parked car go. Grand Rapids, speeding, $12.
Admitted to Holland Hospital er,” brass quartet. Tom Steffens,
was told, and from his great colReferred to traffic school were Tuesday were Frank Caba, Jr., Douglas Hartgerink. Bob Swiertendencies is not looked upon as owned by Fred Plomp, East
lection, Mrs. Hoek chose "Ah,
Citizens’ Group to Hear
Ruth Sluiter, route 2. assured route 1, Fennvllle;Lee Peck. inga and Jack Derks; "Pilgrima person to be punished, but rather 11th St.
The
Hope
College
dramatic
soSweet Mystery of Life."
Officerssaid all three cars were clear distance,and George Ismael
ciety', Palette and Masque, will as an individual in need of treatEast Saugatuck;Ralph Eash. 458 age,” Overtire,Rusch; "Scarf
Mrs. Hoek urged her audience Midland City Manager
ment, the speaker continued. Such extensively damaged. They con- Garcia of 334 Maple Ave., stop I^akewoodBlvd.; Simon Wuis. Dance,” flute quarte't, Jeanne
present
Shakespeare's
"Macbeth’
to review some of the song hits
The next meeting of the citizens' in Readers Theatre on Feb. 14, treatmentis intended to help the tinued their investigation today. sign.
Fennvllle;Mrs. Sam Carrina, West Frissel, Kathy Hoedema, Lois Van
of days gone by before condemnBoth drivers told police they
Olive; Joyce Metz. Fennville; Hoff and Sarah Scott; "Honors
ing modern youth's choice too annexation advisory committeewill 15, and 16 in the Little Theatre patient to help himself and to help couldn'tremember what happened.
him to a feelingof respect. This
Charlotte Nyhof, route 5; James Band,” march, Weber, conducted
harshly. To illustrate she did be held Feb. 21 at the home of on the campus at 8:30 p.m.
Dr. De Haan Speaks
Boynton. 595 Elmdale Ct.; Harvey by Roth: ’‘’Liebestraum,"arrangeDale S. DeWitt, director of dra- treatment is precededby friendly
snatches from the old favorites, co-chairman Earnest C. Brooks,
interviews ^ith the patientand his
At
Missionary
Meet
659
State
St.
De Pree, 412 West 12th St.; Mrs. ment by Dedrick; “Coronation
matics
at
the
college,
said
the
"JaDa, JaDa” and "Yes, We
Principal speaker at the meeting reading of Macbeth will mark an- phrents or others in the home enHenry Bos, 151 Central Ave.; Mrs. March," saxophone quintet, John
Have No Bananas.”
Tie Mission Guild and Mission- George Ten Have, route 1; Mrs. Crozier, Necia Veldhof. Roger
vironment.
Special tribute was paid to will be Ray Fry,, Midland city other first for Hope’s experimenary Society of Central Park Re- Archie Murphy. 280 West 14th St. Mulder. Douglas Boven and Gary
Final details for the Automobile
manager,
who
will
discuss
the
tal
theatre.
He
continued
that
Carrie Jacobs Bond for her great
formed Church held a combined Discharged Tuesday were Albert Alderink; "Mexican Clapping
show which opens Thursday at the
contributionto American music, problems in providingcity ser- Readers Theatre has been revived
meeting Tuesday evening. Devo- Knoll. 130 West 18th St.; Mrs. Song,” Ortone; "Londonderry Air."
Civic Center, were explained. Exvices
to
areas
that
are
annexed.
on
Broadway
and
is
being
used
and Mrs. Hoek sang her own favortions were in charge of the mis- Maggie Ter Beek, 90 East 14th St.; clarinet quartet. Judy Quist, Clyde
change
Club
president
Ray
Smith
Midland
in
1953
underwent
a
quite extensively particularly in
ite "Just a Wearyin’ For You.”
sionary society.Taking part were Louis Dunn. Fennville; Gary Van- Tilton.Carl Woltman and Dennis
was in charge of the meeting and
During World War I, hearts were somewhat similar annexation pro- schools and colleges.
Mrs. Ralph Menning, Mrs. Ralph den Berg, Jr., 48 College Ave.; Allen and "Promotion March,”
Mel
Van
Tatenhove
introduced the
gram
to
the
one
under
consideraThe
cast,
which
will
read
the
heavy, but America kept singing,
Van Lente and Mrs. John Brouw- Mrs. Leo Trevino and baby, route Chenette.
and the audience was again invit- tion in Holland. The city was in- play interpretively in a stylized s;eaker.
er.
1; Mrs. Herschol Martin and babv.
ed to join her on "Keep The Home creased in size from eight and a setting, produced by curtains,
,
Ur. Robert De Haan, guest 122 West Ninth St.; Mrs. Gerrit
half
to
23
and
a
half
square
miles
lights and sound effects includes Grand Rapids Driver
Fires Burning.” From the great
speaker, chose as his topic "Chris- Vander Ploeg, 109 Lakewood Only Supervisor ’s Job
flood of songs of Sigmund Rom- and its population grew from 16,- Peter de Moya, senior from N.
tian Homes and Christian Chil- Blvd.; Mrs. William Patterson,265 Contested in Overisei
000
to
21,000,
approximately.
Swanzey,
N.
H.,
in
the
role
of
Fined
After
6
Months
berg, Mrs. Hoek selected "Alice
dren.” A brief question and an- Cambridge Ave.; Eleanor Smith,
Macbeth and Jane Gouwens, juBlue Gown” after paying fitting
Y
swer period followed. Special mu- Fennville.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
John Voorhoorst will oppose Innior
from
South
Holland,
111.,
as
honor to that great musician.
Bridal Shower Honors
sic was furnished by Mrs. ChesGeorge P. Ivds, 46, Grand Rapids,
Hospital births include a daugh- cumbent Gerrit J. Lampen for
Lady Macbeth.
The 1930’s witnessedthe great
ter Hulst and daughter. Beverly, ter born Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. Overisei Township supervisor In
The witches will be played by paid $25 fine and costs in Municidepression, the 40's another world Miss Carol Strabbing
accompanied by Mrs. John Kam- Charles McCoy, route 1, East Sau- the only contest *n the Feb. 18
pal Court Tuesday afternoon on a
Jan
Van
Peursem,
sophomore
war, and all through those years
I
meraad.
gatuck; a son, David, born Tues- primary.
charge of failure to stop in an asIrving Berlin had been composing Miss Carol Strabbing was honor- from Zeeland, Carol Rylance,
Hoastesses were Mrs. Adrian day to Mr. and Mrs. Norman
sured clear distance. The charge
ed
at
a
bridal
shower
Friday
All other incumbents are unopfreshman,
Kingston,
N.
Y.
and
hundreds of songs. In fact, for 50
Kramer, Mrs. Herman Nickel. Weener, route 1, Zeeland; a .ton, posed for re-election. Mrs. Janet
was the outcome of an accident
year* he had been turning out hit night at the home of Mrs. Robert Una Hunt, sophomore, New York
Mrs. Hollis Halstead, Mrs. Harold Steven Jay. born Tuesday to Mr. Poppen has filed for treasurer and
last July 30 in Spring Lake towntunes. He was ready for retire- Strabbing. Hostesses were Mrs. City. Carol Ten Haken, sophomore,
Cox, Mrs. Russell Teusink, Mrs. and Mrs. Henry Sjoerdsma,2681 James Kleinheksel, clerk. Marvin
ship
in which the driver apparentWilber
Van
Popering,
Mrs.
Jerold
Hingham,
Wis.,
will
portray
Genment when World War n broke
Gerrit Meyers and Mrs. John Ny- Beeline Rd.; a daughter. Beth Klingenbergis highway commisly
lost
control
and
his
car
sideout, but he could not resist com- Strabbing, Mrs. Earl ’ Schipper tlewoman; Marlin Vander Wilt,
land.
Diane, bom today to Mr. and sioner and trustees are Wilbert
Larry Alderlnk
senior, Orange City, Iowa, Mac- swiped a tree and then crashed
poaing war songs. During this .per- and Mrs. Robert Strabbing.
Mrs. Murvel Lambers, 621 West Vander Kolk and John Van Dam.
head
on
into
another
tree.
Games
were
played
and
atwo
duff; Robert Van Wart, junior
iod, Kate Smith asked Irving Ber27th St.
Overisei township is one of the
Thornwood, N. .J, Malcolm; Ron- The driver and his companion Larry Alderink Named
lin to compose a new song for her course lunch was served.
Last Rites Friday
Allegan county townships using the
Guests were Mesdames Ed ald L. Stepanek, junior, Berwyn. were given a lift to Muskegon
to sing at an Armistice Day proDelegate to Conference
For Crash Victim
primary system for the election of
gram. Mr. Berlin brought forth a Helder, Don Boeve, Jay Dyk- HI., Duncan and Siward; Joe where they refused medical aid.
Sentinel City Editor
The driver later was treated for
township officers.
sonj- which he*had composed some house, Ted Boeve, Gillis Lenters, Woods, sophomore,Dumont, N. J.,
Larry Alderink of 609 South GRAND HAVEN (Special)
two rib fractures and a head injqry
Elected to UP Position
time before but had never present- Douglas Van Slooten, Ben Van Banquo and Doctor; Peter DurShore Dr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Funeral services for William R.
ed to the American public. Mrs. Slooten, Jr.; Harvey Helder, kee, senior, Staten Island, N. Y., involving a slight concussion.
John Alderink, has been named Eisen, 36, route 2. Coopersville,William Smith, editor of the Two Cars in Crash
Grad
us
Knoll,
James
Knoll,
Ross;
and
Robert
Marshall,
freshHoek closed her program, with
by the Holland Rotary Club as who was fatally injured in a train- Traverse City Record-Eagle, today GRAND HAVEN (SpeciaU
that song which has become al- Casey Hart home, Harold Knoll, man, Buffalo, N. Y. will be the Driver Issued Ticket
their delegate to the Youth Leader- truck crash Monday three miles was elected presidentof the United Two cars were involved in a crash
most a second national anthem, Henry Kruithof, Ken Harshber- narrator.
Kenneth Marlink, 24, local hotel ship Training Conf.reiiceat Camp east of Zeeland, will be held from Press Newspaper Editors of Mich- at 5:01 p.m. Monday in front of
ger, Hyke Van Spyker. Don Van
"God Bless America.”
address, Sunday was issued a tick- Emery near Muskegon. He is a the Throop Funeral Home in Coop- igan at the group’s organizational 914 Grand St. Drivers were AlDue to the fact that the Detroit Spyker, Gerrit Strabbing. Joe Two Cars Damaged
et for reckless driving after his Junior at Holland High School.
ersville, Friday at 2:30 p.m. Buri- meeting.
vin A. Glockzin, 39. and Roger
Symphony will be in Holland on Cooper,-A1 Vander Veen, Richard Two cars received minor dam- car skidded off US-31 north of MHolland is one of 12 cities chos- al will be in the Coopersville Marvirt Eldridge, news editor of Purcell,17, both of Grand Haven
the first Monday of March, the Strabbing, James Genzink, Glenn age Tuesday afternoon when they 21 and slammed into guard rails. en to send their delegate to the Cemetery, with military rites un- the Sturgis Journal, was elected Purcell claimed Glockzin failed
•
Century Club will hold its next Tucker, Don ' Strabbing, Miss collided on Douglas Ave. near Van Ottawa County deputies said the conference early to be trained as der the auspices of Raymond Ranfirst vice president.Richard (Rip) to signal for a left turn. After hitmeeting on March 11 in thd home Marv Strabbing, Miss Carey Held- Dyke St. Drivers were identified *50 model car which was a total a discussion leader. Alderink will kin Post No. 308 of Coopersville.
Collins, city editor of the Holland ting the Glockzin car, the
of Dr. and Mrs. Irwin ^ Lubbers er and the guest of honor.
by Ottawa County deputies as John loss, was southbound , on US-31 b? at the camp on June 19.
The body was removed to ‘he Sentinel,was elected second vice car continued another 42 feet
where Mr. and Mrs. Chris De
Miss .Carol Strabbing will be- Ten Cate. 20, of 141 East Ninth when it went across the middle
Attending the trainingconference Throop Funeral Home from the presidentand Lee Lindberg, Michi- hit the front steps of the Ed “
Jonge will present a program on come the bride of Herm Kolk on St. and John Van Ttrbbergen, 53, island and the southbound lanes will be 150 boys. Thfs is the ninth Kammeraad Funerar Home in gan manager for United Press,
"Pakistan Today.”
Feb. 14.
of 845 Lincoln Av'e.
year it has been in operation.
before hittingthe guard rails.
Grand Haven tqday.
was named permanent
rific
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A. and used by permission.)
There is a marked difference
The Home of the
between a warning and an invitaHolland City New*
Publithedtvery Thurt- tion. There are both warningsand
day by The Sentinel
Co. Office
54-56 invitations in the Bible. In our day
Printing
: We«t Eighth Street. Hoi- we read and hear much about the
>U. S.

„

.

-

land. Mich.
Entered aa second clasi matter at invitations but not much about the
the post office at Holland. Mich., warnings in the gospels.
under the Act of Congress.March 3.
1. Some people and cities and
communities are more privileged
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher than others. The privilegedpeople
often forget their responsibilities.
Telephone— News Items 3193
Advertisingahd Subscriptions3191 Jesus had done considerable work
in th cities of Chorazin, Bethsaida
The publishershall not be liable
for any error or errors in printing and Capernaum. Peter, Andrew
any advertisingunless a proof of and Philip came from Bethsaida
•uch advertisementshall have been and Jesus lived for a time in Capobtained by advertiserand returned
by him In time for corrections with ernaum. We have no account of
* such errors or corrections noted
the work Jesus did in Chorazin.
plainly thereon;and In such case If
any error so noted Is not corrected Jesus says that if he had done
publishers liabilityshall not exceed in the heathen cities of Tyre and
such a proportion of the entire space
Occupied by the error bears to the Sidon what he had done in these
whole space occupied by such adver Jewish cities they would have retlsemenL
pented long ago in sackcloth and
ashes. It was the custom of mournTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year, 13.00- six months. S'JOO; ers and penitentsto wear a coarse
three months. 51.00 single copy. 10c.
Subscriptionspayable In advance and hair cloth and to throw ashes on
wilt be promptly discontinuedIf not themselves. But the Jewish cities
renewed.
did not repent. Jesus pronounced
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
reportlngr promptly any Irregularity a woe upon those hardened cities.
In
‘ delivery.
'
Write or PI
Phone 3191.
He said it would be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon. those
wicked, immoral cities of the past,
THE 8MELL OF
than for these favored Jewish citPRINTER'S INK
, It used to be said in the news- ies in the day of judgment.The
paper trade that anyone who ever truth that is proclaimedhere is
that the more light a person or
got the smell of printer's ink in
community has the greater the
his nostrils never quite felt sati$- responsibility.

Bom, 4-H dab Agent
Tifel Satisfied’
Sunday, February 10
The following ous landing junior
Oudlenge* For The Strong
leaders have been selected to atLuke 12:22-30
tend Junior Leadership School, to
by Darrell Franken
To the Leader: How does one be held at Bostwict Lake, Feb. 19,
learn to become strong? How does 20, 2\: Gerald Geurink of AllenSPARTA (Special)
a person turn weakness into dale; Janice Stevens of Allendale;
League
schedules through toe
strength? Let us look at a few Mary Keppel of Zeeland. One boy
figures in history and seek to dis- remains to be selected and we are spring of 1958 were drawn up and
cover how they became strong. Af- hoping that selectionwill be com- approved Monday night at a leagul
ter you read each of the stories, pleted by the end of this week.
meeting here squelching any rusee if the audience will discuss The purpose of this school is to
how they think each of these men discuss training, educational and mor* that toe league might fold
became strong. Remember, you recreational activities, leadership, following spring sports competiwill be discussing real people, and and various other phues of the tion.
Any Ideas of the league losing
not just abstract ideas. Therefore, 4-H program.
you will be carrying out a "situa- The leadermetewill be held at any members were , knocked out
tion-cente red-discussion. ”
Michigan State University on at the opening o< the meeting as
Demosthenes
March 2 and 3. It is an award for each school announced it was well
Demostheneslived in Athens, outstanding leadershipcontribu- satisified”with the competition.
Greece in the fourth century B.C. tion to the 4-H program, sponsor- Kenew'a League members inBy

Willi* 8.

-Kenewa

tian Education, National Council of

Churches of Christ

4-H News

Endeavor

With Membership

Jmus

Matthew 11:20-30
by C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrighted outlines
produced by the Division of Christhe

Kenewa League

clude Zeeland, Hudsonville, Cooped by the Michigan4-H Club founersville. Fremont, Sparta and Corndation. The followingleaders have
been selected to attend: Mrs. Eliz- stock Park.
Zeeland and Hudsonville reportabeth Vanderhyde and John Koned at toe meeting that they had reing, representing the Coopersville
area; Mrs. Fred Abel and Albert ceived invitations from
K
i
Vredeveld.representing toe Hud- Rapids Lee to join a new seventeam league in suburban Grand
sonville area; and Neil Zuidema
and Mrs. Fred Borgman, repre- Rapids which would start operating in the fall of 1958.
senting the Holland area.
But both schools feK that
These leaders have had excel7
“team for team at the present
lent records and have contributed
time the new suggested league
greatly to the 4-H program. Conwouldn’t offer the competition.’
gratulations to them!
and pieces of the cab in the background near
Grand Rapids Lee, which an
CRASH INJURIES FATAL
William Eisen,
nounced
its intentionsof dropping
the
telephone
poles.
The
single
solid
chunk
of
36, of route 2, Coopersville, died Tuesday
A reminder to members who out of the
Grand Valley League
the truck is the rear bed shown upside down in
in Blodgett Hospital in Grand Rapids of injuries
wish to participatein the Talent
effectivein 1958, instigated the
a ditch 100 feet from the crossing.The Ottawa
Show, that achievementDays will
received Monday afternoon when his truck was
be held in the last week of March move for the new league.
County Sheriff's car (left) is parked a few feet
struck by a switch engine at the Beaverdam
Other invitationswere extended
and first week of April. They
from the tracks where Eisen's truck was hit.
Crossing east of Zeeland. Eisen was first taken
to Byron Center. Kelloggsville,
should be practicingnow.
The picture looks east with M-21 to the right
Grand Rapids Rogers and Forest
to the Zeeland Hospital and then transferred.
Hills. The Forest Hills school, lowhere the group of people are standing.
All that remained of the Hi ton flat bed
Application for the 4-H scholarcated east of Grand Rapids, is
(Sentinel photo)
truck is the twisted wreckage in the foreground
ship to Michigan State University
just startinginterscholastic
compehim."
should be sent in at this time.
tition but is in a fast-growingarea
(Discussionquestions) What
and is expected to be Class A or
were some of the forces at work
Any members who wish to parB by 1960.
in his life which made him the ticipate in the AchievementBooth
Sparta and Comstock Park, also
•fied with any other job. That was
Jesus singles out Capernaum bestrong man he was? Were they Contest held at the achievement
rumored > be interested in joincause
he
had
ministered
there
in
good and favorable? If not, why days, should be making arrangebefore the day of schools of jouring new leagues involving schools
then did he become an Athenian ments now.
nalism, when newspaper men person. The Lord said that if the
located somewhat closer indicated
mighty works which had been done
Hero? Do we have some of the
A Valentine theme was carried
they have no intentionof doing so.
grew up from “printer'sdevil" to there had been done in wanton
same unfavorablecircumstances On Feb. 9, a Holstein calf sale Both schools reported they had not
out in the style show and tea Sateditor.
Sodom It would not have been deto overcame? How do we overcome will be held at the Wolverine Live
urday afternoon honoring mothers
received invitations from any other
Now the director of the Michi- stroyed.Tbe sin of Capernaum was
them?
stock Pavillionin Wllliamston,
o’ the Junior High Camp Fire
leagues to join.
John Runyan
Mich. There will bp some excel
gan State University School has greater than the sin of wicked
Girls, 9th grade Horizonettes and
In other league business, a fiveSodom because it had greater
The life of John Bunyan begins lent 4-H anu FFA animals there. game league baseball schedule
Pieces of Truck Found
said the same thing in more fancy
Senior High Horizon clubbers,held
light than that ancient city. God
in conflict and ends in victory. His
at the Civic Center. Two Valentine
language, in an address to the measures sin by the light a, per100 Feet from Tracks; early life fell under the influence At the recent council meeting, was drawn up replacing the round
trees and a large decorated heart
robin slate. Spring weather condiMichigan Press Association. Dr. son or a communityhas. There
of the Puritan conscience of his discussion was centered around
formed an attractive background
Third
Death
in County
tions and closing of school dates
Paul J. Deutschmann put it this are degrees of guilt and responsi- Whereas,Feb. 8, 195V is the 47th fo" the spring fashions, modeled
forefathers,fet his outward,vis- the 1956 4-H program and a rewere responsiblefor changingthe
bility and punishment. How about
A Coopersville man was family ible life was that ‘of a reprobate. port of project enrollment of 1957. league baseball schedule rule.
way:
by ninth and 12th graders and by
anniversary
of
the
founding
of
the
our responsibilityand judgment in
leaders for the adult styles. Mary injured" at 4:30 p.m. Monday when His idle time was spent in curs- Project enrollment is 1,697 and
“The average Michigan news- view of our privileges?
Boy Scouts of America, chartered
paperman prefers his job to any n. Jesus extends an invitation to by the Congress of the United Emma Young served as narrator a diesel switch engine smashed ing. blaspheming, gambling, and there are approximately135 difother because of its variety, ex- people. When Jesus was here the States, as a program for all the and organ music was furnished by into his stake truck at the 72nd whoring. One day he overheard ferent 4-H clubs. Also, there was
three people talking about their discussion on the building fund of
Miss Marcella Gearhart.
citement. challenge, and free- poor respondedto him while the boys of America, and
Ave.
crossing three miles east of joy and happiness in the Christian t he Hudsonville fair and the purJunior
High
groups
each
invited
dom.’’ And the professor added socalled intelligentsia rejected
Whereas, The Boy Scout prolife. This jolted him. and convict- chase of a tape recorder.
a special guest, chosen by the Zeeland.
that he based his statement on a
him. There are socalled “high- gram has affected the lives of
William Eisen, 36. route 2, ed his Puritan conscience. This Lunch was served by Mr. and
survey in which workers on 461 brows” among us who look with more than 26.000.000 American girls as women who had given outstanding service during the year Coopersville,died Tuesday in touched off a mental struggle that Mrs. Henry Geurink. leaders in
papers were asked to express an contempt upon Jesus. The Lord
boys and men since 1910, and now
in the various Camp Fire groups Blodgett Hospital in Grand Rapids lasted almost 20 years. Ten of the Allendale area. Arrangements
opinion. Most of them expressed
thanked God for God's revelation has an active enrollment of 4,500,ALLEGAN (Special) - Four
and civic projects.Introduced by of a fractured skull and multiple those years were spent in prison were completed by Bill Vlssers,
a devoted liking for their job and to the babes — the people who 000 and
for refusing to obey the govern- leader in the Allendale area also. Allegan youths were believed rethe president of each group were fractures.
advised journalism school students
humbly and in a childlike manner
Whereas,the movement, through
Eisen had turned off the west- ment. During that time he wrote
sponiible for a hoax early SaturMrs. Herbert Stanaway, Mrs. Hartto get into the newspaper game. accepted him and his teaching.The
its four-yearprogram, "Onward
day that sent an ambulance and
• This advice may have been person who wants spiritual under- for God and My Country," seeks ger Winters. Mrs. Dwight Yntema, bound lane of M-21 onto 72nd Ave. 11 books. After he was released
four police cars to the scent of a
Mrs. William Clark, Mrs. Tom and the front end of the truck was he preached to thousands, and
considereduseful because of the standing must first show humility.
to train more boys in patriotism
barely
on
the
tracks
when
the
en- wrote Pilgrims Progress, which
non-existant accident, six miles
Sanger,
Mrs.
Victor
Ambellas,
fact that an increasing number
Jesus made great claims for and character so that they will
east of Allegan on M-89.
has become one of the ten greatMrs. Clarence Becker. Mrs. Frank gine crunchedinto the cab.
of journalismstudents appear to himself. Note the words: "All
become intelligent citizens, there- Brieve, Mrs. Hazel Hayes and the
The resulting impact virtually est English classics.
In addition, it took more than
believe that publicity side issue*
things have been delivered unto by increasing its usefulnessto the
an hour of calling doctors and
Misses Nancy Plewes and Shirley blew the truck's cab apart. Wit- (DiscussionQuestions)
are more desirable than the rough
me of my Father” — all things nation and
nesses said pieces of the cab and caused John Bunyan to become
hospitalsto finally determine that
Ende.
and tumble of straight newspaper meaning all truths,doctrine,powWhereas, the Boy Scouts of
truck flew through the air in aH so famous? Was it success, joy,
the accident never really happenSpecial
music
was
provided
by
work. A large number of such peo- er, authority, wisdom
in fact America marks its 47th anniverOttawa county members of the ed and the four boys were home,
and happiness?Was it his faith?
a newly organized barbershop quar- directions.
ple go into jobs what are often everything. This is one claim. The
sary by a great National Scout
Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeek and Why does the combination of faith Allegan - Ottawa Committee for safe and unhurt.
tet of Horizon girls Sandy Schaap,
known as “publicitydirectors,"or other is that no one knows the
Jamboree at historic Valley Phyllis Smith. Betty Lieuwen and Deputies Peter MeeUwsen and Ed and misfortune often cause one to Mental Health met at Grand Haven
Three Allegan girls, riding with
in more fancy terms still, as Father save the Son. And the third
Forge, Pennsylvania this coming Sallie Houtman. A Charleston line Kampen said they had never seen become great? Do you have trou Senior High School Monday The Barbara Jones, also of Allegan,
"public relationsspecialists.”
claim is that only the person knows July:
two-county committee is an affilwere returning from Otsego folout of the "roaring twenties" fur- a vehicle in such a demolished ble, mental turmoil, and spiritual
But there is a good deal to be the Father to whom the Son reiate of the Michigan Society for
Now
Therefore. I, Robert
state.
lowing a basketball game and
struggle? God may have a plan
nished memories of the past to
said both for the unofficial declarveals him. Only by knowing Jesus Visscher, Mayor of the City of
Mental Health, a volunteer citizen
The truck's bed and pieces of the for your life too.
dance, when a car filled with boys
the mothers present. Appearingin
ation of an older day about the
do we know the Father. It is Holland in the State of Michigan,
organization
and
member
of
the
costume were Garnet Harrington. cab including the twisted steering For more personalities who
passed them at high speed. They
smell of printer'sink and for the
through Jesus that we become do hereby proclaim the week of
Michigan United Health and Weltold sheriff's officers they next
Linda Smith Margo Munro. Bar- column and wheel were upside overcame misfortune to become
pronouncement of the school of sons of God. From these truths
fare Fund.
Feb. 6 to 12 as "Boy Scout Week."
bara Veurink and Ruth Smith. down in a ditch 100-feetaway.
saw the car at the Schnobble
victorious,look up the lives of
journalism professor.The professwhich Jesus uttered we can see and do urge our citizens to recogAccomplishments of the first
The motor lay 20 feet down the George Frederich Handel who
picnic grounds and that it
Another novelty was a bathing
or himself of course went into a how essentialit is that we should
year of organization were re- Brook
nize the unselfish,patrioticservbeauty parade in suits dating back tracks in pieces. All that remained wrote the Messiah,Glen Cunninghas apparently, struck
tree.
side issue, but his proiKuncementknow Jesus. Only by realizingthe
viewed.
Ways
and
means
of
inice being rendered to our communto the early 1900's,with leaders inside the cab were pipe frames ham who became an American
They stopped in investigate,saw
seems to hint that he remembers claims of Jesus do we fully unity by the volunteer Scout leaders
which held the seats. Everything track star, St. Francis of Assisi, creasing citizen participationin toe three of the boys "unconscious”
somewhat nostalgicallythe “vari- derstand the gracious invitation
serving as models.
program of mental health educawho bring the program to tho Punch and cookies were served else was ripped out.
ety” and “excitement”and "chal- that follows. No mere person could
Michael Faraday,and others. Then
tion
explored. Tentative in the car — one with his head
The
front
wheels
were
torn
from
lenge'’and "freedom'’ of his newsthink of Jesus Christ, whose trihanging out the window — while
extend an invitationlike that.
plans
were
made
for a larger
sible ways, to further this wholetables, again carrying out the their mounts and hurled down the umph over sufferingand death,
paper days.
the fourth was walking up and
Jesus invites the people who la- some youth program, and help the
and
more
stable
planning
board
Valentinetheme. Pouring were embankment. Other chunks of the has never been nor ever will be
Every working newspaper man bor and are heavy laden to come
down
nearby, holding his head
which would better represent all
City of Holland to be adequately
past presidents of the Camp Fire cab were scattered in all direc- surpassed.
knows th$t there are plenty of to him and find rest. Everywhere
and moaning. The girls said toe
sections
of
Ottawa
county.
represented at the great National
Council, Mrs. Ralph Eash, Mrs. tions.
things that could be said against
people are seeking peace, content- Scout Jamboree this year.
Mrs. Robert Horner, chairman boy pleaded with them to go for
The best way to describe the
the newspaper job; but this is true
ment, rest, happiness, but are failof
the committee,was designated help.
Albert
H.
Van
scene was the question of a passing
of every job. But all the qualities
ing to do so. It is worth noting
to
arrange a workshop planning They stopped at the nearest
motorist."What was it, a truck or
Five-Month-OldBaby,
mentioned by the East Lansing
Seth Holt, 71, Retired
Dies at Hospital at 69
that Jesus promises rest and ofsession for interestedcitizens from farm, but it had no telephone,so
car?"
From
the
pieces
it was hard
professor are actually to be found
fers people a yoke. The yoke of
111 Since Birth, Dies
each of the general areas in the they drove to the home of one of
to tell.
in the newspaper profession.Not Jesus differed greatly from the Railroad Worker, Dies '
Albert H. Van Kampen. 69, died
county, includingHolland. Zee- the girls, located about two miles
Deputies said that when the enall men and women are suited to
Tuesday at Holland Hospital after lr.nd, Coopersville,Marne, Hudson- away, where they notifiedthe Nyyoke of legalism and ritualism by
Seth F. Holt. 71, of 138 Fair- Cheryl Ann Dykstra. five-month- gine hit the truck it pushed it sidethe newspaper job and not all which many people were burdened
an extended illness. He lived at ville, Grand Haven, Spring Lake, berg ambulance service and
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilwould enjoy those satisfactions. in those days. His yoke would banks Ave., died unexpectedly liam M. Dykstra. died Tuesday af- ways on the tracks for a dozen 349 College Ave.
Ferrysburg and Allendale. The sheriff's office. Meanwhile they
Tuesday afternoon at his home affeet and then shoved it off and
But for a journalism student the lightentheir burdens. Today many
He was born in 1887 in Holland
ternoon at her home. 745 Ruth Ave.
blankets and returned to
ter an extended illness. Born in
down the embankmentinto a Township and has lived here all consultant from the Michigan So- obtained
advice is good to get into the newspeople wear the yoke of pride, Walkerville in 1885, he was a re- in Park Township. The child had directionalsign and telephone and
ciety for Mental Health and a rep- the "scene of the accident.”'
paper "game” rather than into the
his life. He was an employe at
At the scene they found the amselfrighteousness,conformity, ma- tired railroad engineer for the been ill since birth.
resentative from an activf and
side issues. In those side issues
the First National Bank for severSurviving besides the parents power poles.
bulance
and four police cars
terialism.Jesus offers all his yoke C & O Railroad. He began his
well - established chapter of toe
The engineerof the train was
the worker frequently trades his
which means peace and pardon. work with the Pere Marquette are one sister, Mary Lynn; one identified by deputies as Lloyd al years. He was a member of society in one of the neighboring Deputy Lester Moore of Otsego.
freedom for the mere right to
the Beechwood Reformed Church
counties will be asked to join in Deputy Donald TerAvest. Deputy
Railroad in 1911 and worked un'il brother, Thomas Lee; the grand- Chambers of Grand Rapids. The
be referred to as a "specialist.”
Surviving are his wife. Marion
parents,
Mr.
and
drs.
Harry
the planning session. Both Kent Richard Putman of .Pullman and
his retirement in 1946. He was a
engine
was
hauling
a
single
car—
The on the job training program Susan Miles Honored
one son. Henry A. of Holland; two
Boerman and Mr. and Mrs. Corand
Kalamazoo counties have ac- the Allegan city police car — but
member
of the Masonic Lodge.
a caboose.
has worked for the Sentenel. We
daughters.Mrs. Melvin Vande- tive citizen groups Interested in no accident.
nelius Dykstra, of Holland; the
On
Fifth
Birthday
Surviving are the wife, MargaDeputies
said
Eisen
was
enroute
think more U-aming in connection
Water and Mrs. John E. Dreyer promoting mental heajth. It was
maternal great grandmother, Mrs.
Assuming that one of the youths
ret; two daughters. Mrs. Mildred
back to Marne from Drenthe where
with our schools, colleges and
birthday party Saturdayaf-'Ringof Sparta and Mrs. Edward Dan Kleinheksel of Fillmore; the he had just delivered a load of of Holland; two stepsons. Gorden believed by the group that a re- had been able to drive the car, ofUniversities can be the answer,
De Haan and William De Haan of statement of ain^s of the commit- ficers began a thoroughcheck of
ternoon was given for Susan Kay I (Betty) Gamby of Holland; two paternal great grandparents, Paul lumber. He was employed * by
the time is now.
Grand Rapids; seven grandchil- tee and a coordinatedprogram Allegan. Ostego and Plainwell
Miles in honor of her fifth birth- 1 sons, Boring Holt of Spring Lake Dykstra in the Netherlandsand Blink Brothers Lumber Co. of
dren; five brothers. Everett of that could be presented to all or- hospitals and doctors. Finally, a
day anniversary which she ob-' and Julius Holt of Louisville;one Mrs. WilhelmineDe Jong of HolMarne.
Caledonia, Burt of Richfield,John
served on Jan. 31. The party was sister. Mrs. Percy Thompson of land.
ganized groups of the county might call to the ome of one of the
This was the third fatality to ocgiven by her mother, Mrs. Drew Detroit and one brother, Farrand Funeral services will be held cur in Ottawa County this year and Herman of Holland, and Hen- be one way of increasing aware- youths who had been recognized
ry of Muskegon; one brether-inAdmitted to Holland Hospital Miles, at their home on route 1. Holt of Grand Rapids; K grand- Thursday at 3:30 p.m. at Dykstra and the third accident involving a law, John Wieling; and several ness of the need for better under- by the girls disclosed the hoax.
standing and knowledge of toe The boy admitted it had been
Monday were- Mrs. Herbert Wyben- Assisting the hostess were Susan's children and two great grandchil- Funeral Chapel with the Rev. Ber- train and motor vehicle in four
nieces and nephews.
nard Kok officiating.Burial will
problems, facilities and challenges “just a joke." Officers who pointga, 129 East 16th St.; Mrs. Otis grandmother.Mrs. Henry Vander dren.
months
at crossings east of ZeeFuneral services will be held in this field.
ed out that five vehicles had rushFuneral services will be held be in Pilgrim Home Cemetery. land.
Barlow, 178 East Fifth St.; Mrs. Schel, and Mrs. Chris Smith.
Friday at 3:30 p.m. at Beechwood
The group enjoyed games after Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the Dykstra Relatives and friends may call at
Mrs. Henry Rottschaffer, Mrs. ed to the scene through dense fog,
Lester Kleinheksel. route 5; Paul
In additionto his wife, the former
Reformed Church with the Rev Robert Horner and Donald Craw- were not amused.
Jones, 555 Hiawatha Dr ; Donald which lunch was served at a pink Funeral Chapel. Services will he the Dykstra Chapel this evening Bernice Howard, he is survived by
Elton Van Pernis officiating. Rela
Uevense, 396 Fairhill Dr.; Mrs. and white decoratedtable fatur- under the auspices of Unity Lodge. from 7 to 9 p.m.
four sons. Robert Lee. 14. George lives are asked to meet in the ford of the Holland area attended
The
family
requests
that
flowers
ing
a
decorated
birthday
cake.
Norman Heeter, route 4; Mrs.
the meeting.
No. 191, F and AM. Burial will be
William, 13. Charles Raymond, 11
Brian Hill. Has Party
church basement at 3:15. Burial
be omitted, but those who desire
George Bouwman, East Saugatuck Each guest received a favor.
in Pilgrim Home Cemetery.Relaand
Frederick, 9.
will
be
in
Pilgrim
Home
CemeInvited were Mary Dombush, fcves and friends may meet the to send remembrancesmay give
(latter two admitted Sunday).
On His 10th Birthday
Also survivingis his mother,
Discharged Monday were Mrs. Susan, Joy Lynn and Chris Ann family at the Dykstra Chapel to the Children’s Retreat. Gifts Mrs. Mable Faroham of Chicago; tery. Relatives and friends may Former Holland Resident
call
at
Dykstra
Oiapel
Thursday
may
be
left
at
the
funeral
home.
Brian Hill celebratedhis 10th
Orlan Uitermark,146 'li West 18th Smith. Mary Ann Wolbnnk, Joan Thursday from 4:30 to 5:30 and 7
six brothers, Albert, Lawrence, from 4:30 to 5:30 and 7 to 9 p.m Diet in Grand Rapids
birthday anniversarywith a
St; Mrs. Paul Dunklee,route 4; Heuvelhorst,Sally Wheaton, to 9 p.m.
John, Gerrit, and Joseph all of
BowJames Plosila,900 Lincoln Ave.; Patty Williams,
Benjamin Carver, 73, former party Saturday at his home, 399
Funeral Services Held
Chicago and Frederick of BaltiMrs. John Plosila and baby, 900 master. Jill and GretchenScholten
Holland resident,died early Tues- Maple Ave., given by his mother,
North
Ottawa
Clubhouse
more,
Md.;
one
sister,
Mrs.
Joseph
Mrs. Hattie Felts Dies
For Henry T. Bolthouse
and Lynda and Sally Boe*.
Lincoln Ave.
day morning at Butterworth Hos- Mrs. Bernard Hill. She was assisTenzilloof Chicago,
Site of
Meeting
Hospitalbirths list a daughter,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
pital where he was taken late ted by Mrs. B. Blauwkamp.
Following Heart Attack
He was born in Chicago, Nov. 22,
Susanne Marie, born Monday to
Funeral services for Hehry T. Bol- 1920, and married Miss Howard
Monday.
Games were played and prizes
Eagle Auxiliary Holds
The next meeting of District
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Vander
Mrs. Hattie Felts, 79, of route 1, thouse, 75. 115 Third St., Ferrys- on June 8, 1911. He had lived in
Born in 1883 in Gibson, he lived won by Mark Nieuwsma,Calvin
No.
5
of
the
Michigan
United
ConMeulen, 324 Central Ave.; a daugh- Routine Business Meeting di^d Tuesday morning after suf- burg, were held Monday afternoon
Coopersvillesince 1931 and worked servation clubs will be held Mon- in the Holland vicinityuntil three Vanden Elst and Benny Phillips.
ter, Debra Lynn, bom today to Mr.
fenng a heart attack. She was the at Kammeraad Funeral Home, for Blink Brother* for the past
years ago when he went to live Each guest received a favor and
day, Feb. 18 at 8 p.m. at the club
and Mrs. Martin Veldhuis, 201 The regular meeting of the Eagle widow of Emerson Felts, who died with Rev. John Benes of Spring three years. ‘
with his sister, Mrs. Foster Salton refreshment*wer'e served.
Scotts Dr.
Auxiliary was held Friday night in 1934. She was
member^ of Lake Reformed Church officiating. He was a Navy veteran of World house of the North Ottawa Rod of Coopersville.
Guests included Calvin Vander
and Gun Club.
with 19 members present.
Burial was in Spring Lake Ceme- War H and served overseas in both
Surviving are three sisters, Mrs. Elst, Benny Phillips,Billy ElenWesleyan MethodistChurch.
Those
traveling
south
on
US-3
At the business meeting an invi~
Surviving are two sons. George
Julia Jennies of California,Mrs. baas, Ernie Nebor* David Hamm,
Judy Brown Sets Pace
the Pacific and Atlantic Theater*.
tation was extended to attend char- of Buffalo, N.Y. and Leo at home.
Mr. Bolthouse died unexpectedly He was a member of the Cooper*- should go to the stone schoolhouse, Salton and Mrs. George Nash, Sr.', David Roedema, Gary Blauw-'
there turn left (east) on a blackter night in Grand Rapids, Feb.
For Teenage Archers
Funeral services
held Saturdaymorning shortly after he ville American Legion Post 308.
of Holland.
kamp, Bobby Sanderson,Charles
top road. Those who may be com28, and also the districtmeeting Thursday at 2 p.m. from Wesleyan had been admitted to Municipal
Funeral services were held Bosch, Mark Nieuwsma and Brian
ing north (from Holland)on USJudy Brown paced the teenage to be held in Grand Haven on Feb. Methodist Church with the Rev. Hospital.He was born Feb. 7, 1881
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Dykstra Hill.
31, should turn east (right)on the
weekly archery shoot Tuesday 16. Members were also reminded C. A. Letherer officiating. Burial in Ferrysburg, where he lived Suffers Heart Attack
Funeral Chapel with the Rev. J. A.
blacktop.Go to the end of the Veldman officiating. Burial was
night at Holland High gym with of the Sweetheart Dance, for Pre- was in Graafschap Cemetery.
practicallyall of his life. He had
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
blacktop
and
turn
right
(south)
a 406 score. Terry. Woldring was statie Huis benefit,held Feb. 15
been employed at the Johnston Harold Ennenga, 1534 Slayton St.
Pilgrim
Cemetery. Japinga Gets District
second with 373 and Jack Antles, by the inter - fraternal organizaNorm Japinga, Holland basketBros. Boiler works in Ferrysburg was reported improved Friday one block to the clubhouse. Signs
InvestigateBreakin
third with 372.
tions.
ball official, has been notifiedby
for many years and also operated after sufferinga heart attack will be erected giving’ directions.
Other scorers were: Dick Van
Lo Bartlett, in charge of deer Marriage Licenses
Awards were given to Mesdames GRAND
(Special)
the Michigan High School Athletic
a grocery store in Ferrysburg
Thursday afternoon. Ennenga apIte, 369; Dan Wightman, 365; Marie Huizenga. Marie Slayer, The sheriff* department is inOttawa County
Association,that he has been asHe is survivedby two sisters, parently got to the telephone to management, will be present to
Gibson, 358; Jerrv Van Nettie Israels, Kathaleen Wester- vestigating’ a reported breaking Mrs. Mae Enyeart of Middleville summon help, and the operator report on the 1956 deer season,
Irwin Emmert, 19. Hudionville, signed to officiate in the Class B
351; Red Wierda, W5; hof and Elsie Ver Hey.
and entering at Hound Dog Care and Mrs. Minnie Covey of Nash- detectedthe phone had dropped regular and special.Ben Jenkins and Ella Grasmeyer, 19, rout* 1, and D district basketball tournaAlderink, 329; Bonnie TimRefreshments were served by located on US-36 in Marne. The ville, Tenn., one brother, Phillip from his hand. City police and will discuss cuttings,swamp man- New Era; Robert L. OsentosU, 20, ment in Grand Haven next month.
259; Jack Van Liere, 236 and the Mesdames Mae DeWitt, Stella discoverywas made Sunday af of G-and Rapids and several nice firemen revived him with a resus agements and any other questions Tyre, and Patricia Kubicki, 18, Japinga has been offioiatingfor
several years.
ier. 159.
Kay^and Kathaleen Westerhof. . ternoon.
connected wit& deer management. Grand Haven.
es and nephews.
citatorand oxygen.
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His physique was not that of a typical Athenian,developedby gymnastic training.He was weak and
awkward, a poor friend, and not
pleasant to look at. He stammered
and stuttered. His father died when
he was very young. His guardians
squandered his inheritanceHis
mother, howevet*.was able to give
him a goal education. He studied
law and speech. A* a boy he went
out to the beach 'and put pebbles
in his mouth while he talked lo
overcome his speech defects.Early in life he began to write speeches for people who had to defend
themselves in court. When the city
of Athens was threatened by conquerors. he delivered orations to
arouse the people to defend their
democracy.The people did not listen to him and were defeated. It
is said of him that, "when he died
Athenian democracy died with
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Hope Quintet Hits Century
Mark

in

Victory Over Ferris

points before sitting down. Benes
equaled his season’s high mark
of 30 points including a crowd pleasing "dunk”. Hope seemed to
go as the big 6’ 10" center went
and as bis rebounding and scoring
picked up in the first half so did
the score. The same was true in
of
the second half as the Dutch pulled out of reach quickly. ,
Hope College’s basketball team
Both Benes and Vander Hill had
hit the century mark for the first
seven baskets each in the first
time this season Saturday night
half. But it was the big fellow in
at Civic Center with a 10W>4 dethe second half. Four minutes afcision over Ferris Institute and today looked forward the tough ter the center jump, Hope had
pushe^ its lead to 57-35 and Benes,
second round of MIAA play.
The Ferris game ended non- who really grabbed the rebounds,
picked up four baskets.
league competition for the Dutch,
who must now face seven straight Ferris then came in for four
MIAA foes, the first being Albion points by Rog Vander La an, ex
Grand Rapids Christian ace who
here Wednesday night. The co
led the Bulldogs with 19 points.
• league leaders • defeated Hope in
December, 75-72, on a last second But out to show up his fellow prep
Benes countered with
basket by George Vivlamore. alumnus,
three
more
baskets, added three
Hope has a 10-4 overall marta and
straight free throws and with 11
4-3 in the conference.
Although Hope was holding a minutes to go Hope enjoyed a 71
comfortable40-29 halftime edge 39 advantage. Ferris narrowed the
against the Bulldogs, no one in count to 71-44 at the 10-minute

Dutch Have Easy

Hospital Notes

Time Wnning 10th

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday 'were Mrs. Lester Sale,

Game

Hamilton; Mrs. Donald Zwier, 375
West 20th St; Danny and Sharia
Overkamp, route 2 (both discharg-

Season

ed same day); Mn.'Haroid Woltman, 209 South 120th Ave.; Mrs.
Clair Slater,route 1. •
Discharged Friday were Richard

and William Powell, 427 Beach

St; Steven Parker, 20 East 20th
St; Mrs. Ronald Lambers, 810
West 26th St.; Mrs. AHen Fischer
and baby, 807 South Shore Dr.;
Dan Murray, 212H West 14th St;
Albert Brewster, 81 West 35th St.;
Richard Topp, 639 West 21st St.;
Marianne Teusink. route 1.
Admitted Saturday were Erika
Volkerbom, Durfee Hall, Hope
College; Gary Vanden Berg, Jr.,
48 College Ave.; Mrs. James
Barkel, 137 Reed Ave.; Mrs.
HERE'S YOUR NEW ROOM, SWEETHEART!
Mrs. Doris Ely, nurse, visits the new nursery with
mark.
Then
came
the
subs
and
Anthony
Ver
Hoeven,
282
Elm
Mrs.
Ronald
Kuite
of
1215
West
32nd
St.
its
large viewing windows for proud fathers,
the crowd of 1,600 partisan fans
the march to the season's high Ave.; Vicky and Barbara Lacy,
tells her new daughter born on Jan. 28 that
Mrs.
„ guessed the Dutch would hit three
s. Kqite was one of several new mothers
point
1758 West 32nd St.; Cecile Gaiifirgures.
this is the new nursery for babies born in
transferred Saturday to the new maternity
They weren’t playing that well Following Benes and Vander Hill lard, 439 Columbia Ave.; Albert
Holland Hospital. Mrs. Kuite, shown here with
section on second floor.
(Sentinel photo)
was
Jim
Buursma,
who
had
12. KnoU, 130 West 18th St.
and had had quite a shaky start.
He aided in the early second half
DischargedSaturday were John
It wasn’t until midway in the first
Mrs. Ronald Lm Dolman
splurge with four outcourt buckets. Thompson, route 1. East Saugahalf that Hope began to hit and as
(Beatrice Zwaon photo, Detroit)
Kempker was the other Hope tuck; Barbara and Vicky Lacy,
late as 6:11, Ferris was just two
double
figure scorer.
1758
West
32nd
St.;
Lyle
Billings,
points down, 25-23.
Ferris, which has a 2-9 record, route 3, Fennville; Mrs. John R.
had Jim Tetzlaff, who made nine Mulder, 80 West 16th St.; Cecile
out of 10 free throws, in the run- Gaillard, 439 Columbda Ave.;
To Join
nerup spot with 17 points.
Kathy Lynn La arm an, 943 College
A ahade under the shot percen- Ave.; Simon Posma, 109 East 23rd
Jud Branderhorst of Zeeland is
tage compiledagainst Adrian, the St., Jeaa Burchfield,354 West 21st
It was moving day for some
trying to drum up Interest throughDutch hit 41 out of 101 for 40 per- St.
The marriage of Min Jessie ushers were Fritz Fiesselmtnn.
patients in Holland Hospital Satout the rural areas of Ottawa
cent. Ferris made 19 out of 80
Admitted Sunday were Henry Local Residents Attend
urday.
Sabina
Fiesselmann,daughter of brother of the bride, of BirmingCounty— especiallythe southern
for 24 percent. Hope ha<^ 19 out of Vanden Berg, 491 Lincoln Ave.;
ham, John Carlisle Zabriikle of
This
happy
event was for the
sections—in the Centennial Farm Mr. and Mrs. Friedrich Fietsel53 in the first half and 22 out of Bert Jacobs, 247 East 13th St.; Recreational Workshop
Detroit,K. Don Jacobusseof Holpatients of the hospital's happiest
Owners organizationwhich em- man of Muirland Ave., Detroit, and land, Dean S. Lewis of Sturgis and
48 attempts in the final 20 mi- Robert Miedema, 210 Dartmouth;
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Tregloan, department—the maternity section. braces all of Michigan.
nutes.
Ronald Lee Dalman, son of Mr. Jered Mays m, of Springfield,
John Groteri, route 4; Eleanor Mrs. Preston Shaffer, Miss Dor- The move involved transferring
Branderhorstattended a meetFerris didn't have a foul called Smith, Fennville; Mrs. Edith
Mass.
othy Bradish. Jane McDonald, and mothers from the far end of the ing of the group at Kellogg Center and Mrs. Laveme C. Dalman, 610
for :17 of the first half and Hope Bredeweg, 77 South River Ave.
About 250 guests were greeted by
old
hospital
down
the
long,
long
Verne Kupelian attended a workon Michigan State University State St., was performedSaturday the newlyweds at a reception folonly got three free pecks in the
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. shop on rec cation and school corridor into the new section—all
at
3
p.m.
In
the
All
Saints
Episcampus in East Lansing Thursday
first half, making two. Hope hit a Clair Slater, route 1; Mrs. Ronald
lowing the ceremony at Birmingcamping at Higgins Lake Conser- on the second floor.
and came a\Vay with a good deal of copal Church In Detroit.
pleasing 18 out of 23 free shots Kuite and baby, 1215 West 32nd
ham Country Qub.
The
move
makes
room
for
vation TrainingSchool, RoscomDr. Burton S. Levering officiated
enthusiasm.
but Ferris did even better,getting St; Mrs. Robert Lemson and baby,
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
23 beds in the new section. Babies
mon, Friday to Sunday.
at
the
service
which
wa«
performTTie organization,embracing 800
26 out of 34.
Fiesselmann
chose a Dior blue
route 4; Mrs. George Wemersten The agenda included a lecture also were moved, but were temfarms in the state at present, is ed in traditionalatmospherewith
and baby, route 3; Henry Dykhuis, on the importance of school camp- porarily put into a new ward. Two
taffeta dress with wfelte sequin hat
Hope (100)
the
bride
wearing
the
traditional
open to owners of farms which
and matchingpurse and a corsage
FG FT PF TP 41 East 19th St; Mrs. John Dwyer, ing by Donald J. Richards, Con- more nurseries will be remodelhave existed for 100 years or more. wedding gown which also had been
of orchids. The groom’s mother
R. Ritsems, f .....
3
4 68 West 15th St.; Miss Larayne servation EducationConsultant of ed for use later. New delivery
Branderhorst points out that there worn by her sister. The gown was
was attiredIn a smoke green silk
Buursma, f ........ 6
1
12 Dore, 28 West 27th St.; Mrs. Betty the Michigan Department of Con- rooms and labor rooms also are
are many such farms in the area. fashioned of ivory satin with an
gown with white and green hat
Benes, c ......... 13
2 30 Michaels,route 3, Allegan;Mrs. servation.Charles M. Leeson. ready.
The group approved a motion at Elizabcthian collar of imported
Tienie Batjes, 122 East 15th St.
Vander Hill, g ... 10
3 21
The transfer releases the en- Thursday's meeting to have a joint antique lace. It was cut with an and a corsage of green orthidi.
Region 3 Supervisor. Conservation
For going away the bride wore
1
Hospital births include a son, Department,pointed out the limi- tire old OB sectionto other patients
Teusink, g ........
2
Paul Benes
membership arrangementwith the illusion shoulder and yoke and
a Cornflowerbhie wool costume
B. Ritsema, c .... 3
3
6 Robert Mark, bom Friday to Mr. tation of Michigan'srecreational and regular accommodations at
. . .puts in SO points
Michigan HistoricalCommission. panels of satin formed the train
suit with matching hat and con8 and Mrs. William Hakken, 60 East facilities in the state parks. He present care for 95 beds. Barring
But the team that had scored Schut, f .............
Brandeihorstwas elected to a which was bound with matching
trasting accessories.
2 26th St.; a son, Timothy, bom Fri- emphasized the fact that the in- dire emergencies, there should be
99 points against Adrian last time Woodcock, f ......
nominating committee to draw antique lace. A small lace peplum
Kempker, g ....... 3
2 10 day to Mr. and Mrs. Wesley An- come from our state'slargest in- no beds In the hall for some time.
Mr. and Mrs. Dalman will reout had differentideas.
flared
from
the
waist.
She
wore
ui> a list of officersfor next year
drew. 159 Gordon St, a son bom dustry, "tourism." will be serious- When surgery on the third floor
2
4
They were climaxedwhen Jack Seidentop, g .....
and points out that if he can get a lace Elizabethiancap with a full sume studies at jAnn Arbor where
1
1
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Herschel ly affected by the lack of suffi- is moved to new quarters on the
Kempker, former Holland High Hood, c ..........
more area farmers interestedper- length illusion veil. Her cascade the groom is a law student and the
Martin, 122 West Ninth St.; a cient funds to meet the increased first floor of the new section, a
eager who paced the Hope subs
haps an officer can be electedfrom bouquet includedwhite orchids and bride is taking a ‘graduate course.
Totals 41 18 21 100 daughter,Catherine Marie, torn demands for recreationalservices. remodeling program will be launchwith 10 points, drew a foul with
stephanotis centered with white Their wedding trip will be delayed
this area.
Ferris (64)
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin This lecture was augmented by a ed to provide more rooms for
25 seconds to go and sank the
Kent County farmers take an heather, sent from Scotland by her until the spring vacationwhen
FG FT PF TP Kolean, route 4.
99th and 100th points.
field trip to Higgins Lake State patients. Remodeling is currently especially active interest in the aunt. She also wore a sixpence in they expect to go to Florida. The
19
A daughter, Laura Joy, bora Park.
Coach Russ De Vette had inject- Vander Laan, f ..
going on in the old lobby to pro- organization.
her shoe. The heather and sixpence couple reside *at 402 Fourth Ave.,
ed his reserves after the first Tetzlaff,f ........ .4 .9 0 17 Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Delwin Another outstanding feature was vide room for six more beds. When
in the old traditionwere symbols in Ann Arbor.
2
5 Schrotenboer, 70 West 19th St.; a a talk by J. W. Kinny, resident the remodelingprogram is comstringers, with Paul Benes and Kreuger, c .......
Immediatelyfollowing rehearsal
of happiness and good luck.
1
0
son. Michael Emery, bom Sunday engineer of the Mackinac Bridge pleted months hence, the hospital
Warren Vander Hill leading, had Gregg, g .........
Mrs. John Carlisle Zabriskie, Friday the groom’s parents en0
0 to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Byme, 211 Authority,presenting the prob- will accommodate129 beds.
pushed the margin to 71-44 at the Jones, g ........... 0
served her sister as matron of tertainedat a dinner for 23 guests
4 East 16th St; a son, Carter Wayne, lems involved in the construction Moved earlier last week was the
Harvey Clements and John Ijim honor and Miss Mary Ellen Dal- at Botsford Inn in the private dinGorsuch, g .......
0
10-minute mark.
2
3 bom Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Harry of the Straits Bridge.
And the reserves picked up right Kloha, f .........
hospital laboratory,now in opera- tied for top honors in the weekly man of Holland, the groom's sister, ing room.
8 Gordon, 125 Manley Ave.; a son.
where the starters left off and Post, g ............
This workshop was in coopera- tion on tlje new ground floor not archery club shoot Wednesday at was bridesmaid. Sorority Sisters,
4 Brian Lee, bom Sunday to Mr. and tion with the faculty and adminis- far from the new lobby. The x-ray Holland High gym with 784 scores.
3
reached 85 with five and a half Cronk, g ......... 2
Mrs. Robert Smith of Royal Oak.
San Marino, the world’s small2
2
Mary Wabeke followed with 776 Miss Katherine , Sundberg of Ann est republic, is situated on the
Mrs. John Nyboer, 715 Ruth Ave. trators of the Wayne County Pub- department was moved a few
minutes to go. Then thoughts mov- Kalaher, c .......
Palmer,
f
........
0
A
son,
William
Edwin,
born
Sunand
Lee
York
and
Norma
Naber
ed to the century figure and the
lic Schools
weeks ago. The lobby »and some
Arbor, Miss Mary Ann Jordon of slope of Mount Titano in the Apen2
g .......
1
day to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin PlagHope subs, puting on their best McMahon,
administrative offices were put in- each shot 760.
Tulsa, Okla.. and Mrs. William A. ines In the heart of Italy.
j
germars. 1914 West 20th St.; a
scoring exhibition of the season,
to use jn December. The coffee Other scorers included:Gene Preisch, also were bridesmaids.
Fujo
from
Holland
Win
64
Hiddinga.
748;
Bill
Brown,
744;
Totals
19
26
15
daughter,Esther Joy, bom Sundid everything to get through the
and gift shop in one corner of the
Their gowns were fashionedof
day to Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth In Amateur Contest
Ferris press. And for the most
lobby had been in operation about Bob Schoon, 730; Warren St. John. cream and gold satin. They wore
728;
Paul
Barkel,
724;
Juke
Ten
Rolfs,
2954
Washington
Blvd.;
a
part they were successful and hit
three weeks.
matching hats and carried bouson, Douglas Jay. bom today to
Two local students who attend Hospital Director Fred Burd said Cate. 718; Joe De Vries, 710; A1 quets of deep punpte- blue iris.
the 95 point mark with two minMr. and Mrs. Richard Houtman, Cedar Lake Academy received work was concentrated the last Petroelje, 708; Millie Petroelje,
utes left.
Lydia and Lisa Fiesselmann,
Zeeland Hospital
136 West 19th St.; a daughter, first honors in the Academy ama- few weeks on preparing the sec- 708 and Glenn Brower. 704.
Resting on 98 with one-minute
twin daughtersof Mr. and Mn.
Babies born in Zeeland Hospital Belva Joy, bom today to Mr. and teur contest held Saturday. Donna
Jerry Kline,' 698; Charlev Myremainingon a Roland Schut basrecentlyInclude a son, Thomas Mrs. Leslie Hoffman, route 1, Jean Dorgelo. daughter of Mr. and ond floor for patients instead of ers. 678; Floyd Baker. 662; Ed Fritiz Fiesselman of Birmingham,
ket, Ferris tried to stall. Hope,
working on the first floor surgical
and nieces of the bride, were
Allen, born Jan. 23 to Mr. and Hamilton.
Mrs. Howard Dorgelo,won first section. Burd said there is no Jousma, 651; Don Timmer, 650; flower girls. They wore yellow tafegged on by the crowd, went after
Mrs. Kenneth Kragt, 186 Lakewood
prize in the vocal solo group and change at p r e s ent in visiting Phyllis York, 646; Max Bakker, feta with white organdy pinafores
the ball recklessly and the BullBlvd., Holland; a daughter, No638; FreU Ter Vree, 638; Frank
Marjorie Ann Slikkers, daughter hours.
dogs picked up four free tosses
and strewed petals fy'om tiny
rene Joyce, bom Jan. 24 to Mr. Rites Are Conducted
Van Duren, 631; Sally Schoon, 618;
of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Slikkers,
in about 30 seconds. Schut had a
baskets in the path of the bride.
and
Mrs.
Joe Rotman. route 1,
Burt
Call,
614
and
Andy
Naber,
won first in the reading contest.
charity chance but missed. KempFor Former Resident
They
wore circlets of flowers in
Allendale: a son, Russell Jay, born
613.
Ronald De Witt, son of Mr. and First Baby
ker came along about 20 seconds
their hair.
Jan. 24 tp Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Joyce
Barkel,
5M;
Sylvia
TimFirst
baby
born
in
Holland
HosFuneral
services
were
held
last
Mrs. Art De Witt and Sally Ann
later and cashed in.
NathanielW. Stroup of Culver
Hoek, 559 East Lincoln St, Zee- Thursday for Mrs. Dena Na v e s
De Wind, daughter of Mr. and pital's new maternity department mer, 592; Glenn De 'Vaard, 589; Ind., served as best man and)
The Hope reserves received
land.
Hyink, 84, former Holland resi- Mrs. Peter De Wind, both of Zee- was Cathy Kolean who arrived at Reke Brown, 561; Mik? Lam, 505;
their opportunity thanks to anothA daughter, Debbra Lynn, born dent, who died last week Monday land, were selectedas student 12:41 p.m Saturday, about an hour Don Brower, WO; Russ Girard.
er tremendous scoring exhibition
Jan. 26 to Mr. and Mrs. Peter at her home in Manhattan,Mont.
judges in addition to three faculty after the move of patients and 479; Jack Klomparens, 470; Dave
by the first stringers, namely Roon,
route 1, Allendale; a son, She lived in Holland for eight
babies from the old section to the Dwyer, 467; Catherine Call 438
members judges
Benes and Vander Hill.
Keven Leei bom Jan. 27 to Mr. years. Her husband died in 1929.
new section was effected. The and Carl Tidd, 419.
The two scored 51 of Hope’s
Scrappy toys:
and Mrs. Alvin Deteii, Byron CenThe family formerly resided on Money is sometimes called lucre baby’s full name is Catherine
ter; a daughter, Cheryl Kay, born
18th St. and were members of Im- from the Latin Lutrum, meaning Marie and her parents are Mr. and
Martinus De Boer, 81,
Jan. 28 to Mr. and Mrs. Dale manuel Church. Surviving are four
Drivers— be defensive, not offensive.
Mrs. Calvin Kolean, route 4.
gain.
Bekius, route 1. West Olive.
Th*
daughters including Mrs. Lester
Succumbs at Hospital
(Ruth) Droppers of Ferrysburg;
Martinus De Boer. 81, of 136
four sons; three sisters, three
Your Car.
Local Boy Wins Second
East 16th St., died Friday evenbrothers; 14 grandchildren and
always ouying
materials
At Fanners’ Week Event one great grandchild.
ing at Holland Hospital following
an extended illness. He was bom
Kenneth Overbeek, member of
in the Netherlandsin 1875 and
the Vocational Agricultural Qaii Sitter of Local Paitor
lived in Holland for the past 49
at Holland High School taught by
years. He was a decorator by
120 Rfe* Av«.
Holland, Mick.
Diet in Grand Rapids
Garrell A. Adler, won second place
trade. He was a member of Ninth
for his entry of a dozen eggs at
Street Christian Reformed Church.
Mrs. Gertrude Klasaen, 72, of
Farmers’ Week at East Lansing. 2505 Brooklyn St., S. E., Grand
Surviving are the wife. Nellie;
The eggs came from the farm of Rapids, sister of the Rev. J. A.
one son, Major Cornelius De Boer
IN
his uncle, Marv Overbeek, by Veldman of Holland, died Friday
of Munich. Germany; one daughter
whom Kenneth is employd.
Mrs. Marvin Meeusen of Grand
evening at Blodgett Hospital folOn Thursday the local Agricult- lowing a short illness. She was
Rapids; four grandchildren: one
ural class of 37 boys with Adlr bom in Grand Rapids in 1884
brother, Gerard De Boer of the
wisited Farmers' Week at Mich- where she lived all her life.
Netherlands and several nieces
igan State University campus.
and nephews.
Survivingare one son, Donald
Klassen of Grand Rapids; one
grandson; three brothers, Henry
Veldman and Edwin Veldman of
Grand Rapids and Rev. Veldman
of Holland; three siiten, Mrs.
Water Wall
Nina 'Knooihuizen,Mrs. Ermine
344 WEST 16TH
PHONE (V6660
Evink and Mrs. Bert Kragt, all

—
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+

Moves
To New Hospital Wing
Maternity Section

Fanners Urged

Wed
Dalman

Miss Fiesselmann

Group

To Ronald Lee

8

..

2 0
0
4
1
1 0
0

i

.241
.022
4
1 2
0 1

.671
.13

0 0
0
.12
1 1
.242
0

Archery Scores

.10

.001
10

Hospital Notes

Bom

Older

SCRAP

Louis Padnos Iron

WE SPECIALIZE

Automatic
Service

\

y

T

& Metal

Co.

ALL MAKES

ransmission

and Repair

ST.

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE

of

Probltma?

Grand Rapids.

Consult ui ior water

TWO PLACES TO
8Ut* Finn now fifuna your compcshnshrsand coUiaion rataa ky
the oMt of you* ear and ufert you
tm. Thia fuarantaaa you pay tfca
minimum naadad to protect can
Hka year own! Call ma for compete dataflaabout State Farm'a
••Step-DownPlan" It may
yea monty.

my

HfflhlMyi* STATE FUMAitf

f

0/0

BEER

wall adrlca. Wa havo

ENJOY GOOD FOOD

axtenslvo knowledge

oMiottiiond

and data oa ground
_

water formation!and

Join your Hands at Th#
Bior Kelder.Premium bear,

Doit AaaUsLL

water wall

tlons.

nationallyadvertised wines.

ALL

OCCASIONS ZwJ

construe-

*

A conveniently located meeting place with traditional

FRESH FRUIT

Dutch atmosphere. Opan

Ben Von Unte, Agent

Are.

and* T
L Baumann, Agent
SL

ITT Collage

Chester

IIS E. 35th

noon to midnight.

Phono 7138

Phono 14214

WARM FRIEND

YOUR HOST*
PAUL AND IONA VAN NAALTI
ACROSI FROM FOSTOf FICI

TAVERN

miAMD
CLOKO SUNDAYS

.SATURDAY NIGHT—

After agreeing to terms last Monday, Tom Maentz became the first Holland athlete ever to sign a
professionalfootball contract Saturdaywhen he inked a pact with
the Chicago Cardinals.The 1956 captain of the Universityof Michigan gridders took a short trip to Northern Michigan between
semesters and showed up in Kalamazoo Saturday as an attendant
at the wedding of a former high school teammate and Western
Michigan player Duane Gebben. Followingthe wedding, Maentz
came home, signed the contract and put it fin the mail before returning to Ann Arbor for registration.
(Sentinelphoto)

SIGNS

'

PIES

BREAD — White, Whole Wheat, Raisin

CAKES, ROLLS, COOKIES, FANCY PASTRIES

HAMILTON
MFG. & SUPPLY CO.
F.O.

PHONI

French Pastry Shoppe

BOX 212

44S34

ON

M-21

58

East 8H» St.
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Primary Election

License Plates

OfficiaDy Slated

Gong Begging,

V*

I

.

In 4 City

Cberven Reports

Wards

Nineteen- fifty • seven license
plates won’t be sold on a clear-

Councilman at Larfe,

ance basis after the March

Mayor Won’t Be on

The city primary election will
be held Feb. 18 in wards one. two.
three and five, City Clerk Clarence
Grevengoed officiallyannounced
Monday.
Six candidates have qualifiedfor
the primary in ward one, and
three in each of the other three
wards. The city charter reads

es.

Cherven

are running
year's and
pointed out that 911 less plates
have been sold this year than at
this time in 1956. So, far, 6,403
said, sales

“way behind” last

held
than

twice the number of petitions filed
than officesto be filled.
Those who have qualified are:
Ward 1 — Eugene Batema, Russell J. Dyke, Hester L. Gronberg.
Lawrence H. May, Ernest H. Phillips and D. Fred Zeerip.
Ward 2
John H. Naberhuis,
Henry Steffensand Harold B.
Tregioan.
Ward 3 — Nelson Bosman. Richard J. Nykamp and John K. Vander Broek.
Ward 5
Ernest H. Johnson.
John Van Eerden and Riemer Van

1

deadline, Holland bureau manager
Frank Cherven said Tuesday, and
he reminded vehicle owners that
plates will cost as much then as
now. Besides, the way plates have
been selling,there's going to be
a huge last-minute line to create
a bother as the deadline approach-

Ballot Until April

that a primary shall be
whenever there are more

I

NAMED DELEGXTES

—

Representatives from
the various women's groups in Holland met
Monday and selectedsix delegatesand six
alternates to Wolverine Girls State to be held
in Ann Arbor in June. Shown in the photo are
front row, left to right; Thelma Slenk, Garnet

—

+

it +

Harrington, Barbara Schrovenwever, Edwine
Rackes and Marcia Westenbroek.Standing, left
to right are, Ann Herfst,Suzanne DePree, Sally
Tellman, Mary Bosch, Patricia Vender Beek,
KatherineReed and Pat Hower.
(HHS photo by Vande Vusse)

A

Vriesland

have been purchased, a' little more
than a third of the 17,500 that wall
have to go out of the. Holland office before March 1.
Plates went on sale Nov. 14, and
Cherven said the average daily
sale has been about 130, just about
half the average In 1956. The first
number Issued this morning was
NU-7404. Still to go are the NUs
through 9950, NW-1801 to 9950 and

GUESTS OF HONOR

at a Valentinetea and
style show at the Gvic Center Saturday afternoon saw the latest fashions modeled as part of
the afternoon's entertainment. On the ramp is

model Dottle Morr^on in a 1957 bathing suit.
Narrator in the background was Mary Emma
Young.
(Penna-Sasphoto)

Peter Kromann and Mrs. James K. Onthank,Mrs. Ed Brondyke,Mrs. of kitchen arrangementsand servNX-1001 to 1400.
Ward. Also Mrs. W. F. Young, who John Kuipers, Mrs. Wallace Van ing on her committee were Mrs.
The
passenger
puto
plates
are
Everett Kleinjans. missionary
is now president of the Council Putten, Mrs. Don Thomas. Mrs. Lamar Grisham . Mrs. Richard
running
far
slower,
but
the
com—
to J&pan, brought the message at
and board members, Mrs. Carrol John Plewes, Mrs. Richard Brown and Mrs. Paul Fallis. Tea
the morning service, and the Rev. mercial plates are even farther
Norlin. Mrs. Robert Kouw, Mrs. Smallenburg,Mrs. Edward Teske table arrangements were taken
behind,
Cherven
said.
He
cited
as
William Angus, missionary to the
Donald Vink and Mrs. Harold Klaa- and Miss Sonja Bouwman. Co- care of by Mrs. Nick Vukin, Mrs.
Since Mayor Robert Visscher is
Philippines at the evening service a reason, the requirementthat all
sen.
chairmen of the models were Mrs. Rene Boullion, Miss Jayne Scully
unopposed and just two petitions
on Sunday, Jan. 27. Miss Judy commercial vehicles must present Mrs. Anthony Bouwman and Mrs. Paul Jones and Mrs. Vernon and Miss Bouwman. The seventh
St.;
(CH)
Barbara
SchrovenSix
delegates
and
six
alternates
have been filed for the one counLokers of Zeeland sang at the eve- new weighing slips before plates
Ray L. Smith were general chair- Klomparens, assisted by Mrs. H. grade Camp Fire girls mdde the
can be issued.
cilman at large berth to be filled, to WolverineGirls State were wever. alternate. Mr. and Mrs. ning service.
men and they were assistedby the Smith and Mrs. Dale Klomparens. cookies for the Junior High
Since
there
will
be
no
"markthese offices will not be on the named Monday to attend the an- George Schrovenwever.243 West
The King's Daughters met Monfollowing leaders: Mrs. Gifford Mrs. Fern Dixon was in charge mothers.
25th
St.; DAR— Garnet Harrington,
nual
event
on
the
University
of
February ballot.
day at 7:30 p.m. with Mildred De down” on plates this year, the only
The two candidates in each Michigan Campus June 18 to 27. delegate, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Har- Witt and Barbara Wyngarden serv- incentivefor the buyer is that this
ward who receive the highest num- The girls from Holland High School rington, 231 WashingtonBlvd.; ing as cohostesses.
year he will be getting two plates
Young peoples' catechism was for the price he paid for a single
ber of votes will be entered in and ChristianHigh School will rep- Patricia Vander Beek. alternate,
the April 1 ballot, along with the resent various women’s groups in Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vander held on Wednesday followed by plate in years past.
Beek, 30 East 17th St.
mayor and councilman at large Holland.
Senior C. E.
"He can save some time, though,
1
Mrs. John Kobes, chairman of
Delegates, alternates,their parThe Willing Workers meet on by coming now instead of in the
candidates.
j)
Although the voters In the prim- ents, and the club they represent the Girls State Committee for the Thursday at 7:45 p.m. with Mrs. last week," Cherven said. '
American Legion Auxiliary Unit, Lloyd Meengs and Mrs. Gerald The Holland office is open from
ary will nominate the candidates include: (CH) indicates Christian
served as the chairman for the Zuverink serving as cohostesses.
from their wards, the names of High)
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily. Cherven
Horizon Club — Patricia Hower, Monday meeting. Other groups
A student will have charge of said the hours would be increased
candidates for all the city offices
represented
were
the
Woman’s
Litwill appear on the April ballot. delegate, Mrs. W. A. Hower, 186
the services next Sunday, Feb. 3. to 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. between Feb.
erary Club, Junior Welfare The mission boxes will be passed
All registeredelectors in the city West 24th St; Sally Tellman, al18 and Feb. 28.
may vote in the April electionfor ternate, Mrs. Mary Tellman, 72 League. Horizon Club and the Ida in the Sunday School.
Sears
McLean
Group
of
the
DAR.
The installationservice for our
all offices— mayor, councilman East 10th St; American Legion
Girls from the Junior Class of the newly elected pastor, the Rev.
at large and councilmanof the Auxiliary — Katherine Reed, delepublic and Christian schools were Harry Buis will be held on Thursfirst, second, third and fifth gate, Mrs. Wilma Reed, 292 Central
Ave.;
Ann
Herfst,
alternate, present.
day, Feb. 7 and the reception will
wards, Grevengoed said.
The program is planned to stim- be held on Monday, Feb. 11.
Also on the April ballot will be Mr. and Mrs. CorneliusHerfst,
ulate girls to take a deep interest
665 South Shore Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Casey Wabeke
file nominees for the state offices
in
Junior Welfare League— Suzanne in the development of home and were Saturday guests of Mr. and
to be filled.
De Pree, delegate, Mr. and Mrs. community life and to encourage Mrs. Milo Gerard of Grandville.
enneth De Free, 74 West 12th leadership.The girls will be inZEELAND (Special)- The ZeeMr. and Mrs. Mertton Wabeke,
Edwine Rackes, alternate, structed in government as it ac- Sandra, and Nancy were recent land branch of the State CooperaMr. and Mrs. A. E. Rackes, 753 tually operates in the State of dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gae tive' Extension Bureau opened
South Shore Dr.; (CH) Thelma Michigan from city, county and Vande Moore and family of Byron Tuesday morning on the second
of Holland, finishedsixth in the race which was
START OF RACE— Here is the start of the UpSlenk, delegate, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- state levels. Time will be spent re- Center.
floor of Zeeland City Hall. The ofwon by Mogu, 60-foot cutter owned by Fred
ton
Cup
Regatta
over
a
triangular
course
off
ward Slenk, Sr. 22 East 15th St.; ceiving information and discussing A little girl, 4 months old. has fice is being manned by George
Guggenheimer of St. Petersburg, Fla.
Miami Beach in the Atlantic Ocean Saturday.
0(
(CH) Marcia Westenbroek, alter- vocations open as careers for wo- come to live at the home of Dr. Stachwick and Richard Machiele,
Hilaria, 55-foot yawl owned by Hugh Schaddelee
nate, Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius West- men.
and Mrs. Robert Westerhoff of county agricultural agent. MachMiss Esther Middlewood, chief enbroek, 804 Bertsch Dr.
The girls selected are chosen on Grand Rapids. Her name is Susan iele will divide his time between
of the Mental Health Education Woman’s Literary Gub — Mary the basis of character, leadership Lynn.
the Zeeland and Grand Haven ofsectionof the Department of Pub- Bosch, delegate, Mr. and Mrs cooperativeness, courage and
Serwin Broersma of Kalama- fices, and said he will be in Zeelic Instruction,met Wednesday in Randall C. Bosch, 196 West 10th scholarship.
2 Will
zoo was a weekend guest of Mr. land every Tuesday.
a series of meetings with the staff
and Mrs. John Broersma and fam- Stachwick, who has been assignof the public schools.
ily. He is a student at Western ed the Ottawa - Kent district, will
She discussed nu?ntalhealth and
College.
advise area farmers on ’problems
its relationship to the students
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Drooger and of marketing vegtables.He exwith members of the guidance
two children, Miss Agnes Jousma pects to spend most of his time
ALLEGAN (Special) - Two Alcouncil In the morning and folof HoDand were Saturday guests with Ottawa County farmers at
lowed it up at noon by answering
legan businessmenhave indicated
of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma.
the start, since Kent County farmquestions from the administrative
Mrs. Casey Wabeke was a re- ers are largely engaged in hot- that they would be candidates for
staff. Later in the afternoon she
Combining novelties, horseplay fine musicians, the boys gradual- cent Saturday guest of Mr. and house agriculture, he said, and city council posts which will be
spoke on "Teacher Personality as
and true musicianship, the Tucson ly launched into more novel pre- Mrs. Milo Gerard of Granndville. aren't having severe marketing vacated this spring by Francis
it Relates to the Pupils” in a genMr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma
sentationswith originalversions of
troubles.
Arizona Boys Chorus charmed a
Hanson and Dr. L. C. Curlin.
eral teachers meeting.
the laughing song from Handel's of Vriesland, Mr. and Mrs. Vern
"Eduoators must determine full house in Civic Center Tuesday "L'AUegra" and "Waltzing Matil- Brower of Oakland were Sunday Marketing,Stachwick said, in- Richard Mahar, furniture store
cludes everythingfrom the farm
where the educationallyhandicap- night in the fifth of six scheduled da,” the unofficialAustralian na- afternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs.
to the consumer,and his work will owner, and Marvin Hayes, resped become an intellectual handi- concerts for the Holland Civic tional anthem.
John Broersma and family.
be in all phases of the operation. taurant proprietor,said they
cap to the class and students must Music Association.
Mrs. Will Vander Kolk was
In their cowboy songs, the boys
He
will probably work principallywould allow their names to be
be evaluated in the light of how In cowboy jeans, the boys were sang Director Eduardo Case's own Friday afternoonguest of Mrs.
with the individual producers and placed on the April 1 ballot. Hanmuch they have achieved as in- beguiling in a program of classics, arrangementsof longtime favorites Martin P. Wyngarden.
son and Curlin will not seek reThe Sewing Guild met on Thurs- growers’ organizations,he said.
dividuals,”Miss Middlewood said. folk songs, western songs and in an informal desert settingcomMachiele
said
"marketing
is the election.
She felt the guidance program show tunes sung with a superb plete with cactus and desert flow- day. Jan. 24 at 1:30 p.m. with
Both Mayes and Mahar have
and counselors have an important blend of fine young voices. Their ers, lolling around with Caso di- Mrs. Gerry Schermer serving as greatest problem the farmer facjob in seeing that the goals set own highly original arrangements recting from a sitting position on hostess. Others present were the es,” and Stachwick added that been active in many civic projects, the latter having served as
for students are in relationto the of songs of the Great Southwest, the floor. Lighting effects were Mesdames: Jacob Morren, Hubert despite the country's surplus of
president of the Allegan Improve^
abilities of the students.
spiced with comedy and seasoned used, and the boys put on a roping Heyboer, John De Jonge, Gerrit agriculturalproducts, "there is no
surplus
of
quality
goods.”
ment Association and is currently
Boss, Will Vander Kolk, Joe Kloet,
Miss Middlewoodemphasizedthe with calf bawls and coyote calls, exhibition.
The reason for the Zeeland treasurer of that organization. ATTEND MEETING — Two delegates from the Holland plant of
importance of Parent - Teacher gave the program a distinctly The boys returned to*lyricalar- Henry Van Dam. Henry Boss, Margroups on the secon’darylevel and Am eric ap flavor.
rangementsin American show tin D. Wyngarden, Irving Hung- branch, Stachwicksaid, Ls to pro- March 9 is the deadline for filing the H.J. Heinz Co., are shown the program for the annual ManuFrom the musician's standpoint, tunes in such arrangements as erink. Eugene Brower, Jacob T. vide, the farmers in the southern petitions for candidatesfor city
added that this can provide a good
facturingManagement Convention at the firm's Pittsburgh
method of discussing the school the group did its best work in the "0. What a BeautifulMorning" De Witt, Henry Wyngarden, John part of the county with extension posts.
headquarters by H.L. Dunker, right, manager of engineering of
Only other elective post to be
program and the children'sneeds earlier numbers which included and "Surrey With the Fringe on Hoeve. and John T. De Witt. Lunch and educational facilities.
the manufacturing division staff of the Pittsburg plant. W.C,
The office is open from 8:30 a m. filled at the election is that of
together.
Handel’s beautiful "Where'er You the Top." For encores they turned was served by the hostess. The
Cobb, left, production manager at Holland, and D.A. White, center,
“The more we think of mental Walk" and the Russian Easter to such all-time favoritesas "Over next meeting will be held on to noon and from 1 to 5 p.m. Mon- municipal judge. Ervin L.
factory engineer, joined manufacturingofficialsfrom 13 Heinz
day through Friday.
Andrews probably will be a canhealth In the schools the more we hymn. "Hospodi Pomiloi,” Lvov- the Rainbow” with its own novel Fob. 7.
plants at the convention from Jan. 28 through 30.
didate to succeed himself in that
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wabeke,
must think in terms of individuals. sky, in which the theme is repeat- climax, a dramatic version of
position.
I am very optimistic for growth ed 75 times. Exceptionallywell "Coming Through the Rye" and Mr. and Mrs. Merton Wabeke at- Miss Salle Hildebrand
amongst people and their under- done was "Alleluia,” Randall the rollicking "El Rancho Grande" tended the funeal services of Mr.
Gilbert Vande Water of Holland Honored at Showers
standing of mental problems,” Thompson, which was written at and "Tumbling Tumbleweed.’'
the request of Dr. Serge KousseArthur C. Hills, president of the on Jan. 23, at Trinity Reformed
Miss Middlewood said?
"Emotionalproblems many vitsky for opening exercises of the Holland Civic Music Association,Church with the Rev. John Hains Miss Salle Hildebrand who will
become the bride of Wilford L.
times get in the way of a suc- BerkshireMusic Center, and for announcedplans for the 1957 mem- officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nagelklrk Larson of Columbus,Miss., on Satcessfulteaching experience.We do encore M a 1 o 1 e' s "The lord's bership campaign which will be
not see happinessin a learning Prayer” with tiny blond Terry launched Monday with a kickoff and fanvily were Sunday supper urday has been honored at severPLAINWELL (Special) - Play- In the second period. Gobles
Grimble as soloist.
dinner in the Warm Friend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Van al pre-nuptialshowers during the
situation,”she added.
ing
in the Al-Van Tournament fin- pushed ahead on scoring by Bill
Ommen and family of Holland in past weeks.
Eugene Scholten,school diagnos- Having proved their talents as Tavern.
Wesler and Dan Stretch.Allan and
honor
of
Mr.
Fred
Nagelkirk
and
On
Saturday,
Mrs.
James
als
for the first time in history
tician. made arrangementsfor the
Coffey each sank five points in the
Scott
Van
Ommen
birthdays.
Pollock,
123
East
29th
St.,
enterSaturday night, Fennville High
meeting and Russell Welch, Linthird stanza, but six by Wesler,
Mrs. Casey Wabeke was a Wed- tained at a luncheonand miscelSchool took the championshipwith
Hit, Run Driver Given
coln School principal,was chair- Beatrice Steggerda
who led the losers with 12, gave
nesday
afternoon
guest
of
Mrs.
laneous
shower.
Guests
were
Mrs.
a
thrilling,
low-scoring,
31-30
vicman.
Gobles their biggest lead.
Honored at Shower
Two Day Jail Sentence
Martin P. Wyngarden.
Burke Field, Mrs. Brian Ward,
tory over Gobles.
kM>
The teams went into the home
Howard Van Haitsma and Rop- Mrs. Max Doolittle, the Misses
Forward
Bob
Coffey
stepped
to
Mrs. George J. Steggerda. Mrs.
Bobbie Kellar, 22, of 312 Cen- er Hulst had their membership
stretch nip and tuck. The BlacltHope JV Cage Team
Janice Boersma, Barbara Klomthe free throw line with eight secBud Steggerda. Mrs. Kenneth tral Ave,, Friday was sentenced to papers transferredfrom Vrieshawks scored twice in the first
parens, Ann Hohmann, of Holland;
onds to play and his team trailIver Church Five
Steggerdaand Mrs. Kathy Moore
RotlU Oi
minute to close the gap to 28-26.
two days in jail and fined $24.30 land Reformed Church to First Miss Marge Erickson, Muskegon,
ing, 30-29, and sank both tosses to
entertained at
miscellaneous
They then missed a free throw.
ChristianReformed Church of Hud- the guest of honor and her mother,
clinch the game for the BlackHope College’s JV basketball shower last Thursday evening in after he pleaded guilty to a charge
With 3:30 to go, Allan tied it 28-28.
sonville, Mrs. Keith Van Noord Mrs. A. E. Hildebrand.
hawks.
team walloped Muskegon Unity Re- honor of Miss Beatrice Steggerda of leaving the scene of an acciGobles came back with a 20-foot
(nee Isla Heyboer) to Emmanuel
Mrs.
Georg
Stephens,
Mrs.
It was a come-from-behindwin
formed 72-25 in the preliminary who will become the birde of
jump shot for a 30-29 margin. Cofdent.
ChristianReformed Churchh of George Damson and Mrs. E. D.
all the way for Fennville. They
game Saturday night at Civic Cen- Robert Overway on Friday at
fey drove in for a layup with 10
Hudsonville,
Kenneth
Van
HaitsAppearing before Park TownWade
entertained
at
a
tea
a
nd
trailed
6-4
at
the
close
of
the
ter.
Sixth Reformed Church. The ship Justice C. C. Wood, Kellar ma and baptized daughter, Mary
seconds remaining, vfas fouled and
shower for Miss Hildebrand Thursfirst quarter, 19-14 at the half and
Jan Robbert, formerly of Holland shower was held at the George J.
won the game with his free throws.
admittedhe was the driver of a Lynn to Trinity Reformed Church day at the Stephens home on West
28-22 at the three-quarter mark.
High, led the Hope pointmakers Steggerda home. 656 Apple Ave.
’'We’re pretty happy, pretty
car that was involved in a two- of Grand Haven.
22nd
St.
Guests
were
the
MesBoth clubs turned In low shoot
with 18 and Jim Kaat, former ZeeGames were played with prizes car collusionat Adams St. and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss of
proud,” Morehead said after the
dames M. DeVries,David White,
ing percentages in a clean game
land High athlete, followedwith 16. going to Mrs. Paul Barkel, Mrs.
Vriesland, Mr. and Mrs. Syrene
game “We played like champions,
108th Ave. Wednesday.
George Pelgrim, A. G. Buys, J. O.
marked by only 13 fouls. FennThe halftime score favored the Jim Barkel and Mrs. Lester StegBoss
of
Galewood
were
Saturday
even if we didn’t score like them."
Ottawa County deputies said the
Hagans, A. E. Hildebrand, M. H.
ville had a poor 22 percent and
winners 42-15.
gerda. Refreshmentswere served. other driver was Roy Mason, 39, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Laverne
Morehead now tykes his team
Harter,
Larry
Wade,
William
Miss
Donna
Lee
Lorime
Gobles
had
31
percent.
The
Tigers
Forest White was next for Hope
Invited were the Mesdames Grand Rapids, whose vehicle was Boss and family of Dimondale.
back into regular league competiMr.
and
Mrs.
Don
H.
Larime
of
Schrier, Rudolph Ericksen, L. E
took only five free throws in the
with 10. Other scorers were A1 John Barkel, Ed Barkel, Harold
tion. The Blackh^wks are in secstruck from behind by Kellar’s Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyn Towe and Miss Maxine Boone.
210 South Maple, Royal Oak, an- game and missed all five. FennKober, 7; Lloyd Tinholt, 6; Dave Barkel, Jessie Barkel. James Barond place, one game behind Marcar and then Kellar left the scene. gadren and family of Vriesland, A luncheon and personal shower nounce the engagement of their
ville
capitalized
on
five
of
12.
White, 6; Roger Tehenepe, 4; John
tin. They meet Lawton, a team
kel, Jack Barkel, Paul Barkel,
Deputies said damage to the two Mr. and Mrs. Vern Schipper of
The Tigers had only eight fouls
Tysee, 2, Roland Van Ess, 2 and Earl Barkel, John Bouwman. VicHolland were Sunday supper were given for the bride-electon daughter,- Donna Lee, to A 2-C
which
defeated them a couple of
vehicles was estimatedat $125.
James Terence Harrington,son charged against them, all coming
Dave Gark, 1. Hazelcamp had 10 tor Stevens, Roger Stevens, Gene
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Saturday, Jan. 26 by Mrs. Donald
weeks ago, Friday night.
Crawford
at
her
home
on
Lawnof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
HarringIn the second half. Fennville pickfor Muskegon.
Streur of Holland.
Davidson, Del Huyser, Lester
dale Ct.
ed up three in the first half and
ton of Holland.
Steggerda, Maurice Overway and Sandy Van Den Berge
A surprise kitchen shower was Miss Larime is a 1952 graduate two in the second. The three off! Parking Lot Meters
the Misses Laura, Carol and Has Birthday Party
HoUrust-Koppenaal
given for Miss Hildebrand on Wed of Lincoln High School, Ferndale, rials, Ned.Stuits, Don White and
Joseph W. Huizinga
Linda Steggerda.
nesday, Jan. 16 by 30 of her and is in her senior year in the Ken Cavanaugh, didn’t find many Will Also Take Dimes
Vows Spoken in Home
Sandy Lynn Van Den Berge cele- Succumbs at Age 62
friends at the University of Mich- College of Nursing at Wayne State opportunitiesto blow their whisMr. and Mrs. Leonard KoppeParking meters In the city parkbrated her fifth birthday anniverigan.
University.
tles
naal of 240 West 10th St announce $852.35 for Polio
sary with a party Satunlay after-| ZEELAND (Special)—Joseph
Mr.
Harrington
attended
Hope
Once
again, Coach Sam More- ing lots are the only ones that will
the marriage of their daughter. A tout of $852.35 will be turned noon givefl by her mother. Mrs.} Huizinga, 62, of Beaverdam, route
College and is a 1955 graduate of head heaped praise on minature accept dimes, Police Jacob Van
Jane, to Robbett Holtrust, son of o.'u* to polio as the result of the Willard Van Den Berge, 944 Eighth 6, Zeeland, <died at Zeeland Com Gets 15 Days
the School of Music at the Univer- guard Mickey Morse, who control- Hoff said todays
munity Hospital Friday. He GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Holtrust, 290 annual polio dance which was held
sity of Michigan.He is in the U. led the ball throughout the game
in the Warm Friend Tavern on
Birch St.
Mrs. Eugene Van Dy|te assist-} had been ailing for 12 years and Ralph E. Smith, 23. Grand Haven S. Air Force Band in Washington for the winners, and added four All other meters on Holland
The ceremony took place Satur- Jan. 26. sponsoredby the Junior ed the hostess. Games were play- was taken to the hospital Thurs- pleaded guilty In Municipal Court
streets will only take pennies or
day morning at the home of the Chamber of Commerce Auxiliary. ed with prizes going to Gloria day.
Monday to a charge of drink D.A C.May wedding is planned at points.
Doug
Allan had 13 tallies to lead nickles, depending upon their logroom with the Rev. Vincent
He was a farmer, member of Ing beer on a public street and
To date, polk) gifts in Holland area Sikkel and Paula Wise. Each
Fennville and Goffey and Jerry cations, Van Hoff said.
ettesi, pastor of Park Christian toUl $19,700, and leaders are con- guest received a favor and re| Beaverdam Reformed Church and was sentencedto pay $4.30 costs the First Methodist Church
Smith each scored seven to acReformed Church, performingthe fident that gifts not yet turned in freshmentswere served.
served on the consistory there for and serve 15 days in jail. He wtls Ferndale.
The city parking lot meters will
count for all the scoring.
single ring rites. The bride was would boost the figure to the
Guests included Sharon De some time.
arrested by city police at 2:30 a.m
The
winners picked up a 4-0 lead accept pennies, nickles or dimes,
Australia,
sometimes
classed
as
Surviving are the wife, Comelift Saturdayat First and Washington
attended by her sister, Miss Jean $21,800 goal assigned Holland city Vries, Karen Van Dyke, Paula,
an island, is one of the seven con- on two baskets in the first minute he said. Dimes dropped in other
KoppenaaL Beery Holtrust was and Holland and Park townships. Vicki and Kathy Wise, Nancy and one son, Donald of Grand Rapids Sts.
tinents. It’s area (mainlandonly) of the game, but Gobles grabbet meters will not ring up parking
his brothers attendent.
Gloria Sikkel, Kathy Broek, Vicki one _ daughter, Mrs. S h e r w 1 n
is just under three million square the next six as Fennville went cold time and will result in th« lots of
The newlyweds are now at Thomas Jefferson invented the Sackett, Mary Vanden Berg and Hungerink of Beaverdam; four There are more than 900
the dime. „
from the floor.
miles.
guagee used in Asia.
grandchildren.
borne at 78 West Eighth St.
swivel chair.'
Ginger Van Dyte.»
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300 Sign Guest Book

Mr. and Mrs. McKinney entertained relativesfrom Grand

At Library Open House
Approximately300 people signed
the guest book at Holland City
Public Library Wednesday when
Mrs. Hazel Hayes, head librarian,

and her staff held open house.
Floweringplants lent by the Park
Department, augmented the regular display, and a tea table decorated with Valentine hearts, and
flower arrangements,Mrs. Eidth
Walvoord and her helpers dispensed coffee and home made cookies
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Owing to the unexpected death of
her mother, Mrs. Hayes was unable
to be present, but her staff headed
by Miss Dora Schermer, in addition to performingtheir usual dut-

Christian Faces

North Blendon
Rapids last week Wednesday. The
McKinneys recently became the
parents of a son.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Austhof of Hudsonvillewere recent visitors at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Dys and

Overisel
Maurice Nienhuis was

guest

family.

7, 1957

Hamilton
The Mothers’ March at Dimes
many
local women participatedlast week
Thursday evening . amunted to
nearly $400.00.A special donation
of the Hamilton Farm Bureau,
Inc. of $200, and proceeds from

4

Holland, Allegan Will

h Caching Key

Linked by Direct Mail

for the Polio Rind in which

Another Tough
Test at

Megan

Holland Christian’sbasketball
squad will attempt to rebound
from two straight losses Friday
night when they invade the small
Allegan gym to take on the Allegan Tigers. The Dutch will be out
after their eighth win against six

Be

Dutch Flawless

Leape

Win,

92-63

Direct mill service between Holland and Allegan will be put in
effect Saturday, Feb. 9, according

to Poatmaster Harry Kramer.
Hope College’s basketball team,
Star Route Contractor Ted Bos
doing nothing wrong, went for a
have not been tabulated,will add
romp in what was supposed to be who had been trucking the mail
considerably to the total sum of
a tight ball game, outdoing Albion to Hamilton, Fennville and inter-

Dutch Five Treks

cannistersand other sources,which

To Beuton Harbor

Last week Wednesday the Rev.
and Mrs. H. Maassen called on Mr.
contributions from Heath towncharge of devotions in the Chrisat every turn in scoring a resound- mediate points for many years,
and Mrs. S. Baron at Holland.
ship. Chairman of the fund. Mr.
ing 92-63 triumph at Civic Center
tian Endeavor in the Reformed Mr. Baron is confined to his home
and Mrs. Harold Schipper are in Wednesday night before 2,000 fans. will extend his 4 p.m trip all the
church last Wednesday evening. with illness.
way to Allegan.
charge of the drive for the HamilThe win not only shook the raftMr. and Mrs. G. Klynstra are
Four infants received the sacra
The Allegan • Kalamazoo star
ton area and had several assis- ers of the Civic, it echoed all
Holland High fans had bettei
ment of baptism in the Christian enjoying this week visiting rela- losses this season.
route will relay the mall to contants.
around the MIAA, as the Dutch esReformed church SLmday morning. tives in Minnesota. Mr. and Mrs. The Allegan game opens a big Mrs. Howard Johnson has been
nect
with
the
Chicago
train out of gas up the car if they have any
establishedthemselves as the
They are Beth Ann, daughter of J. Berghorstof Drenthe are stay- three weeks for the Maroons which, in the Holland Hospital a couple
Kalamazoo. Arrivingat Chicago Inkling of seeing the Dutch play
"team to beat"
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Wolters; ing at the Klynstra home here with sees them take on four rough of times for diagnosis during the
This is the opinion of Elkin at 9 p.m. central time, connections basketball again this season.
Debra Ann, daughter of Mr. and Jim.
foes. Next week they will be at past weeks and is scheduledto Isaac, Albion College coach. And can be made with many evening
Because starting Friday, HolMrs. John Steenwyk; Diane Fae,
Mr. and Mrs. Q. Moerdyk and home to entertain two class A enter the hospital for surgery he's the man that ought to know trains out of the terminals there.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard sons of Grand Rapids were Satur- foes, Niles on Tuesday and potent within a few days.
According
to dispatch-clerkRus- land will play its final five regubecause right now Albion is tied for
sel Huyaer of the local post office, lar season's games bn the road.
ies, conducted visitors on a guided Lehman; and Vicky Sue, ‘daughter day supper guests of Mr. and Grand Rapids Christianon Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Bolks, first place.
tour Of the various sections and of Mr. and Mrs.Roger Timmer. Mrs. J. Cotts and Marcia and Mrs. Then the followingweek comes St. John and Josephine Bolks, Mr. and
Repeatingmuch the same senti- letters for St. Louis, Mo., will be
Probably the. toughest of the
New greeters and ushers ap- E. Moerdyk. The occasion marked Joseph, to be followed by another Mrs. Ray Kaper and Gerrit Bolks ment was Coach Ray Steffen of there by 7 a.m. the next morning. five games is coming up Friday
pointed out the additions and improvements, which include new pointed in the Reformed church the 69th birthday anniversaryof class A game with Muskegon Cath- attended the funeral of Professor Kalamazoo, who asked Hope St. Paul-Mlnneapolls,Kansas City, at Benton Harbor. This is the
shelvingto accommodate 12,670 are George Kooiker, James Lub- Mrs. Moerdyk.
olic.
Stanley Bolks of Purdue University Coach Russ De Vette after the Omaha, Neb., and Nashville,Tenn club which chose Holland to teeMr. and Mrs. C. Meeuwsen and
This will be the second meeting at the MethodistChurch in La- game "when are you going to cool will be reached by 9:15 a.m. and off on last month and racked up
books, and the removal of some bers and Tony Freye as greeters
magazines to a room across the with Ben Kroeze as reserve gret- children of South Blendon were for the locals and Coach George fayette last week Monday after- off?” He ought to know too, be- Denver by 1:20 p.m.
an 83-57 win including a 40-point
hall to release shelving for 2,310 er. The ushers are Jack Brink, Sunday afternoon callers at the Van Wagoner's Tigers. In the first noon. Other local relativesmotor- cause the Hornets are tied with
Patrols desiring to connect with
display by 6’5" Chester Walker.
more books. It was pointed out that Vernon Freye, Mayron Folkert, home of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Van- encounter, the Dutch handed the ing to Indiana before the funeral
the new Service should have their
That 40 points was the most
Allegan quint their first defeat of were Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Kaper
in 1953, 24,000 books were available Carl Immink, Paul Slotman, Rudy der Molen.
mall in the post office by 3 p.m. ever scored by a prep player in
Standings
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
Garvelink
and
Kleinheksel,
Verne
Barkel,
Kenthe
year—
a
58-43
lacing.
At
presat the library, and today the numSpecial Delivery can bo affected
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nyhoff.
Civic Center’s three year history.
neth Gunneman, Wayne Folkert, daughters who made their home ent the Tigers have an 8-2 season
in Allegan and Kalafnazoo the The 83 - point total was a season’s
ger has jumped to 34,000.
Sunday services at the local ReAlbion
.....................
6
Leon
Lynema,
Nelson
S
n
e
1
e
r,
with
their
mother
Mrs.
N.
Elzinga
mark
and
are
tied
for
the
lead
in
same
evening.
The childrenof the public schools
formed church were conducted by
high for the Tigers.
made favors consisting of grown Wayne Schipper, Gene Immink, for a few weeks moved into a the Wolverine league with Portage. the pastor, the Rev. Norman Van Kalamazoo ..............6
The postmasterexplainedthat Although Coach Don Famum's
5
Dannenberg, Burton traileron the P. Vruke farm on Allegan’s only other loss was a Heukelom, who preached on the Hope ......................
paper flower pots with red flowers,
in the past there had been no concrew has had some tight scrapes,
5
decisive whipping by hot and cold subject of Missions in the morning Alma ......................
North State St. last week.
nection with Allegan and points
and every visitor was presented Peters and Andy Naber.
they are still rated seventh in the
Calvin
.....................
4
Mrs. J. C. Huizinga and family Western State High of Kalamazoo. and used as his evening sermon
with one. In the children’ssection The Cadet Corp and Sunshine
south except through the Grand Class A state poll with a 7-3 reAdrian .........
4
The Maroons have been working theme.
lollipops were provided for the band of the ChristianReformed were informed of the death of their
Rapids
gateway.
Wise Investment."
cord.
nephew and cousin Joe Huizinga of out extra hard on defense this Special music was contributed
young visitors, many of whom church met Monday evening.
*
Muskegon Heights walloped the
Robert Lampen returnedhome Beaverdam who passed away last week as Coach Art Tuls warned five young people at the morning ‘ 1 saa e
spent the afternoons there. Among
southern Tigers last Friday, 67his
charges
that
“almost
every
after
receiving
his
disFriday.
Funeral
services
were
held
the visitors were the staffs of the
service, Marlene and Phyllis Joost44 and Kalamazoo Central took
lot is a good one in the small berns, Steward Van Dyke, Chester Albion for first, and are the only
charge. He spent the last year of on Monday.
offices in the City Hall.
Benton Harbor into camp by 16
llegan gym." Allegan is a tough Grenheide and Lloyd Hoffman. other MIAA team to stop the BriRelatives here were informed of
Serving coffee, and presiding his service in Germany.
points earlier °in the season. The
tons
this
season.
outfit
and
boasts
some
excellent
over the guest book were Mes- As Sunday brought Christian En- the death of Henry Dykstra. 34, of
The Women’s chorus sang a selecother loss was administeredby
dames J. Westerhoff, E. Ruisard, deavor Youth Week to a close Grand Rapids who died Monday shooters in John Stroud, Loye tion in the evening. Leader in the Even De Vette. displaying his
South Bend Washington.
widest smile, thought his team was
Eddy
and
Larry
Grewe.
These
members
of
the
society
took
part
due
to
injuries
received
in
an
acNettie De Jong, Morris De Vries,
Senior High C.E. service was
On this record of being beaten
"tremendous." And he had the
Lavern Rudolph, Nelson Bosman, in the service in the Reformed cident on Saturday. His wife Betty three boys have been bearing the Glenda Brower. A film was shown,
game statistics to prove it.
The
Mental
Hospital Diagnostic only by Muskegon Heights and
brunt
of
the
Allegan
scoring
so
far
church
Sunday
evening.
An
organ
and
five
children
survive.
Other
Minnie Marsilje, Irene Ver Hulst,
depicing the liquor problem. JunThree Hope starters found the 20 Center Act and the need for ade- Kalamazoo, No. 1 and 2 in the
Martha Pelgrim, B e n j a m i n Du and piano prelude was played by survivors include his mother Mrs. this season.
ion High leader^ were Bob Rigterpoint mark. Tall Paul Benes whip- quate in-patientservices in adult state, the Tigers were placed in ’
Tuls is hoping that a few breaks
Mez, William Vander Schel, Paul Jerry Plasnjan and Mrs. Leon Joe Dykstra, two brothers Lamink, Jerry Folkert and Betty Lugped in 25. Warren Vander Hill mental hospitalsfor severely dis- the seventh slot.
K. Hinkamp, Henry J. Engelsman, Lynema. After the hymn of praise bert and Martin and a sister Kate may come the way of his club ten and the subject for considerapicked up 22 and Ray Ritsema, the turbed children were discussed at
The biggest scare the Tigers
the
rest
of
the
season.
Although
and the Misses G. Lievense, Nellie the invocation was given by the Clemens. The Dykstras formerly
tion was "Christ Shall Reign most talked about freshman in the
an
area
meeting sponsored by the had was two weeks ago at Grand
the
Hollanders
have
dropped
six
Rev.
Greving.
Scripture
was
read
resided
here.
Herrema, and Maibelle Geiger.
Through Me." Devotions were in
Mr. and Mrs. E. Holstegeare games, their worst defeat was an charge of Edith Folkert and Larry MIAA. re' d 20. Each of them had Michigan Society for Mental Haven when they won in the final
Staff on duty in the library in- by Earl Kleinheksel. Reports of
10 buckets.Vander Hill missed Health at Kalamazoo State Hos- few seconds on a long shot by
cluded Miss Virginia Earle, Mrs. the National Youth Conference was die new occupantsof the Engles- eight pointer. Three others were Kempkers and pianist was Nancy only nine shots.
sub Don Marler to beat the Bucs,
two
pointers
and
the
other
two
pital Monday.
given
by
Roger
Kleinheksel
and
man apartment.
Ann Snyder, A r d e a n e Koetsier,
Lugten. Young People’s C.E. proJun Buursmg sank a one-hander
Probate judges, legislators, 60-58. Benton Harbor also scored
C. Dalman accompanied friends were by four points. In almost gram leader was Marilyn Hansen
Mrs. Dorothy Hutchins. Mrs. Jean- Glenn Voorhorst.The congregafrom outcourt with eight seconds sheriffs,and community leaders a slim win over Niles (1-9). But
nette Van Ry and Miss Schermer. tional prayer was offered by Dor- to Chicago last Thursday where every one of these six defeats, a with Dale Groenheide conducting
gone for the Initial basket of the from the Kalamazoo State Hospi- in both games Walker was *out
couple
of
key
breaks
at
the
right
othy Beltman. A song service led they attended the International
devotions. A farewell service for game and the first of 39 Hope hit.
time could have brought the game
tal District were Invited. Board with the t mumps.
by Robert Nykamp was held. The Road Show.
the Rev. and Mrs. Ivan Deckert Buursma then sacrificedhis scorand Staff member* of the Michi- Hampered by the lack of prachymns “Wonderful
of
Mr. and Mrs. M. Elzinga visited into the win column.
was
scheduled
at
the church for ing role and put the clamps on
Christian,which operates with a
gan
Society for Mental Health and tice against the Heights, Walker
Jesus" and “In the Garden" were their parents the Huizingas at
league scroing leader John Hangood share of juniors in its lineup Thursday evening of this week.
Admitted to 'Holland Hospital played by a young people's instru- Georgetown Friday evening.
of
the
Michigan Department of didn’t look too good but he has
Another meeting of rural area nett, Albion guard, and held him
Wednesday were Mrs. Lena Ster- mental group, while the offering D. Jansma of Western Theolog in every game, got a big boost
Mental Health as well as the had a full week now and should
school board members was schedu- to just two baskets on only five
ken, 16th St.: Cornie Versendaal, was received. A psalm was sung ical Seminary conductedservices ast week from junior center,Warbe at top strength
led to be held at the Hamilton shots in the first half. Hannett Superintendent and other staff of
He will team |t one forward
83 East 37th St. (discharged same by Henry Hoffman. The Men’s at the Reformed Church here Sun- ren Otte, who pumped in 22 points
the Kalamazoo State Hospital met
school
this week Tuesday evening came back in the second half and
day); Mrs. Louis Popperr.a. 194 quartet sang “When We See Je- day. Jerry Dyk of Allendale was against Creston. The lanky junior
for discussionwith the group. with Mickey Yartxwrough at the
and reportsof findingsof commit- showed his scoring ability, getting
West 24th St.; Marsha Volkers, sus' and “Be Still My Soul.” The the guest soloist at the evening didn't see much action against the
Judge Wallace Waalkes of Kent other while big Sam Watson will
Tigers in the first meeting and tees will be heard and a state and 12 points,10 in a row, and ended County Probate Court was Chair- be center. George Peapples and
route 6; James Beagle, route 3, message “Conquering in Christ" service.
county
educator
will
be
present
as Albion's high man with 19.
Fennville; Mrs. Howard Johnson, was given by the Rev. Greving,
Duane Dunbar will play the
man of the meeting.
Henry Klinger led the Christian could well cause the home club to assist the group in reaching a
Following the opening bucket,the
Hamilton: Mrs. Albert Witteveen, after which several more selec- Endeavor meeting at the Reform- some anxious moments before the
—Judge Waalkes and Charles guards.
solution
to
the
problem
of
high
Dutch
quickly
rolled
up
a
1&6
lead,
1358 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Albert tions were sung by the congrega- ed Church last Thursday evening night is over.
Wagg, Director of the Michigan Coach Fred Weiss is expected
The Dutch mentor indicated that school education for rural students. paced by Benes and Vander Hill. Department of Mental Health, to go with the same team which
Van Beck, 326 Arthur Ave.
tion. The benediction by the pas- On Monday evening Sharon
Harry
D.
Hulsman,
supervisor
Albion
narrowed
it
to
two
points,
Discharged Wednesday were tor and the singing of the Gloria Meeuwsen attended the Golden he would start the same lineup
started the Muskegon game. They
of Heath township and chairman 22-20, at 11:19 of fhe first half on reviewed the Mental Hospital
Mrs. Julius Prins, 148% Wesf 16th Patri closed the meeting. All the Chain Union board meeting at which includes Otte at center. Cal
of the Allegan County Board of three quick baskets by George Viv- DiagnosticAct and pointed out Include Dave Hilbink,.and Les
Klaasen
and
Dave
Klaver
at
the
St.; Keith Heavener, 703 Apple song selections were favorites of Zeeland.
many of the difficulties that have Overway at forwards with Tom
forwards and Herm Tuls and Rog- Supervisors has announced his re- lamore but that was the closest the
Ave.; James Boynton, 595 Elmdale the shut-ins. A tape recording was
Mrs. M. Bruins had the misfor
arisen
for Probate Judges in the Aye at center. Gene Boerman and
Britons
could
get.
signation from these positionsand
Ct.; Mrs. Abe Vogelzang. 39 West taken of the service forthe sick tune of having her purse stolen er Mulder at the guards.
interpretationand administra- Rog Plagenhoef will work the
Leading
25-20
at
the
10-mlnute
the
township
board
of
Heath
has
In the reserve preliminary which
21st St.; Charlotte Nyhof, route 5 and shut-ins.
while in Grand Rapids on Sunday
named Harvey Immink, Route 1 mark, Hope began to pull away tion of the act. It was felt by the guards with Terry Otting a* proMrs. Walter Grover, 473 West 20th
The Sandy View school 4-H Club Besides a large sum of money the gets underway at 6:30 p.m. anoth to finish the unexperiedterm of and with the big three (Benes, 8. group that the law should either bable first-line guard replacement
er
good
game-is
in prospect.ChrisSt.; Lee Peck. East Saugatuck meeting was held at the home of purse contained a diamond ring.
be repealed or drastically am- or last minute starter.
tian which has 10-3 will be up Mr. Hulsman. The latter has serv- Vander Hill, 6 and Ritsema, 8)
Mrs. Otis Barlow, 178 East Fifth Nancy Wabeke last week Tuesday
The varsity game will start at
ed as local supervisor from 1945 putting in 22 of the 24 Hope scored mended.
against
the
Little
Tigers
which
St.; Mrs. Harry Gordon and baby evening. Plans were made for a
the rest of the half. The Dutch The Probate Judges stressed the 8 p.m. In the new 2,800 seat Colto
1957
and
has
served
as
chairhave
won
eight
while
dropping
just
Missionary Society
125 Manley St.
valentine party. The members reman of the county board for the walked off at intermission ahead point that they favored the prin- fax gym. The two reserve teams
two.
A daughter, Lu Ann, was born ported on the progress they made Sees Harlem Slides
49-32.
cipal of diagnostic centers before will play at 6:30 p.m. The Holpast year.
in Holland Hospital Wednesday to on thir projects.Games were
Mrs. Junius Miskotten, primary Hope increased its lead to 20 at final commitment to a mental in- land seconds are after their
Mr. and Mrs. LaVern Van Dyke. played and refreshmentswere
David Hondorp, student at West- Party Honors Pair
superintendentof the Reformed the 10-minute mark of the second stitution but they felt that the eighth win against three setbacks.
Hamilton.
ern Theological Seminary and Miss
served.
Church
Sunday school entertained half with a 68-48 margin and just present law was cumbersome and
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hoffman Ethel Ann Peclen, Hope College On 16 th Birthdays
the teachers of her department in kept getting increasinglybetter to unrealisticand did not make pro- Richard Essenburg Leads
became the parents of adaughter student, related experiences of
‘Ann of Ava’ Reviewed
vision for treatment as well as
Miss Carole Slighter and Marv her home near Hamilton. Present win by the 29 point spread.
their work with the Puerto Ricans
Feb. 4.
Overway were guests of honor at to enjoy the event were the Misses Continuing to get fine rebounding diagnosis in the interim period. Junior Archery Shooters
By Miss Laura Boyd
in East Harlem at a meeting of
out of Benes and Ritsema, the It was hoped by the group that
a birthday party Saturday evening Florence Brower, Phyliis Joostthe Women’s Missionary Society at
Dutch controlled the boards the Legislature would study the
Richard Essenburgfired a 268 to
berns,
Sylvia
Dubbink,
Mrs.
Argiven
by
Mrs.
Chester
Slighter
at
The Women's missionarygroup Allegan Biologist Will
Hope Church Wednesday afterthroughout. Benes. bothered Wed- problem again with a Committee lead the Holland Junior archers in
584 Howard Ave. Carole celebrated thus Veldhoff, Mrs. Ben Nykamp.
of the Third Reformed Church
noon.
her 16th birthday Jan. 30 and Mrs. Harvin Lugten, Mrs. John nesday morning with a touch of the of Probate Judges, hospital per- the Feb. 5 shoot at Holland High
Guild met Wednesday afternoon in Shift to La Pere Post
Mr. Hondorp showed color slides
Haakama and Mrs. Robert Ny- flu, didn't let it keep him from sonnel and members of the De- gym. Larry Dorgelo, leader for the
Marv was 16 Monday.
the church parlors. Tea was
ALLEGAN— The State Conserva- of scenes in the crowded Harlem
leaving the ground on almost every partment of Mental Health.
past two weeks, finished second
served by the hostessesMrs. tion
Dinner
was
served at a table hoff, tiie latter being vice superDepartmentis expected to section in New York City and Miss
play under the basket. And right
The need for adequate in- with 254.
Robert Croskery and Mrs. John name a replacement for Clayton Peelen spoke particularly of
decoratedin red and white. The intendent of the department.
beside as his handyman to grab patient services for severely emoOther scorers were: Jim De
hostess was assistedby her daugh- At a meeting of the Hamilton
Wesselink.
Douville, who will leave the Alle- farm near New York where some
what was left was Ritsema.
tionally disturbed children in the Neff, 242; Lonny Ten Broeke, 242;
Followingthe social hour Mrs.
ter, Linda. Corsageswerk present- Rod and Gun Club, new officers
gan Wildlife Experimental station of the people are cared for. Har
Dwayne (Tiger) Teusink,t h e southwesternMichigan area was Jim Crozier,233; Vern York, 230;
G. H. Dubbink conducted devo- soon.
lem is one of the most densely ed to the girls and the boys wore elected for the coming year are most improved player on the, Hope
pointed up in the discussion. Fred Schreur, 226; Diane Rutgers,
President, George D. Boerigter;
tions giving highlights from the
boutonnieres.
Douvifle, who has been a biolo- populatedspots in the world.
club, again sparkled with his' passvice
president.
Paul
Slotman;
secHarold Webster, executive direc- 222; Jeff Green, 215; Roy White,
Founders Week Conference held at gist at the station since 1948. is
Attending the party were the
Dessert was served at 1:30 p.m
Moody Institute. Mrs. Dubbink par- starting a new positionat La Peer with Miss Harriet Cook as chair- Misses Anita B 1 o e m e r s. Linda retary, Larry Sal; treasurer, ing. Displayinggood split-vision, tor of the MichiganDepartment of 215; Carl Van Vuren, 209; Junior
Teusink was able to spot Benes and
Mental Health, and Dr. V. A. Ruiz, 206; T. Handwerg, 205 and
ticularly emphasizedfacts from
Vandenberg, Merry Lane Cobb Charles Wentzel. New trusteesare
shortly. His work will be different, man of the social committee. Miss
an address by Dr. Wall, on the but he expects to use information KatherinePost served as hostess. and Carole Slighter and Karl De John Veldhoff and Gerrit Lugten fire simultaneously. He added Stehman of the Michigan depart- Jon Lee, 202.
seven points. He repeatedly dribR. Vander Kooi, 197; David Cossubject “Light and Life." Dr. Wall
gained through research at the Devotions were in charge of Mrs. Jonge, Lyle Mulder. Larry Me and Justin Sale has been named bled through the zone press Albion ment of Mental Health outlined tello, 192; David Bultema, 191;
developed a thought that in all the Allegan State Forest post.
sergeant-at-arms.
the
present
situation
in
the
state
Callum and Marv Overway.
William Schrier.
employed.
levels of life from the mineral to
in respect to treatment centers Terry Dornbos, 183; Ricky Vail,
Hope made its 39 baskets on 106
the spiritualnot one level can
for emotionally disturbed chil- 178; Timmy Grace, 176; Walter
attempts for a 37 percent mark
Van Oostcrhout, 170; John Vander
raise itself higher. Each must
dren.
while the Britons had 25 for 77 and
be assimilated or listed by a highLocal representativesat the Veen, 170; Tim Lee, 155; Charles
33 percent.Hope's first half splurge
er frm of life. So men, too; must
meeting were Probate Judge Brower, 155; Brent Crozier, 154
resulted in 21 baskets out of 51
and Jerry Brandt. 146.
plentiful
on
Paw
Paw
Dr.
but
is
be lifted to a higher spirituallife A wealth of information on an- and telephone companies antici- and explained local agreements
Frederick T. Miles of Grand Rashots for 43 percent.
Jim Petroelje,138; Duane Veldpate no complications in proposed with Consumers Power Co. on good at 70 to 80 feet. Residents
pids. Judge Harold Weston of
speaker’ s»rgh
ChriS'' 1110
city and annexation, but there would have servicingcertain areas. He submit- in Legion Park have deep wells Virgil Hall followed Hannett in Allegan and Mrs. Donald Brown heer, 138; Larry Grace, 136; Greg
Mrs. Jack Leenhouts
programs was presented by to be clarificationon bus lines, ted rate graphs stating that the and in view of investments of $600 the Albion scoring with 17 and and Mrs. Robert Homer of Hol- Green, 128; Danny Gebben, 127;
Vivlamore, who had 34 against
Glen Beckman, 125; Terry Essenied by Mrs. J. A .Veldman,sang various subcommitteesat a meet- one of which operates under city differentialin rates between Con- to $700 would not care for the
Hope in the first game, including land.
burg, 124; Caroline Connor, 117;
“O Master Let Me Walk with ing of the 32-member CitizensAn- charter and another under the pub- sumers and suburban are at no added expense of city supply.
Jack Elonbaas, 99 and Keith
Thee" by Olie Speaks. Mrs. Veld- nexation Advisory committee lic service commission.
In Apple Ave. district, there is the winning basket in the final
time more than 77 cents. Between
second, had 16.
Formal
Initiation
Marks
Compagner. 96.
a
lack
on
24th
St.
but
plenty
in
man, president, introducedMiss Thursday night in Peoples State
the two companies, there should
Budget and Taxation
The Dutch, now with a 5-3 record,
Laura Boyd who reviewed the State Bank.
Clarence Jalving presented a be no question of providing need- other sections.Maplewood has no travel to Alma Saturdayto battle
of Moose Meet
ybook, “Ann of Ava," by Ethel
This committee was put into op- wealth of information on budgets ed service in the larger area. He difficultyalthough to the west
Coaple Celebrates 48th
the Scots, who have an identical
Daniels. Hubbard. She portrayed eration at the request of Mayor and taxes, details of which occur pointed out that in 10 years the there is mineral water and rusty
league mark. The record leaves The Women of the Moose Chapthis first American woman to be- Robert Visscher to ascertain facts elsewhere on this page. He said the BPW has turned over $880,000 to w a t er. Beechwood has no comter 1010 held formal initiation on Anniversary With Dinner
come a foreign missionary, as a on annexation and eventually to committee went ahead under the the city which is perhaps twice plaint, although west of plant 5 both teams tied for third, one game Ritual Committee Chapter Night
out of first place. Albion will enterMr. and Mrs. Henry Baker, Sr.,
frail woman physiti^llybut dynarecommend where the city bound- premise that taxes will be increas- the equivalent of a tax schedule. there is difficulty.
Wednesday evening for Mrs.
tain Kalamazoo Saturday.
of Ottawa Beach celebrated their
mic and dauntless in spirit.
He
said
some
people
are
thinkRecreation
ary should be placed. The com- ed in any case, particularlyin view
NOTES — Paul Benes collected Beverly Savage at Moose Home.
After the business session the
Henry Kleinheksel gave a most ing of cooperating with the Great- two fouls in the first eight minutes The meeting was conducted by 48th wedding anniversary Wednesmittee is aiming to produce this of school needs.
day. The event also marked Mrs.
meeting was closed with all mem- information by March 1.
er Grand Rapids water authority
School*
enthusiasticreport of the recreaof the game and never got another Mrs. Gladys Gordon, senior re- Baker’s 71st birthday anniversary.
bers repeating "An Old Chinese
which
would
involve
a
pipeline
Chairman Earnest C. Brooks, Mrs. Bruce M. Raymond outlined
gent. Communications were read
Hymn" by Pastor Hsi and prayer who presided, reiteratedthat it is some of the work already done on tional potentialin the larger area, along M-21. Others feel the Heights even though he held his man, Con by Mrs. Florine Berkey, recorder. A potluck dinner was served.
Stover,
without
a
point.
. . Ray
Attending the dinner were their
pointing out
possibilities area should drill their own wells
by the president.
the purpose of this committee to school study, and recognized that
Ritsema’s first basket of the second A motion was made to make 25 children, grandchildren and great
for
their
own
system.
Some
people
study all the facts and above all a great deal of education must be for good recreationaldevelopment
half was a “dunk". It followed a dozen cookies or doughnuts for grandchildren including Mrs. John
not to be limited in thinking by done. Her committee had no op- including a possible 200 acres on are worked up to the point they personal foul which irritated him the Red Cross for the next six
Marriage Licenses
Ver Hoef. Mrs. Edward Behrendt,
want to build their own schools and
the primary service area which the portunity to meet but has sched- Lakq Michigan between Macatawa
Ottawa County
and came after he stole the ball months.
Mrs. Arthur Pittard,Mr. and Mrs.
and Castle Parks. He said the provide their own water systems,
city
has
decreed
as
a
minimum
uled
a
meeting
next
week.
Announcement was made of the Wallace Bradley and son, Mr. and
Robert Dale Overway, 19 and
at midcourt. . . Coach Russ' De
even
if
it costs more.
committee
considered
extending
Police and Fire
Sweetheart dance to be held in Mrs. Richard Baker and daughter,
Beatrice
Steggerda, 18; area to be annexed. In general,
Chairman Brooks said misunder- Vette didn't pull his regulars for
the 112tb Ave. boundary to include
good until only two minutes left. the Tulip Room of the Warm Mr. and Mrs.
Roger O'Connor.21, and Dolores the thinking expressed at Thurs- Tom Parker, after talking with
Baker,
the country club which could con- ings are regrettable, and he felt
He was remembering the Central Friend Tavern Feb. 15. The Inter- Henry Baker, Jr., Robert Baker,
Jean Westveld, 22 all of Holland; day’s meeting continued on a police and fire chiefs, said the pothat
many
of
these
attitudes
would
ceivably
be
operated
as
a
municiState game which saw a 20-point Fraternal Auxiliary will present Mrs. Kenneth Behrendt and chilKenneth G. Van Timmeren, 21, broad scope, mainly thinkingin lice department would need 8 or
pal golf course, and including change as facts become known.
lead dwindle to five at the final the proceeds to Prestatie Huis.
dren, Deb and Doug, ; and the honroute 1, Coopersville, and Janet terms of city boundaries on the 9 more patrolmen and three or
Legal
Castle Park which lies just south
horn. . .Ray's brother, Bob, releThe scholarship of the nurse the ored guests.
Louise Modderman, 20. route 1, south at 48th St., the east on 112th four more cruisers, and the fire
Gerald
Van
Wyke
outlined
proof the 48th St. suggested boundary.
gated to a reserve role this year, chapter has sponsored for three
Marne; Frank Nienhuis, Jr., 18, Ave., the north on* Riley St. and departmentwould need more men,
ceedings for annexing to the muZoning and Planning
functioned well on the boards. He years concludesthis year. Mrs.
A regular meeting of the Erutha
and Audrey Vander Zouwen, 18, the west on Lake Michigan.The a full-timefire inspector and a
desirabilityof making this area central agency for dispatching. Walter Vander Haar announced nicipalityinvolving petitionssign- was the only Hope player who did Mary Kavathas, hospitalguild Rebekah lodge will be held Friday
both of route 2, Hudsonville.
co-terminus with school annexation The committee pointed to the need a meeting Feb. 7 with Planning ed by 1 percent of the people in not score. . .Hope now has an 11-4 chairman, is in the process of ht 8 p.m. at the hall with Noble
the area affected, with petitions overall record. . . Halftimemusic
was mentioned several times.
of a fire station in the Jefferson Consultant Scott Bagby. He said it
selecting another worthy girl for Grand Esther Cranmer In Charge.
Vehicles Collide
Brief accounts of the 11 sub-com- school area and perhaps one at was fortunate that all townships turned over to the board of super- was provided by the Hope College the scholarship.A cake walk was This will be a chest meeting of
involved in the annexation study visors, or in cases of two counties band, directed by Morette Rider.
A car driven by John E. Van mittees follow':
the airport
enjoyed wifo winners being the the 10 lodges in the district includto the secretary of state. He spoke
were acquainted with zoning.
Industrial
Tubbergen,53, of 845 Lincoln Ave.,
Sewage Disposal
Mesdames Onalee Boraas,, Elea- ing Moline, Wayland, Allegan,Holof
statutory
arrangements
for
alWater
Chairman William H. Vande W. H. Connor presented a detailstruck the rear of an auto driven
nor Eamus, Bea Johnson, Nett land, Otsego, Pullman, East Casco,
George Lemmen said there is locationof assets. He made clear Movie HighlightsMeet
by John F. Ten Cate, 20 of 141 Water, whose committee gave par- ed report on centralized sewage
Ver Hoef, Luann Adkins, and Flo Fennville,Burnips and Glenn. Mrs.
that
school
annexation
follows
an
no question that Holland’s new
East Ninth St. at 3:35 p.m. Wed- ticular consideration to rail and
Of Fellowship Club
Berkey. Lunch was served by Melva Crowle of the local lodge Is
nesday after Ten Cate stopped for trucking service, said there are systems and said a program should water supply system is adequate entirely different procedure.He The Fellowship Club of the Wes- ritual chairman, Bea Johnson as- district treasurer. Members are
said
co-terminus
boundaries
would
for
areas
under
consideration
for
a train on Douglas Ave., near the 2,308.2 acres of industrialproperty be keyed to the growth of urban
leyan Methodist Church met Tues- sisted by Kay Nyland. Maxine asked to bring a white elephant or
Van Dyke St. interiection.Dam- in the total Holland area, and 1,- areas. He mentioned possible annexation, but he said there is eliminate many complicated ques- day night in the church basement. Den Uyl and Ruth Rummler.
baked goods. A potluck lunch will
tions. His committee was advised
considerable
resentment
In
some
972.32.
acres
the
area
bounded
by
age to Ten Cate’s car was listed
be served.
threat of contamination of shallow
Preston
Overway
led
with
the
dethat
a
four
section
program
inareas over methods used by City
at $50 and $25 to Van Tubbergen’s48th St 112th Ave and Riley. In
Pvt.
Lloyd
J. Clawson, 22, whose
votions
and
a
business
meeting
the primary service area, there are wells and said a health hazard Council and the Board of Educa- volving the four townships probabvehicle.
mother, Mrs. Mertie May Clawson,
was held.
386.13 acres. The city itself has would not be confined to the area tion in introducing their programs ly would be the best procedure.
lives at route 5 in Allegan, recently
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
Harrington
William R. Brink, son of Mr. only some 28 industrialacres not ip which it could occur, but the and suggested a more concilia- State authorities who were consulted also cautioned against large sang a duet accompanied by Mrs. was graduated from the automotive
and Mrs, ROdolph Brink, 116 East now in use. 'His survey revealed city as well as other areas could tory attitude.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Allen Valkema. A movie "Free- maintenancecourse at Fort
His survey in the Holland areas to be annexed.
23rd St.; received his CPA' degree that industrialists do not particular- be threatened.
Leonard
Wood,
Mo.
Clawson
is
a
dom
Highway”
was
the
main
Vanda Water, M*r.
Chairman Brooks said the next
Heights area revealed ample waLight and Power
from the Michigan State Board of ly like to go outside the munici1953 graduate of Allegan High
event of the meeting.
meeting
Feb.
14
would
feature
a
27
Eatf
9*
ter
supply
on
Woodbridge
Ave.,
Bertal Slagh introduced
Accountancy.He is with Arthur pality.
Mrs. Juke Kleitand Mrs. Ernie School and entered the Army last
Private UtilltiM
Supt. Guy E. Bell who presented but an almost impossible situation speaker who has dealt with annexAndersonNational Accounting firm
September.
SchulU were hos^sses.
ation
cases.
south
of
10th
St.
Water
is
not
in Detroit.
James Brooks reported that gas maps showing BPW service areas
leader and Dorothy Beltman had
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Fremont Hands Zeeland

Determined Bears
Outfight

First

Maroons

Engaged

1957

Dutch

Official Explains Position

Of Netherlands In West

Kenewa League Loss

Board Endorses

New Guinea
State Park

Fees

Western New Guinea, an area of
(Special)
Zeeland Fremont hit 39 percent of its
mountains and marshes, populaHigh’s basketballteam was knock- shpts and Zeeland 34. The Chix
The board of directors of th®
ted by primitive peoples, is being
ed from its unbeaten perch here made 18 out of 28 free shots and
Holland Garden Club Thursday enfought for through propanganda
Friday night by Fremont, 66-58, to Fremont 16 out of 34.
dorsed the proposed fee system
by one nation and educated for
send both clubs into a first place
"This is by far the best fame
for the use of • state parks in
GRAND RAPIDS- (Special)
self-determinationof its future by
tie in the Kenewa League with 6-1 we’ve played," Fremont Coach
Michjgan.
A determined Creston basketball
another.
records.
Walt Piggot said followingthe
According to a report submitsquad, that just wouldn’t quit, took
Indonesia, which gained- its InDetermined to gain revenge for game.
ted
by Mrs. J. J, Brower, legisa hard earned 63-59 win over Holdependence from the Netherlands
an earlier season's trouncing, the Max De Jonge led Zeeland in
lative chairman, pending legislaland Christian’scagers here Friin 1949, claims that, because WestPackers jumped right out at the scoring with 15 but had to take a
tion calls for a 52 use stamp tax
day night The loss gives Christian
ern New Guinea used to be a part
start and were not to be headed. back seat to Carl De Kuyper of
for state parks in Michigan. She
a 7-6 mark for the season, while
of the NetherlandsEast Indies, it
Zeeland managed to lead 6-4 ear- Fremont who popped 19. Four Fresaid both State Sen. Clyde Geerthe Polar Bears have now won
now
rightfully
blongs
to
them.
ly in the first quarter but after mont players hit in double figures
lings and Rep. George Van PeurThe Netherlands, which specififive and dropped six.
that it was all Fremont The Pack- while three Chix made 12 or more
sem have expressed themselves
cally
discluded
Western
New
GuiCoach Bob Johnson'sBears acers outscoredthe Chix the rest points.
as being favorable to this program
tually paved the way for victory
nea from the territoryrelinquishof the period, 11-6 and ended with
The Zeeland reserves lost to the
which has been patterned after the
in the first quarter, but they had
ed in 1949, is equally as insistent
a 17-15 first quarter margin.
Fremont seconds,41-36. After a
Minnesotaprogram. It is believed
to rise to the heights in a presthat they should bring about a
Fremont hit six straight points bad first quarter in which the
such a system would reduce apsure-packedsecond half to prepolitical awareness and economic
to
open
the
second
quarter
and
winners
led,
186,
the
Chix
outDAVID L. BOERIGTER.20,
propriations for state parks by 52
serve it Despite the defeat.Coach
foundation for the natives to depicked
up
an
eight point lead which scored the Packers. The second
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
milliop.
Art Tills' Maroons lost no cage
cide
for
themselves
what
course
they held the rest of the quarter. quarter score was 24-15 and the
Boerigter,- 823 Bertsch Dr.,
The board also endorsed Rationstature as they wiped out big
they should follow ii. the future.
third period count, 3V26.
The halftime mark was 34-26.
has successfullycompleted the
al legislation which would control
Miss Shirley Ann Brokofsky
Creston leads three times in the
Christiaan
J.
Grader,
head
of
Marv
Feenstra
led
Zeeland
10
The Chix. showing some of the
initialphase of his aviation
the use of billboards on the 41,second half, only to see accurate
Mr. and Mrs. A. Brokofsky of the Bureau for Native Affairs in
style used in gaining six straight and Wayne Schout lilt eight and
cadet
training
program
and
000 - mile network of interstate
Bear foul shooting prove the deleague wins, staged a mild come- Jack Van Dort, seven. Bultman Gold Bar, Wash., announce the the New Guinean capital of Holhas -been graduatedfrom the
highways through the United
engagement of their daughter, lands, said in Holland Friday that
cisive blow.
back in the third period and came had 13 for Fremont. t
Christiaan J. Grader
USAF Pre-FUght School, within
States including several in MichiShirley Ann, to Edward S. Ver one of the main problems conCreston was a terrific ball club
Box score:
two points, 3866. But again
lands In 9 commonwealth system gan. U. S. Sen. Albert Gore is
Lackland Air Force Base. San
Hoeven, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sage fronting the Netherlands is the
in their own gym Friday night,
Zeeland (58)
the Packers put the fast break
similar to the relationshipbetween author of the bill.
Antonio, Tex. Having comVer
Hoeven
of
route
3,
Holland.
and certainly played better ball
diverse backgrounds of the Pua- Great Britain and Canada;
FG FT PF TP
into motion and tore away, scorpleted
the
12-week
pre-flight
Other items of business IncludMiss Brokofsky is a graduate paus, the principal inhabitants.
than their season mark would in3
3 15
ing 17 points to Zeeland’s two to De Jonge, f ........ 6
They can associate with Eastern ed progress reports on the forthcourse he will enter the first
dicate. In recent games, the Bears
4
The natives, some of whom still New Guinea,
lead 55-40 at the end of the quar- Beyer, f .......... 4
5 12 of the Dental Nurses Training
solution which
had also held big margins over flying training phases of the
Boeve. c ................. 4 6 4 14 School and is now living in Seat- practice head-huntingand canni- Grader believes would be the coming Tulip Time flower show
ter.
program
at
bases
of
the
Flying
by Mrs. R. A. De Witt and a restrong clubs, but couldn’t hold
Zoeland outscored the Packers. Van Peursem, g . 3 0 3 6 tle. Mr. Ver Hoeven, now serv- balism, live in 3,500 tiny villages, "most preferable."
Training Air Force.
port on garden plans at Thomas
ing
at
Fort
Lewis.
Wash,
will
be
them. This time they were not to
18-11 in the fourth quarter with a Tanis. g .......... 0
1
5
most
of
which
have
less
than
100
1
In setting up the economic foundJeffersonSchool by Mrs. Carl
dischargedin March. The couple inhabitants. Added to this, they
Rigterink. c ...... . 2
4
2
8
be denied.
ations for Western New Guinea’s
Cook, chairman of horticultural
The two outstanding ball playDen Ouden, f ...... 1 0 1 2 plan to make their home in Hol- speak at least 126 languagesand
status as a self-decisiveen therapy.
Kenewa League Standings Berens, g ........., 0 0 0 0 land following a March wedding. in many cases do not even know future
ers on the floor were Christian's
tity, the Netherlandsis working
Further plans also were made
junior center, Warren Otte and
of the existence of the other tribes
L
with poor land and lack of natural for the district meeting to be held
Totals
Creston’sDon Seekel. Otte, start20
18
23
58
or
villages.
In
face,
Grader
said,
Zeeland ........... ....
1
resources.
here April 4. Ten board members
Mrs. Albert Gretzinger. 86. fell
Fremont (66)
ing only his second game, pumpin the interior regions, many have
Fremont ..........
The land is made up of old vol- were present at the meeting which
ed in 22 markers in addition to in her home near New Richmond Coopersville ....... ....
FG
FT
PF
TP
never
seen
a
white
man.
3
canic materials which are not rich was held in the home of Mrs.
Rottman, f
turning in a great rebounding Tuesday afternoon and broke her Sparta .............
It is in this population that the
in mineral plant foods. Thus, the
Shell,
f
.......
game. Seekel is the playmaker of hip. She lay on the floor three Hudsonville........
Netherlandsgovernment is trying old government has initiated a Thomas McCormack. Mrs. J. D.
Workman, c ..
Jencks, club president, presided.
the Creston outfit and bothered hours before her plight was dis- Cmstock Park ....
to instill a political consciousness
farming system in direct contrast
De Kuyper, g
the Maroons aU night with his fine covered She was rushed by amand a feeling of national unity. with the American method of crop
Burt, g ......
shooting and driving.When it was bulance to Holland hospitalwhere
At present, about 300,000 of the rotation. Instead of varying crops Hospital Guild Pays
well-executed fast break getting Bultman, f ...
all over he had hit on seven bas- an operation was perfqrmed that
natives are under Netherlands conraised from year to year, the farmost of the points. But the dam- Anway, g .....
kets and 11 out of 14 free throws night
trol largely in the coastal areas.
mers move from field to field, Tribute to Miss Boven
Mrs. Robert Martin and Mrs. age had been done and their was
for 25 points.
A
community
center on a rudi- clearing the dense jungle to carve
no catching the winners.
Totals 25 16 16 66
The first quarter was even for Marvin Wolters received their BS
mentary scale has been set up in out their land. At the same time The Rena Boven Hospital Guild
about three minutes before the degrees at the mid-winter gradumany of the villageswith an ad- they plant their edible crop they Thursday paid tribute to the late
Bears momentarily surprised the ation exercises at Western Michivisory council composed of govern{lant cocoa trees which remain af- Miss Boven who was associated
Dutch with an all court press to gan college. Kalamazoo. Sunday.
ment personnel and native leaders ter the farmer has moved on and
with Holland Hospitalalmost 38
spurt out to an 1S-9 lead. Once Members of their families attendlearningthe basic principles of serve as the nucleus of a plany ars before her death earlier this
the Dutch had regrouped them- ed the cap and gown ceremony.
local self-government and control.
tation.
month. The occasion was the
selves and solved the press they Mrs. Martin teaches in the public
Grader explainedthe ideals of
Keeping control of the area, monthly meeting of the guild in
The annual business meeting
were on the short end of a 23-14 school at Saugatuck and Mrs.
the Netherlands’work in
Grader said, is a "moral obliga- the home of Mrs. J. E. Telling.
and banquet of the Graafschap
first quarter score. To top it off Wolters teaches at Fennville.
Guinea, with district and broader
tion” as well as a matter of presTh tribute,prepared by Agnes
the Bears were hitting just about
Fire
Department
was
held
Thurs
divisionalcounpils in the plan for
George Burns of Grand Junction
tige for the Netherlands.
Ninety
Den
Mothers,
reprenting
Murchie Selvy, called attention to
day evening at the home of Mr.
everything that they threw up at who is depot agent here, was rethe future.To some degree, these
• He believes, that, since Christ- the loving thoughts Miss Boven
the 19 local Cub Scout Packs, and Mrs. Dave Schripsema.
the basket
have already been established.
cently awarded a- gold pin for 40
ianity is well established on the
Christiangot back into the ball years of service with the Chesa- attended the second annual Cub
Dinner was opened with devoSo far, Indonesia has exerted island, the incoming of Islam left behind in the minds of her
Craft
Workshop
Friday
afternoon
game in a hurry to start the second peake A Ohio railroad.
tions by Charles Reimink. NineMiss Lindi Streur
only an outside influence in the teachings practiced by most Indo- family, friends and all the people
at Third Reformed Church.
she so sympathetically cared for
period with Otte and Cal Klaasen
teen firemen were present. After
Mr. and Mrs. R.W. Streur of form of propaganda, largely by
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starring
nesians would not be best for the during her long nursing and adEight craft work tables were In the dinner, prepared and served 126 West 40th St. announce the
connecting to narrow the count and son Roger were at University
radio, on the populace. They are
primitive populace. In addition,he ministrativecareer
operation, and the Den Mothers by members of the Graafschap
to 25-19. Spearijead€dby Ray Woolengagement of their daughter, Lin- prohibitedfrom infiltratingthe
Hospital Ann Arbor, from Friday
said, the humanitarianaspect of
actually
made
a
variety
of
craft
It read in part: "Rena Boven
ney and Seekel, the Bears again until Monday. Roger underwentan
Civic Club, the business meeting di, to Robert D. Vander Leek, son area.
helping the people spurs the Dutch had all the qualificationsessential
items
at
each
table.
Among
the
went on a shooting rampage to operation on his throat Saturday.
was held. The group reelected of- of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Vander
The Dutch hold to the belief that on, even though they intend to
many things they produced were
to the nursing profession — kindtake a 14-point lead, their biggest
Not quite thVee years old this is papier-machedogs, ‘‘wishingwell” ficers.They are Dave Schripse- Leek of 1421 South Shore Dr.
Western New Guinea is rightfully give up the land.
ness, sincereityand the loving deof the contest The Dutch came his second major operation and
ma, fire chief; George Koops,
a Pacific rather than Asian terriBut, since the Indonesians have sire and ability to assist and complanters, western neckerchief
right back with five points to trail
doctors told him he will not out- slides. Indian head bands, mechan- captain; Clare Elders, lieutenant;
tory because of the racial and been insistent for 10 years that
Cub
Scouts
Receive
fort all who needed her help. She
Herman Tien, secreUxy - treasur35-26 at halftime.
grow it until he is 16 years old.
geographic factors which align Western New Guinea is rightfully
ical men. picture frames, ascen- er. One new fireman, Oliver Den
was not only skilled and very proThe second half was only a minAwards at Meeting
Western New Guinea to that sec- theirs, it is a matter of "faceThe Past Matrons and Patrons sion balloons,key cases and bookficient in her chosen work, but
ute old before the Dutch had scorBleyker, was appointed to fill the
tion.
club held their January meeting ends.
saving” that the Netherlandsre- proved to be equally capable and
ed five quick points to narrow the
vacancy
left by Ray Bultema. Cub Pack 3049 and their families
Monday evening with 16 members The group was instructed in the
As Grader sees it, in time, when main and finish the job it started. efficient in a supervisory capacity,
gap to 3561. This waa the beginJerry Arens was named to replace
present. Hosts for the 6:30 pot- use of various craft materials, inmet Friday evening at Lakewood the natives realize what they can Their position coincides with the
conscientiouslyguiding and directning of a drive, spearheadedby
Den Bleyker as auxiliary fireman.
luck supper were Mr. and Mrs. cluding leather, paper rope, cardSchool. The meeting opened with gain by becoming a civilized race human attitude that it’s all right ing many lives.
three juniors Hand two seniors,
Other auxiliary firemen are Tunis
Charles Collins and Mr. and Mrs. board, wood and metal. They gaina flag ceremony led by Den 3. with a nationalized government, to give away something you don’t "The
Henn Tuls’and Ron Weener, which
of Rena Boven
Lubbers, Bud Lubbers and Gerrit
Charles Luplow. Officers elected ed knowledge on how to make
Each den exhibiteditems the they can make one of three intend to keep, but it’s a different should be placed and preserved in
was to, see ithe. locals actuallytake
Heetderks.
at the businessmeeting were presi- use of free or used materials,such
matter to have it taken from you.
Cubs had made using the theme choices :
the lead) before the quarter was
the archives of our Holland comIn the past year, the fire departdent
Mrs.
George
Du
Vail; vice as old light bulbs, jar covers,
And thus the Dutch continue munity history as one of the most
They
can
associate
themselves
"Eyes
in
the
Sky.”
They
received
ended. Creeton^ained a 4061 bulge
ment
was
called to 32 fires of
president, Mrs. Lawrence D. match boxes, paper milk cartons,
with Indonesia by their own choos- their attempts to conquer the stone beloved, honorable and disbefore the’ fighting Maroons fought
various kinds. A discussion took achievement buttons for their
age culture of one of their oldest tinguished characters that Holland
Mrs. coffee can covers, etc.
work.
ing;
back to a 40-36' deficit before the Sackett; aecretary-treasurer,
place of the methods and equippossessions.
George
Sheard.
After
the
meeting
They
can
join
with
the
NetherArrangements
for
the
workshop
Den
2
presented
a
"Skyrocket”
quart»4 was ‘half over. The Dutch
has ever produced.”
ment which would improve present
continued to peck away and finally several drove to Allegan to attend were made by the Den Mothers ways of fighting fires and effec- yell. Members of Den 1 wore
The guild also made plans for
space helmets they had made and
went* ahead on a one hander by initiationceremonies put on by Aid group, which includes Mrs.
a hospitalbenefittea to be held in

Fremont

—

ToWin, 63-59

-

•

a

Fenncille

W6
4

Firemen Stage

90 Den Mothers

Annual Banquet

New

Attend Workshop

name

|

Weener

.

with

116 seconds left

A

quick Bear^ basket knotted the count

June Chapter,OE.S. Those who Willis Oosterhof. Mrs. Ivan Deattended were Mr. and Mrs. Col- Neff, Mrs. Calvin Nordhof, Mrs.
lins. Mr. and Mrs. Luplow, Mr. Howard H elder, Mrs. June Piers,
and Mrs. Ned Bale. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Aaron Shuck and Mrs. ChesFrank Keag; Mrs. Keith Lands- ter Vander Molen.
burg, Louis A. Johnson. Mrs.
Chester Keag, Mrs. Sheard. Mrs.
Ottawa County Medical
Robert Mellon, Mrs. Edna Lindsey
and Mr. and Mrs. William Van Society Has Meeting

tiveness.

Don Blaauw wrote and read a sang "It Isn’t Any Trouble Just
poem dedicatedto the 15 years to Sihile."

Library Adventures

the

home of Mrs. L. W. Schoon in
The tentative date is June

June.

18.
of service of the volunteers. Cubmaster K B.. Wright present- By Arnold Mulder
ed the following awards in a
George Koops showed movies.
The clubs played a more cauThose present were Henry Geb- candlelightceremony: Wolf badge In an article that has shocked Rcadirig the signs of the times
to Jimmy DenHerder,
tious brand, of ball at the start
ben, Charles Reimink,Herm Tien,
American literary circles, a and noting the decline in the peo- Royal Neighbors Have
Small, and Ronald Thomas; Bear
of the fourth Jperiod,with Creston
Clare Elders, Tunis Lubbers.Bud
thoughtfulobserver of what is go- ple's interest in books, the maga- Installation of Officers
taking! over with some good foul
Lubbers, Grad Knoll, Herk Knoll, badge to Mickey Michielson, Lion ing on in bookland in this country, zine cut off the phrase "of Litershooting,' 52-51, at the midway
Jr., Don Blaauw, Jim Benzink, badges to Scott Van Hekken and makes a point that has now and ature” and became merely "The
The Royal Neighbors- held their
point .They ^ held a narrow ad- Hartesveldt Sr.
Steve Lanjegans, Nick Blystra, Billy Small. Kenny Wright re- again been made in this column. Saturday Review." Since then it installationme e t i n g Thursday
Committal services are sched- Ottawa County Medical Society Jim Mulder, Oliver Den Bleyker, ceived two silver arrows on Wolf, Namely, that compared with many has reviewedvirtuallyeverything, evening. Miss Wilma Bronkhorst,
vantagelKefore five quick pants
gave themv a ’seemingly safe 61-53 uled at Fennville cemetery this held its monthly dinner and busi- Rick Strabbing,Dave Schripse- Scott VanHekken one gold and one other countries,America is not a from movies to televisionto radio installing officer, was assisted by
bluge with a minute left. Once afternoon for Mrs. Belle Clevenger ness meeting at Cumerford’s ma, George Koops, Harvey Rut- silver on Lion, Mickey Michielson land of book readers.
to musical recordings and even to Mrs. Laura Limbech, assistant
one gold on Bear, Ronald Thomas The article, by Geoffrey Wag- literarycrossword puzzles. Oh deputy from Grand Haven. The
again the Dutch ralliedand pull- 83. who was found dead in her Friday evening.
gers and Russ Goeman.
one gold and one silver on Wolf. ner, is called "The Decline of yes. it also notices books after a ceremonial marshall was Mrs.
Dr. Leon Kenny gave a talk
ed to a 61-59 count with 20 seconds room at St. Joseph Monday. She is
Assisting Mrs. 'Schripsema were
Following the meeting lunch was Book Reviewing” and is appeared fashion, but it is likely to give Yvonne Koppenaal.
remaining.^ Christian then threw survived by one sister, Mrs. Jessie with, slides on surgery of the Mrs. William Mokma, chairman
caution to. the winds in their effort Morton of Benton Harbor and heart. Dr. John Kitchel of Grand of the planning committee, and served by Mrs. Lloyd Driscoll, in the winter issue of "The Ameri- first attentionto politics and world The following officers were into get the ball. With two seconds several nephews and nieces. Mrs. Haven reported on the meeting the Mesdames John H. Kolman, Mrs. Ronald Thomas, and Mrs. can Scholar.” The writer points
In terms of dollarsand cents the stalled:Mrs. Della Bates, oracle;
left, 'Dave Annis dumped in the Clevengerwas a former resident held in Chicago which was sponout that book reviewing in Ameri- change was clearlywise. The mag- Mrs. A. Van Dam; past oracle;
Herman Breuker, Glenn Tucker William Bowerman.
clincher as he roamed unmolested here, the daughter of the late Mr. sored by the American Medical and Harold Knoll.
ca has fallen on evil days. It can- azine is no longer living from hand Mrs. Nellie Kleis, vice oracle;
under the basket.
and Mrs. E. P. James. Pallbearers Association. He was selected by
not even compete with interestin to mouth and its subscription list Mrs. Melva Crowle, chancellor;
Christian outscored Creston 21 were Henry Johnson, Lionel the AMA to ba a representative
crossword puzzles. Publications is climbing by the week. Its Mrs. Anna Ellison, recorder; Miss
20 from the field, but at the foul Becker, Ernie Crane and Clare at the meeting because of the ex- Waverly Activity Club
that give some attentionto inform- change is merely a sympton of Gretchen Ming, receiver; Mrs.
'to
Admitted
to
Holland
Hospital
lane the winners hit on 23 out of Arnold.
cellent record of Salk inoculaing the public about what is going what is taking place in the book
Plans Family Fun Night
Thursday were John Boerigter, on in the world of books are get- life of America. Whether that Minnie Schrier, marshall; Mrs.
32 tries. The Dutch collected on
Mrs. Louis A. Johnson went to tions in Ottawa County. This
Blanche Shaffer, assistant marroute 2, Hamilton; Ramon Gutierchange is a good thing or bad only shall; Mrs. Nellie Israels, inner
17 out of 27. Following Otte with Presbyterian Hospital in Chicago county is one of the few in the
A Home Economics lesson on rez, 3911 132nd Ave.; Herman ting fewer.
22 was Tuls with 10 for the Dutch. Sunday and Tuesday an opera- nation to have over 80 percent of "Planning the Use of the Family
Commentingon the Wagner ar- the future can tell.
sentinel; Mrs. Nellie Slayer, outer
Woolney was second high behind tion was performed on her the children between 1 and 14 in- Dollar" was presented Friday Robinson, 17354 Coles Park, ticle, Bennett Cerf, himself a pubsentinel;Mrs. Lena Eakley, manSpring Lake; Steven Parker, 20
Seekel's 25 with 15.
shoulder that was operated on a oculated.
evening at a regular meeting of
ager and musician; Mrs. Mary
lisher, president of Random House,
The Dutch return to action next year ago. Mr. Johnson and their Officers of the group are presi- the Waverly Activity Club in the East 30th St.; James Plosiia,900 Inc., and better known as a hu- Mrs. Lorraine Pieters
Nash, faith; Mrs. Alice Rowan;
Lincoln
Ave.;
Mrs.
Levi
Van
Friday in a return game at Alle- daughters, Mrs. Kirby Gooding of dent. Dr. John K. Winter; vice school. Leaders were Mrs. Jake
morist than publisher,bewails the Dies in Mexico City
unselfishness; Mrs. Myrtle BenOmmen, route 3; Mrs. Raymond
gan.
fact that books are losing out to
nett, courage; Mrs. Stella Dore,
Ganges and Mrs. Alger Lee of president, Dr. William Rypkema; Zuidema and Mrs. Lawrence Prins.
Prince,
route -2.
KALAMAZOO (Special)- Mrs. endurance;and Mrs. Koppenaal.
Mrs. Alvin Kapenga was in
such things as television. It is obHolland plan to visit her at various secretary - treasurer, Dr. WilDischargedThursday were Mrs.
vious that the average American Lorraine Parent Pieters, wife of modesty.
times during the next few days. liam Westrate,Jr.
charge of the business meeting at
Broker Speaks
Rex Tabler and baby, 1320 South
citizen who spends nine-tenths of J. Roelof Pieters of 8161 Gull Rd.,
A potluck lunch was served with
Mrs. Earl Sorenson of Ganges
which time plans were made for
Shore Dr.; Mrs. Eugene Schrotenhis leisure time gluing his eyes to Richland, died last Sunday even- Mrs. Kleis in charge.
the family fun night to be held
At Rotary Club
conference secretary of children’s
Co-Wed Club Hears
boer, 37 West 48th St; Mrs. Howa televisionscreen cannot at the ing at Mexico City while vacationMarch 22 at the school. Mrs. Don
work will be speaker at the Febard Johnson, Hamilton;Mrs. MarRotarians had James H. Robin- ruary meeting of the Women' Talk By Hospital Chaplin
same time glue them to the words ing there. Mr. Pieters’ parents
Essenburgand Mrs. Dennis Steinvin Klomparens, 325 Arthur Ave.;
Holland Frosh Cagers
son as. a guest speaker at their Society of Christian Service. Mrs
of a book. And there are of course were pioneers in the Fennville
fort were named co-chairmenof
Mrs. Ralph Hayes and baby, New scores of millions of such "aver- area.
noon meeting Thursday.Robinson Carl Walter and Mrs. KenThe Co -Wed club of First Re- the event.
Win Over Reeths-Puffer
Richmond; Mrs. William Funckes age citizens.”
She was bom July 6, 1904 in
is the manager of Merrill.Lynch, neth Hutchinsonwill be hostesses formed Church met at the church
During the evening Valentine
and
baby,
7
North
River;
Cheryl
Pierce, Feuner and Beane, brok- for the 1:30 dessert luncheon at Monday evening.Howard Van boxes were packed for men in
It is not a question of whether Iron Mountain,she was a graduHolland High's freshmen basketerage fipi in Grand Rapids.
Egmond, president,was in charge the districtwho are serving in Bekius, route 2, West Olive; Mrs. that “average citizen” is better ate of Chicago Teachers College ball team evened its eason’s
the church house.
Eugene Overway, 249 West 28th or worse off when he gives his and taught in Kalamazoopublic
Robinson explained the various
and also led in devotions.
the Armed Forces. Lunch was
mark at 36 Friday afternoon with
time to TV or anything else of schools prior to her marriage in a 38-35 victory over Muskegon
types of investments available to
Special music was providedby served by Mrs. Essenburg and St.
Hospital births include a daugh- that nature. It is merely a matthe public. He stated that market Mr. and Mrs. G. Oonk
Miss Margo Meengs, violinist, ac- Mrs. William Dekker.
1929. Mrs. Pieters was a member Reeths-Puffer at Muskegon.
ter, Kristi Lynn, born Thursday ter of the simple basic fact that
companied by Mervin Van Doornik
investing is no longer limited to
of First PresbyterianChurch of
The winners, coached by Bill
Feted on Anniversary
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Vander a person’s eyas can't be in two Richland and a Red Cross Gray
at the piano.
big operators but has become popNoyd, led all the way in building
Ploeg, 109 Lakewood Blvd.; a different places at the same time. Lady.
The Rev. Harry Hoffs, hospital Mn. Sybla Brittain
ular with small stockholders
up an 11-7 first quarter margin
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Oonk who
daughter, Melody Faye, t bom • The decline in book reviewing
chaplain from Grand Rapids, Dies at Saugatuck
through the monthly investment
Survivingbesides the husband and 17-13 at halftime. The third
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. John that Geoffrey Wagner describes is are three daughters, Mrs. Maurice period score was 28-24. |
plan, where as little as 540 a quar- celebrated their 50th wedding an- gave a talk on his work with the
SAUGATUCK (Special) - Mrs. Ploaila, 900 Lincoln Ave.; a daugh- of course the simple result of a Dalton of Northfield, 111., Mary Harley Hill paced Holland with
ter can make you a stockholder. niversary last week were honor- patients in the hospitals in and
Sybla Brittain, 77, wife of Leonard ter, Delia, bom today to Mr. and decline in reading books. Profes- Beth Pieters of Indianapolis,Ind. 14 points and Ralph Lawson pop»In his closing remarks, Robin- ed at a dinner Jan. 26 at Central around Grand Rapids.
sors and critics and analysts and and Janee L. Pieters of Grand ped 10. Steve Grotes added six,
son gave an account of stock Park Chufch. The tables and rooms After the business meeting re- Brittain, died Thursday evening at Mrs. Lionel Trevino, route 1.
commentators do not greatly af- Rapids; four sisters, Mrs. C.A. Burton Wiersma, three; Ed Loncmarket activities over the past were decorated with yellow mums, freshments were served by the her home on Water St., in Saugahosts and hostesses the Rev. and tuck. She had been ill for the last
fect the book - Intelligenceof a Moore of Rochester, Minn., Mrs. ki nd Dave Van Eerden, two
three years. Due to tight money
roses and gladioli. The three- tiered
Holland Eighth Graders
whole people. They are followers, Willis Spaman of Kalamazoo, Miss each and Alan Brinkman, one.
and foreign affairs confusion, he wedding cake was decorated with Mrs. Howard Van Egmond, Mr. six weeks. Bom in Detroit in 1879.
and Mrs. Marv Vereeke and Mr. she lived in this vicinity for many Post 38-8 Triomph
not leaders; people themselves, av- Betty Parent* of Minneapolisand
predicted a cautious market for
The Dutch freshmen will play
yellow roses and white swans.
and Mrs. George Swieringa.
erage millions, determinethe na- Mrs. George Fox of Iron Moun- at Benton Harbor next Friday
years.
1967, but with a bright overall fuLocal guests were Mr. and Mrs.
MUSKEGON (Special) Hoi- tional interst in books or the na- tain; one brother, Charles Parent afternoon.
Surviving besides the husband
ture, for the next 10 yean.
Lawrence Zwemer and children,
are one daughter, Mrs. H. E. land's eighth grade basketball tional decline of that interest
of Adrian; two grandchildren.
The speaker was introduced by Ruth, Marilyn, Nancy and Laurie, Girl, 7, Badly Hurt
Ironically, Bennett Cerf’s wail
(Florence) Dunlap of Gainesville, team had an easy time with the
Fred Coleman, program chair- Mr. and Mrs. Casey Oonk and
When Hit by Vehicle
Fla., one granddaughter, Catherine Muskegon Reeths • Puffer seends about the decline of interest in
Seventh Graders Play
man.
children,Mary, Patsy and Danny,
Dunlap and one brother, Harry Friday afternoon, coasting to a books appeared in "The Saturday Hamilton Man <Dies
Mr. end Mrs. William Vanden GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Intrasquad Game at Half
386 win, their third victory in four Review,”in which Cerf conducts a
Walker of Saugatuck.
Belt Miss Maggie Van Leeuwen, Seven - year - old linda Mae
column called "Trade Winds.” The Following: Heart Attack
Mrs. Henry Nylaiid
games.
the Rev. and Mrs. Ralph Menning
The Purples defeated the Reds,
Thoma, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Holland held their hosts score- irony of that fact is emphasized Jhn Boerigter, 61, of route
and children,Chuck, Mark, Bruce Robert Thoma, Doric Ave., West Remanded Back
5-2 In an intrasquad seventh grade
Succumb* at Age 75
by
the
decline
of
interest
in
books
less in the first quarter, 12-0. They
Hamilton, died Friday evening
and Roger and Dr. and Mrs. James Spring Lake Road, is in Municipal GRAND HAVEN (SpecUl)
game Friday night during the half
moved to a 20-4 advantageat the in the very magazine in which the
Mrs. Henry Nyland, 75, of route Wayer who were present at the
Holland Hospital following a heart of the Holland-Muskegongame at
Hospitalwith a fractured right leg. Caleb Henry Rogers, 45. route 2, half, as Coach Don Oosterbaan column appeared.
6. Holland, died unexpectedly ceremony in 1907 when Dr. Wayer
When first founded in 1925, and attack Thursday. He was employed Civic Center.
possible skull fracture and facial Spring Lake, who waived examina used all 16 players who made the
Thursday morning at HoUand Hos- officiated.
Jim Bouwman scored two baslacerations after being struck by tion on a charge of indecent lib- trip. The third quarter score was for two decades after that, the by the HamiltonFarm Bureau and
pital. Mrs. Nyland was bom Sept.
Out-of-town guests were Marvin a car Thursday afternoon.
kets for the winners and Don Jacerties when arraigned in Municipal 266.
magazine was called "The Satur- also did some fanning.
30, 1881, and was a member of Oonk of Houston, Tex., and Mrs.
The driver of the car, Fred Court Tuesday afternoon, has had Gary Vander Molen, who did a day Review of Literature." Those Surviving are the wife, Jennie; obs added a free shot. Chad KoEast SaugatuckChristian Reform- Joseph Antoinides of Mt Lake, crick Ferris Cook, 41, of Fruitport, his case remanded beck to Mun- good job at, guard, led Holland were for the most part lean and one son, George; two daughters, lean made the only Red basket.
ed Church.
N.J.
was not held responsible by state icipal Court for examination, date with 10 points. Roger Buurma had hungry years for the magazine, Mrs. James (Sarah) Lugten and Rickey Dunn sank a long outcourt j
Surviving are the husband,one
The dinner was served by the police, who said the child appar- for whclh has been set for March eight and Jim De Vries six as when the business office was liv- Mrs. Gordon (Dorothy) Lugten; shot from just. inside the out of
daughter,Mrs. George (Henriet- Women’s Adult Sunday School ently ran from behind another car 6 at 1:30 p.m. Rogers furnished the regulars played only short ing from hand to mouth. How lean three brothers, Henry, Albert and bounds line for the Reds just afta) *.,Markv4uwer;jane grandson, Class of Central Park, after which which had just passed into the 52.000 bond Thursday.The alleged periods.
those years were was described Gerrit, all of Hamilton; two sis- ter the horn sounded for a spectaone sister, a short program was given by chil- path of the Cook auto. The child offense involving a 12-year-oldgirl
by the late Bernard De Voto, at ters, Mrs. John Schurmann of Hol- cular shot which didn’t count.
All of Holland drea and gn
Con Eckstram is coach of tha
grandchildren of the was going across the road to visit in Spring Lake Township, occurred
There are 172 clocks in the Bri- one time the magazine’sdirector, land and Mrs. Harm Schipper of
Hamilton.
^and' nephew*. kho^*red aouple.
seventh grade team.
sLf’tiy before bis death.
on or about Jan. >2, 1967.
tish House of Commons.
some friend^l

at 47j7 ’going‘'intothe final hectic
quarter,
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